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Foreword

At the twenty-second annual Invitational Conference on Testing Prob-
lems, some 600 participant.; considered perhaps as wide a variety of
topics as has ever been covered at one of these meetings. Thc presenta-
tions ranged over different facets of measurement from preschool age
through adulthood, flom resesrA in psychological theory to ro-thod-
ology in attacking the problem of delinquency, horn questions on the
measurement of teachor effectiveness to questions about tin kinds of
tests used in college admissions and scholarship programs. Taken as a
whole, the papers reflected the tremendous scope of the measurement
field and its relation to some of the most pressing educational and social
questions of our time.

To fashion such diversified fare into an interesting, cohesive program
is no small challenge, and we are all indebted to Roger T. Lennon,
Chairman of the 1958 Invitational Conference, for meeting that chal-
lenge so successfully. Dr. Lennon, Director of the World Book COM
pany's Division of Test Research and Service, is a man who has been
influential in guiding the development of the testing movement along
the path of a responsible and progressive approach to the entire field

of measurement. We are indeed grateful to him for drawing on his

knowledge of the field to produce such a stimulating program.
We are equally indebted to the principal speakers and discussants

for presenting such "food for thought." I have no doubt but what the
ideas and suggestions for future study presented at this Conference
will be much discussed in educational and measurement circles from

now on, and will, eventually, lead to fresh, productive approaches
to both old and new problems.

HENRY CHAUNCEY

Preident

t;



Preface,

The annual Invitational Conference on Testing Problems has achieved a
reputation as perhaps the outstanding meeting of the year for leaders in
the testing fieid. With each passing year the consistent excellence of the
programs has attracted a steadily growing audience. As the number of
those attending has increased, so also has the range of their special
interests within the measurement field broadened; and the task of de-
veloping a program of high appeal to the diversified interests represented
in the audience hat become increasingly demanding on the Chairman.

Theorist and practitioner, test producer and test consumer, personality
researcher and guidance counselor, state testing director and university
instructor- all bring their varied needs and interests and backgrounds
to the Conference, each confidently expecting a program that will be
aniquely appealing and satisfying to him; and rarely have they been
disappointed. The 1958 Conference was planned to be of broad and
diverse appeal, to match n range of content the heterogeneity of the
audience-- even to tbe abandoning of the tradition of a unifying "theme"
for the meeting.

The opening session of the 1958 Conference comprised two papers
which focused attention on measurement problems at the preschool,
early childhood, and preadokscent level--an area which has received
perhaps somow hat less than its proper share of research attention in
recent years. Developments and problems in the measurement of cot,-
nitive abilities at this level were clearly and compfehensively reviewed
hy Dr. Dorothea McCarthy. Dr. William Kvaraceus spoke on the meas-
urement anti prediction of maladjustive behavior, presenting penetrat-
ing analysis of the conceptual and methodological problems in the
appraisal of certain personal and social characteristics.

In the secoml session, papers ity Dr. Jane Loevinger and Dr. David C.
Hyaes represented neat exemplifkations of basic and applied research,
the former directed to the elaboration of a new construct in personality
measurement, and the latter to a review of certain findings of the massive
Teacher Characteristics Study which Dr. Hyans has been directing for
several years. Dr. 1.0evinger presented a closely reasoned argument for
the existence of a fundamental personality variable underlying responses
to many personality measures. Dr. Hyena not only presented major
substantive findings of the Teacher Characteristics Study with respect
to mNtsurement and prediction of teacher effectiveness, but also pro-

ivided a critique of methodology in this area. Dr. David Tiedeman



presentol a brief discussion of the Loevinger thesis, and Dr. Harry
Cilbert invited attention to some of the practical implications of Dr. Ryane
work for problems of teacher recruitment, selection, and merit rating.

At the luncheon meeting Dr. Henry Chauncey presented an absorbing
account of his observations about Soviet education, based on his tour of
So% i.t Russia in curly 1958. Dr. Chauncey's report that educational and

psychological measurement as we know it is virtually non-existent in the
schools of Russia is but one illustration of the many provocative ele-
ments in his ile.wription of an educational system so different from our

in philosophy. and practice, and yet so full of significance for our
way of life.

The afternoon Sess io n brought together Drs. Robert L. Ebel, John C.
Flanagan, E. F. Lindquist, and Alexander C. Wesman in a panel dia.
ens,ion on the topic "\\ bat Kinds of Tests for College Admissions?"
These authorities, constituting perhaps as expert a panel on this problem
as ihiglit be assembled, surprised the audience with their diverse, not to
say conflicting. views. Their lively presentations illumined an area which
is assuming ever greater importance in our education.

It is a pleasure for mv to record here my great appreciation to ,the
participants in the l9584:onferenee for their uniformly fine contributions,
awl to blucational Testing Service which played the role of host organi-
Altion vvith it arcustomed graciousness and efficiency. 1 trust that 1
e.pre,s the consensus of the 600 or more leaders in measurement who

attended the 1 inference in voicing the belief that the 1958 Conference
diif not fall Aort of the high standards set in previous meetings.

ROGER T. LENNON

Chairman
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Session I

Remark8 of the Chairman

ROGER T. LENNON, Director, Division of Tem Research and
Service, World Book Company

Alou Id like to open this first session of the 1958 Invitational Conference
on Testing Problems by voicing.sentiments that I am sure you all share
with me, sentiments of appreciation to Educational Testing Service,
our host organization, for its continuing courtesy in making possible
these meetings that have, over the years, proven so stimulating to all
of us in the field of measurement.

At this first session today, we shall consider two different topics,
each touching on measurement problems in areas where research has
Egged behind the need for sound measurement techniques. The first
area is the measurement efloognitive abilities in very young children.
I ran think of no better person to review for us.what has been going On
in that area, and to point out the measurement problems and difficulties
there, than Dorothea McCarthy. Her work, and her special research in
the field of language development, is familiar to all who are interested in
child development. Therefore, it is with a great deal of pleasure that I
will !Tesent to you the first speaker, -Dr. Dorothea A. McCarthy, of
Pordham University, talking on "Measurement of Cognitive Abilities
at the Preschool and Early Childhood Level."

Immediately following Dr. McCarthy's presentation, we shapnove
on to consider measurement questions related to the social problem
that we call juvenile delinquency. Here is an area where, generally'
speaking, measurement people have been conspicuous by their absence
rather than their contribution. An outstanding exception to this general.
ization is the man who will by our second speaker, a man who ha,
pioneered in introducing good measurement and research techniques
into the work of preventing and controlling delinquent behavior in
young people. Ile is Pr. William C. Kvaraceus, of Boston University.
who i currently on a orielear leave from that institution to direct the
National Edtration Assoriation's Juvenile Delinquency Project. He will
talk to us this morning about the ."Prediction of Maladjustive Behavior."

9



Measurement of Cognitive Abilities
at the Preschool
and Early Childhood Level

Itntofitt.:.% McCtIMIY, Professor of Psychology, Graduate
School of Arts and Sciences, Fordham University

Even the casual observer of a group of young children of preschool age
is Unmediately impressed with marked individual differences in the

havior of children of the same age and with the very marked contrasts
in the behmior of children only six months or a year apart in chrono-
logical age. lu motor performances, which it is possible :o observe most
objectively, older children are able to do things faster, more smoothly

and with greater ease and precision than younger children. They also
manifest greater strength and are able to attempt Ad perform more
cinnplex tasks. These things hold true whether the obsciver is concerned

ith gross motor performances or with fine museu;ar coordination.
Turning to the other broad area of observable behavior, the verbal or

linguistic, through which the chihl is able to give some reflection of his

colic( pt frmation mid the higher thought processes, it is clear that older
children talk more. know more words, and put them together in longer

amid more complex groups than do the younger children. In their handling
of words and numbers, older children show their ability to be more
clear and specific in contrast to the vagueness which characterizes the
expression of younger children. Also evident is the increasing ability
of older children to handle abstract ideas, in contrast to the concrete

:OA are t pical of younger children. The degree of complexity of
the abstract ideas they are aide to Use increases with age, and they also
show increasing mental alertness and speed in their ability to solve

problems whieti most p.sople would agree are of an intellectual or
coguitive nat ure.

'these are some of the gnahties of the effectiveness of mental function.
jog which th- lay person refers to when he says that a young child

a good head ou his shoulders," that The will go far," or that he is
''bright for his age." The marked chanps which occur over a span ef a
few montiel, and the sharp contrasts in the mental performances of

12



lbOttOTHEA A. MeCARTHY-
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. ..

diffcrent elnhlren -of the same age, serve to highlight the em'irmity of
the individual differci,:es the I:- ychologist attempts to measure., Iles,

..

are especially noteworthy during the preselwol period, foT it has often
been shown that individual differene.es .in, any function_ are alwaya most
marked during periods of rapid development. All thez.ie evidences of
cnental grovali are oecurring in.extrentely complex organisius who.. are
growing physiyally in varying eneironmental circumstances, and adapting
to varying numliers and kinds'of persons, both children and adults. These
processes of tnental growth are also occurring in' children -who are
.'clinging or iqependent, withdrawing or aggressive, patient or Oighty,
anirsn on, for'an itimite variety of personality twits which are more or

" less closely Mated tnaspeets t.if mental devilopuient which we have made
the mo'st successful attempts tit meilsure.

. .

Merely because wit. can th+nk of intellectiml functions in the abstract
1)1,mid try to tb4'a re them in isolation ilift,s not mean that they iMTUr hi

isolation' in natu e, any .tnoritthati the chemipt who isolatt A iron it: the
labltratoritindg it in pure fitrm in nature. Just as most chemical elements
areMitunid in .e,ompounds of varying degrees Of l'Omplexityoo, too, chil-
dren's minds are deyejitping in youngsters who are reeeiving a wealth of
warm, affectionate 'null Uratuv; in those who are 'lonely, deprived and
neglected; in those who Wq:. thwarted, punished and reiected at every
t ar, as well as in those wIniXt:e frightened and shocked into completeii.k.

with lrawal by their early infantillxvxYerienees. i
net (the latUr of the mental testing Movemi.nt, on w hose ideas we

'n.r still claborMing) iilis well aware of mo,t,of these things, and he gave
u$ a tool which, when adapted in this country by ItIOnn's genius, has
proVeti to i)e I mr best yardstick for children of schOhl age for a whole
generation. This tool, in spit,: of ill many limitations and slmrteomini,s
lind Current obsoles«.neet.pointed the way for the now widely accepteu
group testing movement hi all educational levels.

While psychologists and statistkiians have been ptishing mass testing
and' finding better, more relialde metluids of testing' htige groups with
multiplewhoier items which C1111 be entered on answer sheets and scored
bv machine for easy and efficient reporting to school administrators,
little progress has bee', made in developing touls fur younger age level:
which still need individual examination.

There is at the present time a tremendous need for new tools which
will do at the infaniand preschool levels for today's generation what the
Stanford-Binet did for the last rneration of children at school age. The
increased birthrate since World War It has produced a bumper crop of
preaehool children known as the "baby boom," so there is a large per.

11
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Incitatiomil Conference on Testing Problems

tentage or the population now in the age bracket which requires individud

mental examination. Pre*i ntive work and early diagnosis of; and planning

for, appropriate education f handicapped chihiren creates a demand for

pod an& even highly specialiml tools. There are more handicarped

children who survive nowadays !lido in former times, due to improved

obstetrics and rdiatrics. The great wave of interest in mentally retarded

children, due to the banding together of thfir parents to share their

common problems, and the appropriation of like sums,of Looney for the

study, care mid education uf :!:. mentally retarded has caught the pay,

ehological profession short,handed with only outmoded tools. It is as if

we were trying to plough a field with a horse instead of a tractor.

As knowledge about what constitutes normal child development has

spread, deviatiote,, from what is c,msidered normal are bringing children

tu the attention of child guidan.x clii&a and other service agencies at

earlier NO. Unfiltunately. too, our culture has produced increared

number r. of illegitimate children i i need of plarement for adoption at

early ages. Many hildkss eouph s tire eager to adopt these children, hut

they have come to ,expect some sort of assurance of normality in the

children they propose to adopt, and hope for reasonable accuracy of the
,

predictions that ar'e mane. Nitre so many studies have shown the

value of early placement in a family setting and the harmful effects on

mental growth of life in an institution, am' mental tests have not proven

very effective in infancy, placement agencies have recently been en-

einfraging adfptinn even without benefit of tests.
There are several reasons which seem to have accounted for the neglect

of this area in the field of psychometrics. The training institutions have

been preoccupied with training clinicians for the Veterans Adminis.

tration and for work with rilults in .mental hospitals, and give their

trainees only a minimum of opportunity to work with children. Child

development research centers have become preoccupied with longitudinal

folh.w-np studies which are just now beginning to emerge. After the

disappointing results of some of the long-term prediction studies, interest

has turned, among research workers,' to deeper and more penetrating

studies of children's thinking and reasoning; to studies of their concepts

of Numl relationships, of space, time, and number. Usually these

processes are studied in a small sample of available children rather than

in representative samples. Such qualitative studies, many of them

suggested bv the very provocative work of Piaget, have not aimed to

develop pmetical tests or measuring instruments. However, they should

prove 1nghly suggestive to the constructors of tests of the future. For

esample, Harrison (181 reports a correlation of .7 between mental



DOROTHEA A. MCCARTHY

age and children's umnprehemion of words involving time concepts.
'fhe group-ii".sting 'movement ith le resultnnt hanilling of mass data

has 'taught psitio)h about ,nornis, the importance'of large numbers, the
techilifies of strAtified sampling, item analysis, weighting and reliability,
so that our standup!, as to w hat constitute adequate fif 'rim have advanced

remarkably mill have become so high tleat it is no longer feasible for an
nulividual to do% clop a tv,t hhich ' ill %itlistand the critical scrutiny of
his colleagues find gain is illespread acreptanee without substantial
filiawial assistance',

Usually mental tcsting is done toi w omen who generally find it easier
than men to relatc t, mug children and to establish rapport with them.
Many men seem 1, ! i u. it a threat to their masculinity to work with
young chit+ 1:1, gretiter interest in things mathematical .
and statistical, a? 41 tiwit economic responsibilitic, they lite
11.411,111y divrAcd Coe Ho of group testing which yields greater
finawial irds. Womco, ou the other hand, often marry and do not
remain in field, or, i I In y youtinue active professionally, they
usually are in ;re igencies or in teaching rather than in research
settinp Where un,glit have oppoirtunitirs to develop new tools.

Young children at especially baffling and thwarting to the scientific
research iiitier,. %hit must have infinite patiemv in order to work with
them. Thev -leep a large portion of the working day and woe-betide the
investigator w hoe surk conflicts with a preschool ehild's regular nap-
time! Then. 1.). vimng children suffer from many contagions diseases
%161.11 fregityntiv urea-imi broken appointments and loss of time.
Preschool children uatinot Corn(' for examinations alone and must always

aerompanied to a testing center by a mother or other 'adult who
may have other responsilalities and often finds it difficult to cooperate.

Fven %lien ...toll practical ditheulties are overeome, preschool children
are Iffiturious l'or their sits ness and negativism at certain ages, so that
the test administrator, alb" investing an appreciable amount of time in a
IM4e. May thill he has an inctimplete test bepause' of refused items. In

preschoid children further frustrate examiners with their
fleeting attention spans and their vivid imagination, which often confuse
faet a ii. I fantasv. Furthermiire, they cannot read or write or even mark
an answer sheet for maehine seoring. So, it is little wonder they have
been. neglected Ifir easier and more Ilirrative fields.

There is also the ever-present ticklish problem of validity. What
constitntes intelligent khavior from age two to age five? Usually we have
been content with tests that show developmental changes with chrono-
logical age. While this is a necessary and important characteristic of a

13
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test for young ehiltite;!,, rnany "neer things, like height and weight, also
show inerements with age and obviously are not the kinds of things we
wish to measure when we are studying cognitive processes. In the pre-
school field we do net even have age grade progress or school grades or
teachers' estimates of intelligence or achievement test scores as criteria
against which to cheek our instruments, and much further work needs to
be done along these lines. As Landreth (2-0 points out, "no atteinpt has
so fur been made to relate representative popular judgments of be-
havior caparities of young ehihlren to their performance on 'intelligence'
tests." (p. 333)

Many predictive studies have Le n conducted over the years and
altImugh there have been minor variations due to different sampling
methods, the nse of different tests, different examiners, and different
intervals over which the prediction has been attempted, the predictive
value of all the tests seems to be inversely proportional to the age at
which the first test is given and to the interval between tests. Maurer
(28) states: "the studies that have been made show a disappointing
lack of positive. correlation between early str.nding and later standing
when the intervals between tests are long enough for such informa-.
lion to be useful" (p. 20) Summarizing the literature, in 1949, Ilayley
(4) said: "The results of these studies are interesting but have not so far
given us any adequately predictive batteries of tests," and with regard
to her own data she said: "In all of the comparisons so far made on
the Berkeley Growth Study children, little consistency in relative-scores
could he found during the first two to four years. After this age, how-
ever, intellectual progress becomes fairly stable." (p. 168)

The most recent of the/longitudinal investigations is a comprehensive
study from the Fels Research Institute by Sontag, Baker and Nelson (30)
involving retests on 110 ehiblren with the Stanford Binet scales from
ages three to twelve. The authors conclude: "ThOlata descriptive of the
IQ performance of the entire group was much like data of other com-
parable longitudinal studies, ... The pattern,of retest correlation of IQ's
at one age ,with Itys at later ages was similar to the pattern found in
other studies in the literature. Correlations decreased as the age interval
between the two tests was lengthened and increased as the child grew
older, if the interval between the two tests was held constant. However,
the inter.age correlations in the preschool period were slightly higher
than those previously reported in the literature, suggesting the possibility
that the correlations during the preschool period may have been some-
what underestimated in the past." These authors used a technique of
snmothed trend lines to minimize the effect of errors of measurement

6
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DOROTHEA A. MCCARTHY

found in any one test. They report that "the preschool tests were found

to be only slightly more variable about this trend line than the tests
administered during the elementary school years," (p. 52)

Confirming what Bayley (4) has called "lability" of test scores, the

Fels study (30) reports on the "idiosyncratic nature of the patterns of

change" which were found. "It would appear that the extent of IQ
change found du ing childhood has been previously underestimated. (The

median amount of change in this instance was 17.9 IQ points.) Sixtr-two

per cent of the children clianged more than 15 IQ points sometime
during the course of mental development from the age of 3 to age 10"

(pp. 53-54). Anothe, interesting finding was that certain children seem

to have aceel rative or decelerative tendencies to their mental growth

curves that appear to be quite independent of special abilities in types of

tests passed.
Because of the failure of long-term prediction of infant tests, many

people have tended to discard all preschool tests. This seems to be quite

unfortunate, for there are tests which have good reliability and do give

reasonably accurate predictions.after about two years of age. There is a

marked change in the testability of children after the onset of speech and

Coodenough and Maurer (14) found that verbal and nonverbal abilities

'are readily differentiable on a fairly permanent basis as early as three

years of age. lAnalreth (24) cites llonzik's (21) study to the effect that
by four years of age childn n's test scores correlate to the extent of
about .6 with the scores they earn at six years of age. Thus, it is possible

in oursery school to prediet fairly accurately which children will be
ready for first grade at age six, and to aid in their school placement well

enough to avoid sOme serious misplacements and perhaps to avoid many

,of the tragic cases of reading disability which emerge from the early
grades and graduate to our reformatories before adolescence.

So far, the la.st tools for the measurement of mental functioning have
been the so-called tests of general intelligence which measure only
abstract verbal ability. The reason we consider them "best' is because

they do a fairly satisfactory job, better than any other tools do, of
predicting academic success. We have compulsory o' ication laws wWch

force children into avail Inie sittoations which traditionally have used

highly verbal tech iliq to.s. surcced in school; children must achieve
early mastery of the language arts Of listening, speaking, reading and

writing, as well as spelling and some facility in dealing with numbers.
floss*. ,o.called tool subjects must be mastered if the child is to be able

to Faudy content subjects and learn something of his cultural heritage.
This situation has tended to make us keep a narrow focus in our in-

15
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telligettee testing. ()ie of the, main things which prevents correlations
trom going much higher Is that many children who have abilities along
nonverbal lines do not hay(' opportunity to sinew them in the traditional
school or to reflect them in achievement test scores or other criteria.
As s..,.11 as such individuals are released from the pressures of a verbal
academic situation and have opportunities to learn trades and earn their
way in the practical school of experience they do much better than we
would have predicted on the basis of their early scores on verbal teats.

Intelligence, as we use the term in psychometrics, is, after all, an
abstract term. We can keep it narrow in focus if we wish to make pre.
dictions to a fairly narrow or specific criterion such as academic success.
lloviever, Thorndike (It) long ago pflieted out that abstract intelligence
was only one aspect and that there were other types it intelligence
which he called concrete intelligence, or the ability to deal with things
(perhaps our performance tests arc getting at this), and also social
iiiteHigenee, or the ab;lity tc deal with poople, which we have largely
igneered in the 1, iI ,f measurement.

As our lineewiedge of Odd &vehement becomes broader and richer
and deeper, however, we can broaden our concept of intelligence and
try to predict iii other (trots of leaky than the strictly verbal. Gesell
peeinted the %ay in ,his elevelopmental schedules % Inch recognized the
fimur ilirnensinn ut locomotor, ,adaptive, linguistic and personahsocial
behavior on,. an intuitive basis, but he lost the precision of his careful
oliservations and control of conditions in his overall subjective appraisal
of the devckpmental quotimet and the lack of statistical equivalence
of his various scales,

Tests ielding a profile of subscores would be most helpful for purposes
of differential diagnosis. These clu be developed either on an intuitive
basis k means of factor analysis. Thurstone (35) has developed the
latter INT- mo-st fully in his Primary Mental Abilities Scale, but this is a
group tc.t. and at the earliest Age level with % hide we are concerned,the

sub.tests do not p1)!..11,44 Aatisfactory

Ruth Griffiths ( l5) in her volume ,4bi1ities of Babies described, in
19:4, an interesting scale for the first two years of, life whiefi yields A
profile of five subscores as well as an overall General Quotient. The
subscales developed on an intuitive basis are the Locomotor $rale, the
l'ersonal.Social Scale, the !leering and Speech Seale, one for Eye and
Hand Development, and a Performance Scale. ,She presents strikingly
different profiles showing the relatively low performance of deaf babies
on the Hearing and Speech scale, of blind children on the Eye.11and
scale, and of spastic infants on the 1.0romeiteer scale.

If)
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Thi test is bas,..I on 371 hildren in Eng laml whose fathers.' occupa.
hong correspond roughly to the aistrihution of the Minnesota Scale of
occupations developed by CI mdenough for the 1940 U.S. Gmsus data.
It is not known, however, how representative they are of British children
or how British and American children whose fathers have the same
ureuviiiirms compare on intelligence. This scale has not as yet been
widely usisI in this country. The author is extending it upward into the
presehool and early childhood range. It seems that thergieritest con.
It ibution it makes as an infant scale is the introduction of a Speech and
'tearing scale, an area which previous infant tests have largely ignored
or sampled very sparingly.

As the writer has pointed out elsewhere (26), most scales at the infant
level have been largely sensori.motor in charade:iv probably because these
averts of behavior are in the ascendancy at the earliest levels and are
most readily observable without instrumentation or highly specialized
training. They have, for the most part, ignored any attempt to study the
development of the precursors of the verbal factor in the early pre.
linguistic babblinw of the infant. The remarkable studies of Irwin (22),
hitwever, have shown quite clearly that phonemic analyses of these
early utterances do yield developmental trends which ie many ways
behave in moult the same way as do our verbal tests at higher age levels.
They differentiate between children living in family and in institution
settings, even in the lirst six months of life. One of my students, Regina
Fisiehelli (I I), largely confirmed Irwin's findings on 100 infants between

and 18 mos. of age. Subsequently, when Catalano and I (9) followed up
approximately one third of her group at an average age of 41 months
with the Stanfordanet Form 14, we found correlations of .5 between
certain, measures of infant vocalizations witch as consonant vowel ratio
and !her Statiford.Him4 IQ. These substantial positive correlations
were obtained with a sample which represented only the lower end of the
distribution and were maintained even when ages at time of both tests
were held constant.

Although our initial attempts to measure mental ability at the infant
level did not prove as fruitful as we had hoped, it does not mean that it
cannot br done with improved techniques. In this area of measurement
we are in a stage analogous to the period when James McKeen Cattell,
who was the first to use the term mental test, was discouraged becau.a.
his attempts to predict the academie achievement of Columbia students
with a battery involving strength of grip and speed of color naming
1.,,ts and the like proved to be a disappointment. We must try again
with improved techniques.

17
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This is being done by two of the .best qualified and- most careful
research workers I know. Narky Bayley, who developed the California
First Year Mental Scale and who has done more longitudinal follow.up
work than any one else, is now working on a new infant scale. Dr.
Katharine Maurer Cobb has recently returned from South Africa, where
she examined large numbers of primitive infants, and is now gathering
data on an American sample. I have high hopes that these new scales
being. developed by experienced research workers will give 1113 much
improved tools for the next generation of babies.

As for the preschool and early childhood levels, I myself am working
on a new battery of tests which I hope will eventuate in a new poini
scale with a profile of several subscores appraising various aspic& of the
child's development. A preliminary pilot study on approximately 100
mentally retarded children between the ages of 6 and 14 years yielded
good age trends and differentiated well between educable and non .
educable institutionalized children. Further data on normal children
are now being analyzed and it is hoped that before too long a fulbscale
standardization with stratified sampling will begin with the items which
are most promising, through the gracious assistance of the Psyclio.
logical Corporation.

One of the major problems with mental tests is the problem of
obsolescence.This matter of becoming outdated affects not only materials,
but also content and norms. Most examiners are aware, when using the
Stanford-Binet, of the obsolescent upright telephones, the black stoves
with top ovens, the high laced shoes and the steam locomotives which
many preschool children have never seen: But perhaps we do not stop
to realize that in this day of miracle drugs people rarely die from the flu,
and besides we now call it a v:rus. Terman and Merrill could not have
known that sulfa would be discovered the year their 1937 revision was
published and thus invalidate one of their favorite verbal absurdities. In
thiA day of numerous telephones and automobiles it is indeed rare to see
a uniformed messenger boy delivering a telegram by bicycle, and with the
advent of automatic dryers the sight of clothes drying on a line, as occurs
in two Stanford-Binet pictures, is far lesi familiar than it used to be.

I suspect, also, that our norMs are quite obsolete, for today's children
are being exposed to a much more varied and stimulating environment
than the children of twenty years ago. The invention of plastics has
made the manufacture of cheap toys in greater variety possible. And the
higher standard of living means that more children possess a greater
variety of toys. Witness, too, the growth of toy stores and the nursery
furniture industry.

18
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The fact that children travel in cars throughout infincy and preschool
life means their geographical orientation must be greatly expanded over
that of children of a generation ago who scarcely left their own yards or
their own block until school age. The rapid spread of nursery schools
has also stimulated more preschool children and probably accelerated
their mental and social_growth.

Just as anthropometric studies have shown that children tend to be
Ataller and heavier than they were a getteration ago, so psychological
wnorms need revision and updating from time to time. The recent mono-

graph by Templin (32) which gathered data on children's language
development, using the same recording techniques and the same sampling
techniques in the same city where I worked twenty-five years before,
showed children using on the average one more word per et. tence,
equal to almost a year's acceleration, and showing corresponding
advanees in other aspects of language. development. Undoubtedly any
verbal test would reflect similar up-grading in children's performance,
due to the influence of radio, television, better standards of living, more
leisure time which parents spend with children, .less use of illiterate
nursemaids, less bilingualism 'and gre'ater permissiveness in dealing with
ehildren of today. It is probable that obsolescence of materials which
makes tests more difficult for children counteracts the effect of their
greater facility in language development in the total test score, so that
we are lulled into complacent continued acceptance of our old
instruments by an artificial stability in mean score for groups.

Another tendeney which I think is unfortunate for the whole field of
measurement is that with the development of highly specialized clinics
for various types of cases in rehabilitation centers, speech and,hearing
clinics and cerebral palsy centers, workers not highly trained in psycho-
metrics are being forced to develop their own batteries of tests and are
using groups of items which are not standardized and on which they
develop their own subjective norms on the basis of their clinical exs
perienee. We in the field of measurement and ,psychometrics probably
would not like toVl these instruments tests at all, but they are being
used b) give diagnoles on large numbers of cases in the service agencies
because we have lagged behind and have not &upplied the kinds of tools
which 'are needed for the urgent problems of differential diagnosis.
Ingenious scales of this sort have been developed by De Hirsch (10)
for children with language disorders and by Haeussermann (17) for
cerebral palsied children. The problem is: what do normal children do
with the same tasks? Anyone who works for a rriod of time with one
type of handicapped child is bound to develop a distorted norm biased in
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fayor of such cases and while discriminations of degree of defect may
be made carefully, the peNpective in relation to the normal child will
be lost without the use of stendardized tests based on representative
sampling,

Baldwin (3) gives a provocative disrussion of the problem of determin.
ing what are the primary mental abilities to be tested. Much of the con-
fusion in the literature stems from the fart that certain preconceptions
as to the mitare of intelligence must go into the preliminary selection of
iten,4 included in any battery of tests.'14n matter 'how elaborate the
subsrquent statistical treatment of scores is, we can never get old of a
factor analysis elements that were not present in the battery 'Cif tests
to begin with. Factor anal sis may point out a few interrelationships
which we were not astute enough to anticipate. Correlations obtained
between two .r more factors may be due not to any real relationship
existing between the two abilities, but to the fact that the two tests are
measuring or involve certain common elements in the environment.
Tests may appear to be related to each other because both are related
to a third element which may or may not be an ability. It appears that
Hofstaetter's (20) analysis of Bayley's 1933 data contributed little that
had nnt been deduced eaelier from a careful study of the standard.
deviations and the correlations at successiVe ages in relation to the
content of the test..

With the 'many practijal difficulties of locating subjects for indivLal
testing, mentioned earlier, one wonders if the necessary preliminary
testing in order to form a correlational matrix before setting up a new
battery will prove feasible. It can work out well in group testing at
higher levels, as in the work of Guilford in personality testing, but I
doubt whether individual tests for young children will be established on
the basis of previously determined empirical factors for some, time to
come. Factor analysis can always be performed after a battery i8 prepared
intuitively, and duplicating or irrelevant material can subsequently be
discarded. If we dare to trv out new ideas we may find out things which
can be confirmed by statistical analysis but which we might he much
longer in discovering by purely empirical methods.

'Because there has been so little success in measuring a variety of
a!)ilities in infants, the hypothesis has b'een advanced that th.siarious
mental abilities differentiate with advance in age. The evidence for this
hypothesis is not entirely clear. It may be that rudiments of several
abilities are present early, but That our techniques have been too crude
thus far to isolate them and to measure them for study in infancy.
Irwin's (22) contribution on infant language is a striking example of

20
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how refined techniques have opened up an .area for investigation in
Mfancy which was completely overlooked befure.

Prom the early days of testing, when we cherished.,the naive hope
that mental tests might somehow measure native capacity apart from
environmental influences. we have come through the era in which we
have admitted that we always measure hereditary factors and environ-
mental influences interacting, and that all we ever get in an intelligence
test is present functional level. We have'seen numerous studies which
have attempted to estimate how much each of these factors contributes,
and the most recent studies are trying to determine how and why
certain environmental influences 'operate the way they do.

There are many parallels and areas of overlap between the development
of language and the measurement intelligence, for, as Baldwin (3)
states, "In the developnwnt of conceptual thought, language plays a
very significant role. . . . The word as a sign of an object implies his
(the child's) ability to maintain some sort of mental representation of
the object, action or situation that the word signifies . (and) the word
for an abstraction is very convenient because it gives the abstraction
a concrete handle, the concept is more easily used because there is a
word for it." (p. 354) There should be little wonder, then, that mir best
mental tests are verbal and that vocabulary tests have proven . their
usefulness time and again.

Research on language development in children is therefore at the
very core of measurement of .cognitive functionr.., Earlier investigations
revealed tiiat children's language development varied with pateraal
occupation and that children talked in a more advanced fashion the more
contact they had with adults. In fact, there is considerable evidence
which seems to indicate that the more intense and thc more prolonged
the contact with the mother, the more accekrated the language de-
velopment.

The amazing findings ,iffsBrodbeek and Irwin (8) indicate' that the
environmental impact on language development is measurable even in
the first three months of life, where infant speech sounds are much more
advanced for children raised in a normal family setting than for in-
stitution infants. Wyatt (37) has spelled out rather clearly how the
mechanism of unconscious identification is "the common denominator of
many of the behavioral events of interaction between mother and chilcj
and, in particular, for the facts of mutual imitation, so essential for the
learning of language."

In this connection the work of Goldfarb (13) is of particular interest,
for it seems to point out some of the dynamics involved in the acquisition

21
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of languagle ai the geoundwork :or conceptual thought which we try to
measure with our mental tests at higher ages. Goldfarb, who compared
institutionalized children and those who grevi up in normal family
settings, points out that in the family the child is cared for by "specific
adults called parents" who are warm and loving and who minister to the
child with "detailed understanding," and that such contact is cnntinuous
awl affords constant stimulation from the same source. Hence it is
unambignous and more readily comprehensihle than fleeting attention
from a variety of 4rses in an institution. Goldfarb says: "he (the chihl)
receives active eneouragement, for example, to babble, make sounds and
then words Finally, the child's relationship to his parents includes a
strong element of reciprocation." Thus, he sees the family as a source of
tender emotions which provides the setting necessary for transfer of
functions from the parent to the child in the process of identification.
The child who thus experiences love, .iympathy arrd affection in the
cradle learns to trust those about him; he learns to wait, and to delay
immediate satisfactions, and hence develops inner control, planfulness
and foresight, which Goldfarb claims is the basis for conceptual thought
and cognitive development. Klatskin (23) at Yale has shown that infants
laised on a flexible rooming.in arrangement tested considerably higher
on the Catty!! Infant Seale than the imrmative children of ihe Harvard
Growth Study who were subjected to rigid sehedurds with less mothering.

Children who do not enjoy warmth of affection in family settings are
psyehologically (leprived. It is probably impossible to separate the
intellectual from the affective aspects in !hese early experiences in
infancy, but we probably never succeed completely in so doing even at
higher ages, for intelligence is only one aspect of the total behavior of
the organism and cannot be measured entirely in isolation. The clinical
hterature is replete with evidences of intelligenre test scores which are
depressed when children are suffering froin anxiety and are raised when
children are experiencing periods of relative calm. While, of course,
stmie children can go through crises of adjustment apparently withnut
having their disturbances reflected in teot scores, life experiences do seem
related to lability of test scores with sufficient frequency to deserve much
more serious consideration than they usually receive in typical large-
scale measurement Studies.

Two years ago Nancy Bayley (5) addressed this Conference on the
shape of the mental growth curve. She raised the question of what kinds
of emotional climate are optimal at what ages, and what effects the
attitudes of responsible adults such as parents and teachers have on
intelligence. She suggested a few clues from some preliminary data on

C)
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maternal attitudes. The second part of the Fels study (30) referred to
earlier attempts to relate the changes in intelligence test scores in their
longitudinal data to personality ratinis of the children. Their hypotheses
that the children gaining most in il() ratings would show most favorable
ratings on personality were confirmed. They state, "A st of the various
modes of personality by which children attempt to gain satisfaction in
their experiences appeared to be of value in predicting IQ change and in
understanding the nature of accelerated or decelerated mental growth as
related to personality factors. .During the preschool years, emotional
dependence on parents appears to be clearly associated with loss in IQ ...
During the elementary school years, a cluster of personality traits with
the need for achievement as a common dimension appears to be closely
associated with aeceletilbd or decelerated mental growth patterns . .

during the preschool years the child who develops modes of behavior
characterized by aggressiveness, sellinitiative, and competitiveness is
laying a basic groundwork for future acceleration in performance on
nientabtasks." (pp. 117.118) These authors conclude, then, that children
who gained in IQ during the preschool years were those who were
"venturing out of the maternal fold."

Co War!) (13) cites Bow lby's (7) excellent summary of work on
irstitutionalized children w ho, lacking maternal stimulation, affection
und support. were retarded intellectually and "distinctly impaired in con-
reptnal Aility." The impairment in categoric behavior noted among
institution rhildren was considered to be more than a reflection of low
intelligence. "There seemed to he a lark of differentiation and develop-
ment of all aspects of personality. Most noteworthy was a generilized
state of intellectual and emotional improvement and passivity. Along with
the cognitive disability there were distinct emolional trends; chiefly,
the absence of normal capacity for inhibition. The institution group
showed extremely difficult behavior with symptoms of hyperactivity,
restlessness, inability to concentrate real unmanageability. Further,
although indiscriminatinglN and insatially demanding of affection, they
had no genuine ,ittaeliments. They were incapable of reciprocating
tender feeling . . . there was an absence of normal anxiety following
aggressive or cruel behavior (and) . , specific impairment in social
maturity."

This syndrome is in marked agreement with Lauretta Bender's (6)
deseriptilm of "Psychopathic behavior in childhood" which she char.
acterizes by "an inability to love or feel guilty. There is no conscience....
There is an inability to conceptualize, particularly significant in regard
to time. They have no concept of time so that they cannot recall past
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experience and cannot lo.:iefit from past experience or be motivated to
future goals." This description calla vividly to mind Terman's (35) early
description of %hat constitutes intelligent behavior, in which he said it
is the ability to abstract out of past experience those essential features
needed to meet nen '44114111(4N hnd the ability to adapt them in new sit II-
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Prediction of Maladjustive Behavior

WILLIAM C. KYARACEUS, Director Juvenile Delinquency Project,
Natioval Education Association*

Juvenile delinquency is a complex and contentious topic constantly
fermenting on the American scene. Faced with the delinnuency problem
at the local level, a eommuMty ca,n hope to achieve some measure of
prevention and control only to the extent to which its efforts are
characterized by the following:

1. A positive community avitude. The delinquent must be viewed as a
child needing understanding and help rather than punishment and
placement outside the community. It is generally true that the de-
linquent is a hostile child, !,ut one who also faces an equally hostile
community. We can't help the delinquent or his family doing business
on a two-way street of hate and hostility.

2. A knowledge of the delinquency phenomenon. The community must
plan on the basis, of plausible and rescarch-oriented theory of delinquency
as a form of adjustment in our culture and subcultures; it must have
some knowledge of the geography, psychology, and sociology of the
delinquency act on the local scene; and it must come into the more
intimate knowledge of the specific .deliquent act through case-study
approaches. Lacking knowledge at these three levels, the community
may booby-trap itself into "impractical-practical" approaches (curfew,
wood-shed, anti-parent legislation) which are irrelevant, if not harmful,
to delinquency control hnd prevention. Common sense opinions cannot
be trusted in this held. We must look for, and stick to, the data available
from within the behavioral scienceseven in the face of the irrational
(unscientific) lay critic, the frightening and shrill cry of the feature
writer, or the crusading editorial commentator.

3. Early identification of pre-ddinquent and delinquent. Delinquent
behavior is not a 24-hour malady; it develops over a long period of time
and usually with the generous hssistance of two or three adults. The
future delinquent presents many hints and rumblings of his coming
explosions.

4. Early referral for study and diagnosis. Once the delinquent or pre.

On Wive frorn Boston University, 1938.59.
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delinquent has been identified there must be available special service
personnel (psychologist, social worker, psychiatrist, counselor) to help
get at the meaning and predisposing factors of the maladapted behavior.
True, these professional services cost money, but this is no dime-store
ptoblem.

5. Treatment through coordination of community resources. Using all
child and family-serving agencies, the resources of the community must
be brought to bear On the indiviihial in a systematic, scientific, and
indiv idualized effort of rehabilitation based on case and community study.

This discussion focuses on the third aspect, 'on methodology and
teelmiques aimed to help the community worker in the process of early
identification of the pre-delinquent. Apart from the primary and direct
attaek on the delinquency problem via the: general improvement in
patterns of family living, in more effective school programs, in neighbor-
hood value S, terns, and in leisure time offerings, etc., delinquency pre-
vention programs will depend heavily on the abi!ity to identify at an
early date (perhaps as e irly as the first grade level) the youngster who
is prone, vulnerable, cposill, or susceptle to the delinquent pattdn

adjnstwent.
Contrary to the usual depressed predictive validity coefficients reported

in the literature on forecasting Yuecess`ror failure in classroom achieve-
ment or 011 tilt job, I am happy to report that it is I. ssible to predict with
IOU per cent efficiency the future delinquents in our society.

:onsidering the complexity and the pressures of modern living within
the- enveloping web of social taboos, regulations, toWn bylaws, city
ordinances. state and federal laws against the fact that there is still so
much of Adam left in all of us, we can safely, predict at least one good
delinquency (usually more) for every' man. (Witness, if in doubt, the
mores of any out-of-town conventioning groups such as ours.) Everyone
experiences several delinquencies, officially or unofficially, during the
growth and maturation process. Even the road to sainthood often seems
to have been paved with sins judging from the lives of many of those
eventually beatified, Ihit all this only raises the crucial question:
" 'horn or what are ice forecasting?" I shall readdress Myself to this query
later. First, what are the instruments currently available on the market
and how effective are they?

There are at least seven instruments or techniques which are available
to the test user and which offer some claim, and sometimes some data to
Narrant mentionif not usefor early identification of the pre-
delinquent. These include the following:

Persoral Index of Problem Behavior (1)
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Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory (2)
Pontius Maze Test (3)
Wuhhurne Social.Adjustment Inventory (4)
Clueck Predicticu Tables (5)
Behavior Cards: A Test.Interview for Delinquent Children (6)
KI) Proneness Scale and Check List (7)

None of these items is infallible, nor has any one of these methods
demonstrated sufficient forecasting efficiency or power to be used in A
routine or perfunctory fashion. The best that can be said for some of
them is that they are promising and that they merit perhaps another
master's, if not doctorate, thesis by way of further or partial validation.

Rather than review the content of their manuals which are available to
any discriminating test user. I shall focus on the factors which tend ,to
raise or to lower the reliability and the validity of such instruments.
First, I shall discuss the basic premises or assumptions on which pre.
diction methodology in the delinquency field is generally based, although
not always acknowledged. Second, I will review some:special construction
and validation problems that must be solved if delinquency prediction
is to become a useful and practical reality, rather than a hopeful research
fantasy.

Basic Preniises

Cinitinuity of behavior. lpm chfhl study and rehabilitation there is ever
present the backward look to earlier life experiences of the subject in an
effort to unlock ,the meaning of behavior or misbehavior. Stated in
popular, if not poetic, tongue, past is prologue to the future, the child is
conceived as father to the man, and concern is expressed with how the
twigs have been bent, if not pruned. Prediction assumes a continuity in
behavior or misbehavior, if you will, linked in a cause.effeet seqdence
that is visible or discernible to an observer. However, the sequitur of
cause and effect.may not be visible to the naked ur untutored eye. Most
observers today view behavior casually through the distortion of their
own biforak, thus reflecting the bias of their own theoretical frame of
reference. The forecaster of delinquency might thus overemphasize or
underemphasize data obtained through somatotyping, psycho-genic data,
psychoanalytic data, or sociological information that might pertain to the
ultimate effrot as seen in delinquent behavioral adjustment. It is my
conviction that much of the continuity of cause and effect in delinquency
is to be fond in the cultural and subcultural stream, rather than
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embedded among factors under the skin, although the careful Winer'
Will note the implkd false dichotomy. Any forecaster today cannot afford
to overlook the cultural aspects of the delinquency phenomenon.

If some delinquency is spontaneous and accidental, this premise is
weakened, or poorly maintained; if some youngsters prepare, for their
delinquencies quietly and pleasantly, as appears to be the case in a
growing number of cases, the observer, whatever his theory, may he
hard put to spot the future offender.

Factor muddily. The foreoaster assumes that there is a factor modahty
among enough variables that are commonly and peculiarly associated
with delinquent Uhavior. These factor modalities represent significant
diffcrences 'that pte up between those who become delinquent and those
who do not resort to this adjustive mechanism. On the other hand the
singular and unique nature of each offender's syndrome tends to deoy
and to demolish any build up of a useful common modality on which to
base a forecast of nialbehavior. At the same time, isolation of a number
of commonly observed variables in the backgrounds nf delinquents as
contrasted with nondelinquent counterparts invoves an isolation and
atomizing of elements that sacrifices dynamic aspects in causal relation.
ship, hence reducing forecasting efficietwy.

Unreliabilit of stimulus variables in class and subculture. Whatever
fuctor, stimulus, or variuble is selected for use in a prediction scheme, it
is likely to full victim to differential interpretation according to the
respondent's %aim system reflecting the ways of thinking, behaving,
adjusting in the subculture or class with which he is idenrified. Hence,
hIve and affection may be conceived as tender and he identified with a
Itillabye in the upper class; love perceived by a lower class adolescent
may be viewed to fierce and vhtlent and be identified with a family fight,
thus proving the worth and importance of the young member in the
family arena. A good example can be found in the use of the affection
item in the Glueck social factorr' table with a Maltese father, who cul.
tumidly never displays open affection for his young, although the table
expectancy is that he should do so. School achievement may be slurred
Ili the lower class home and praised in the upper class family, duplicity
and cunning nitty be extidlcd in liosn class living and deplored in upper

lau.s membership.
If delinquency is an essential and more typical aspect of life among the

lower classes, these differential responses can be exploited in the fore.
casting game. However, as more delinquents tend to be drawn from the
tipper levels of community structure in the future, these stimuli and
%ambles hirlu invite differential responses among youth may only
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succeed in sorting them into the classes and/or subcultures from which
they come, or with which they most easily identify..The value of such

class identification would thus be lowered for prediction purposes.
Contingency in predicting behat.:nr. Predicting future adjustments or

maladjustments will always be 1110..:e on a contingency basis. If the sub,

ject's situation improves, the prediction of delinquency will be weakened;

if the situation deteriorates, the fwecaster is more likely to be right
this time. Hence the prediction made in time must be viewed as relative

to subsequent conditions. Failure toTredict accurately may often reflect

validation of the methodology albeit it depresses 'the validity coefficient.

Shortterns vs. lonkternt prediction. Sot* forecasters, particularly the
Gluecks, have.assayed long.term prediction working with the six.year.old

or from the first grade level. Just aã it is hazardous to plan a picnic or a
skiing trip on the basis of king term weather forecasting, one must be

prepared for disappoiatments as well as surprises. Obviously predicting

at the junior and senior high school levels, closer to the point of delin-

quency precipitation, should yield a higher level of validity coefficient
than in long range forecasting. A pertinent .question arising is that of
adequate time.allowanee in the validation of any prediction scheme to

insure adequate measure of delinquency fall.out. Current British studies
reported by Mannheim suggest that 18 months may Le sufficient to check

the prediction power of some measures with older youth who have been
institutionalized. Beyond this we are in the dark about what constitutes

minimal time duration in an effective validation design.
Such are the major premises on which prediction techniques are set.

Some of these asiumptions may withstand close inspection while others

cannot be accepted axiomatically. Hence, we do not have a firm bedrock

on which any prediction scheme can be automatically and easily

eobstructed.

Special Methodological Problems
in Construction and Validation

Assuming that a workable base can be squared off, the forecaster must
still face the following special problems in the test construction and

validation process.
Validation design. There Is no substitute for the before-and-after

research design in validation studies , t prediction tools. This means

that the prediction technique must be applied to a sample of youngsters

and forecasts made. A reasonable period of time for behavior and mie-
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behavior to take place must be allowed during which adjustment criterion
data must be gathered according to some acceptable definition of mal-
behavior. Finally, the relationship between the forecast and the be-
havibral adjustment must be established and expressed in terms of
prediction efficiency.

Many of the techniques now on the market depend too heavily, even
exclusively, on construct validity or concurrent validity. Many validation
studies merely telescope the before-andtafter design by using 'direct
comparisons between available criterion groups and still others attempt
to validate forecasting effectiVeness via 'retrospective analysis. Through-
out many, of these studies there is some confusion between what con-,
stitutes probability and what denotes predictive efficiency in a statistical
design.

Before-and-after studies are expensive and difficult to manage. Lou ot
cases due to mobility alone is a serious stumbling block to the research in
such long-term experiments. But there is neither a haven nor excuse in
these difficulties for poorly executed 'research.

The criterion: rho or khat is being predicted? To return to the question
raised earlier: "Whom or what are we predicting?" What kind of criterion
data are to be collected on each individual in the post-forecasting situ&
lion? Who and what is a delinquent? The term, juvenile delinquent, is an
omnibus concept that can include the large bulk of our youth population
since everyone can, and does, easily fall by the wayside at one time or
another in our mint complex Garden of Eden.

We must first olwerve that there is no dichotomy between delinquents
and non-delinquents (except in terms of the court tag, but even here the
dichotomy breaks down as one studies the informal and formal dia.
positions of cases). The implication is that the statistical design in
prediction of malbehavior and delinquent behavior is not amenable to
the expediency of a biserial r. Misbehavior exists on a continuum. What
the researcher lacks is a .graduated measure of the delinquency phenom-
moil on a malbehavior scale. Until such a measure, based on some
system of habituation and seriousness of offense, is worked out the
unreliability of the criterion measure itself will seriously reduce the
validity coefficient assuming that a high degree of relationship exists be-
tween forecasting technique and adjustment.

All existing forecasting devices have attempted to predict to the galaxy
of any and all kinds of delinquency without due regard for any diagnostic
differentiation according to modalities (types) of delinquents. This is
perhaps their greatest defect. Separate validation checks and prediction
tables need to be evolved for the following types or modalities: the
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neurotic delinquent, heavy with anxiety and guih; the socialized delinquent
who has faded, for good reason, to internalize the, value symem. of
.denninant society and whose super-ego is already delinquency identified;
the °Vert-Aggressive un sociali zed delinquent whe me be havi tr represents
a strong defense, even offense, against authority figures conceived as

threatening, and predatory. To these major modalities might be
added others, viz. group intoxicated type, trnumatized delinquent, con.

stitutional type, and perhaps. others. P

Refinement in validation -xperiment will swait refinement in differ-
ential diagnosis in the process of gathering criterion data against which
Jo test the forecasting instrument, always working within the rubric of
each modality. I would hazard the hypothesis that we can succeed in
.predicting certain modalities of delinquents with greater effectiveness
than othecs. For example, it may be relatively easy to identify the future
swializeil and unsocialized delinquents and relatively difficult to predict
in the neurotic category of delinquents. At the same time it may prove an
impossible task to predict the traumatized offender because of the
accidental nature of this phenomenon.

One additional uote bears mentioning. The popular practice of re-
sorting to the use of such convenient and undifferentiated criterion
groups as court cases or, worse, institutionalized delinquents on whom the
community has given up or who have been removed from the community
for special tvasons, should be erased from validation studies which aim to
set up prediction tables. The special and hardy breed of screened de,
linquents obtained through such sampling do not lend themselves to fair
test or experimentation. In a sense the cards are stacked in our favor.
Without the use of any elaborate device most youth workers in any
community can foretell what youngsters are most likely to be banished
to the training institutions.

Need for local validation. The delinquency problem varies from one
community to another and in the large urban centers it will vary frnm

neiNhborhood to neighborhood. Each conimunity or neighborhood will
show significant variations in incidence, type, and time of misbehavior,
reflecting unique elements in the pop .lation and in the culture and/or
subcultures. Any prediction tool,that has been demonstrated as useful
in a large ',an center with a mixed or heterogeneous population may
prove to of little or no value in the more homogeneous and mono-
lithic culture of suburbia. Any promising instrument now available on
the market needs to undergo local -alidation reehecks. This will call for
considerable research interest, effort, and skill on the part of test users
at the local level.
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The need and necessity for local validation of prediction techniques is
also pointed up by the problems presented in One class structuring of
Ameriein society. Sociological studies infer that the average New England
community, for example, might need at least three separatwditions of
a prediction scale or table: one for the lower class, one forlhe middk
class, and one for the upper class. Rather than hoist sii editiOns to suit
Warner's family status studies, I have compressed the categories
perhaps too conveniently. OU review I might prefer four editions. As one'
studies the items on some of ;he scales and check lists, the obvious
irrelevaucy of many of the stimuli for children of varying family status
in our society is such as to render them useless and meaningless.

Observation vs. tet sitnation. In developing a methodology of prediction
we will need to favor the use of observation techniques such as check lists,
graphic rating scales, anecdotal records as against the use of test items or
self-inventory questionnaires which place a much too heavy burden on
the reading ability, trustworthiness, and seriousness of purpose on the
part of the respondent. The combination of low reading capacity,
irrelevancy of response, and .cultural duplicity of many pre-delinquents
often tends to lower the reliability of the best of these instruments.

Furthermore the technique that is evolved must be easily administered
to large classroom groups. To build prediction tables assuming Rorschach
testors, Psychiatric Interviewers, and trained Social Workers will not
result in any usable or practical detection methodology as we con-
template ten million youngsters in the high schools of the nation.
What we need, for example, is a handy method which trained teachers
can employ as they come in close dud continued, contact with their
student A

Whatever instrument is 'devised, it must face the practical test of
serving as an improvement over what might be accomplished even now
through the careful reading of a case-study folder or a cumuktivelecord
file. The professional worker, clinically trained in child development
and adolescent psychology, can generally smell out a future delinquent
through a careful perusal of a child's case record Prediction methodol-
ogy must provide a shorthand method that is a.t least as effective as
his longhand approach.

Sumumry Statement

How much hope can be extended to the community workers who are
concerned with prevention and control of malbehavior through early
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identification of the potential nonconformer? If we can strengthen the
base Un which prediction methodology must be built through a careful
re-analysis of all our major premises, and if We can carry off our con-
struction and validation provsses with the refinements which have been
in(licated, it is likely that we can predict delinquency as well as tests of
academic aptitude predict academic achievementwhich, as you all

know, is not very well. Even then, or especially then, we shall need to,
recognize that the prediction tool and the data gathered thereby have in

no way relieved us of the urgency slid the necessitzof careful and
deliberate judgment in drawing conclusions, using alrother available
information, concerning the child's exposure or proneness to mil.
behavior and delinpiency.
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Session II

Remarks of the Chairman

In this second session of the Conference, we shall hear reports that
differ appreciably in content and approach from those presented in the
first session. With diversity as our keynote, this is to be expected.

Those of us who have been concerned with test development and test
wistruction are aware of some of the very notable and significant
catributions to test theory that have come from the lady who will
speak first. She is Dr. Jane Loevinger, of the Jewish Hospital of St.
Louis, who will discuss "A Theory of Test Response."

Knowing full well that some of the points Dr. Loevinger raises will

stimulate a desire for discussionand knowing equally well that dis-
CUSSiO'l time is limitedwe have resorted to the strategy of asking
one person to voice his reaction to her thesis. He is Dr. David V.

Tiedeman, of the School of Education at Harvard University. Speaking
as an individual, and not in any sense serving as surrogate reacting for
all of us, Dr. Tiedeman will discuss Dr. Loevinger's theory immediately
following her presentation.

Then, still bound by time limitations, we shall proceed to the titext
topic on our program. Earlier this morning we heard a discussion on
the prediction of maladjustive behavior among children. In this session
we shall hear a report on research in another important area of pre-
diction, that of the "Measurement and Prediction of Tea(!her Effective-
ness." Dr. David G. Ryans, of the University of Texas, is especially well
qualified to bring us this report. He was Director of the National Teacher
Examinationi for a period of seven years, is currently Director of the
Teacher Characteristics Study,and will draw extensively on the findings
in that investigation in his presentation today.

Following Dr. Ryans' report, we shall haAPPa brief comment from a
man who is concerned, day in and day out, with precisely this matter of
selection of teachers and the problem of how to identify good teachers.
We are fortunate in having Dr. Harry B. Gilbert, of the Board of
Examiners of the New York City Board of Education, here today to
discuss some of the implications of Dr. Ryans' research findings.
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A Theory of Test Response*

JANE LOEVINGER, Research Associate, Jewish Hospital of St. Louis

In recent months, working in collaboration with Professor Abel Ossorio
and Mrs. Kitty LaPerriere, I found taking shape a conceptualization of
a trait which I currently believe to be the major source of variance in
structured personality tests, regardless of their intent. Manifestations
of the trait have been called facade, test-taking defensiveness, response
set, "cocial 'desirability," acquiescence, and so on. The term response
bias can serve u generic for these phenomena, though Jackson and
Messick (12) prefer to emphasize that they are components of personal
style. The fact that response bias is a manifestation of the trait by no
means implies that the trait is inconsequential outside of the testing
situation. On the contrary, its importance in the test situation reflects
its importance in many other aspects of life.

The trait may be defined metaphorically as the ability to assume
distance from oneself, or more exactly, as capacity to conceptuahze
oneself. It is one cognitive aspect of ego development. That it should
greatly influence the kind of self report which most personality tests call
for is obvious; not quite so obvious is that capacity to conceptualize
oneself varies as a function of age, of education, and of one's station in
life. Note that the trait does not refer so much to the contenC of one's
self-concept as to one's ability to form a self-concept. At least three points
are needed to bring the dimension into focus. At the lowest point there
is no capacity to conceptualize oneself; at the midpoint there is a stereo-
typed, usually conventional and socially acceptabk self-conception; and
at the highest point a differentiated and mote or less realistic self-concept.

Let us look first at how this trait normally develops with age. We are all
familiar with the baby's wonder as he discovers his own body. But at
stake here is the conception of one's psychological rather 6.2n one's
physical person. The moment of discovery may be perhaps the time the
child first says "Bad" to himself as he does or refrains from doing some-
thing his parents have proscribed. At that moment the child hu con
ceptualized himself as having impulses which are sometimes bad and are

Preellistinn of this p_sper was supported by_ a research grant, M.1213, from the
Nations! Institute of Mental Health, Public Health Service.
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not necessarily actedon. That he his achieved a rudimentary idea of good
and bad is no more important than that he has a rudimentary idea of
impulse and control. Extension and elaboration of the pair of constructs,
impulse and control, are major tasks all through childhood. At this.point
the argument is reminiscent of Kelly's (14) psychology of personal
constructs: to here th construct of impulse is to have its opposite, con-
trol, and thus to achieve a degree of choice. What Kelly does not seem to
recognize clearly is that in just this instance, not having the construct of
impulse does not eliminate impulses from one's repertory. but rather
leaves onexompletely at their mercy. .

By early adolescence the ability to conceptualize one's impulses and
the concomitant degree of control is fairly well established. But the
typical adolescent is in many respects an "authoritarian personality"
(1). lie is prone to think in stereotypes, to be punitive, disciplinarian,
conventional, anti-psychological and intolerant of those who are different,.
(8, 18). In terms of the aspect of ego development here being described,
he has achieved distance from his impulses but not from his ego. He
has some ability to think about himself as a psychological person, but
his self-charaeterization tends to follow a conventional, socially ap-
proved stereotype. The strongly derogatory self:portrait which is also
common in adolescence is equally stereotyped: Everyday observation
leads to the suspicion that the derogatory and nattering stereotypes may
alternate in some children in short time span. .

During the college years there is in favorable instances a change from
the typically authoritarian to an intellectually sophisticated point of view.
There is usually, or at least often, a marked increase in capacity to view
oneself with sonic detachment, to see oneself as having a style of life,
to report feelings without taking refuge in conventional stereotypes.
The changes which cake place during the college years in personality in
general and test behavior in partitolar have been documented in. the
Vassar study of Sanford, Freedman, and Webster (21). That response
stereotypy on tests is somewhat characteristic of college freshmen but
not of advan undergraduates has been noted by Christie, Havel, and
Seidenberg (4 .

elf!
.7-

Thus the capacity to attain distance from oneself grows with age,
from infaney, where there is no distance from impulse, through ado-
lescence, where there is distance from impulse but not ego, to the college
years, where there is distance from ego as well as impulse. Were the sole
purpose of this discussion to present a picture of the aormal course of
ego devrttiprent, this would be a pale and one-dimensional version of
Erik Erikson's (8) vivid and dynamic portrait, ''Growth and Crises of the
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Healthy Personality," prepared for the Midcentury White House Con-
ference. My purpose is not to describe personality development but to

make a contribution to personality measurement. Erikson's brilliant

paper does not, by,itself, lead to measurement. The elision of some of tbe

stages Erikson describes results from using available psychometric
research as a sieve for his intuitive observations.

The usefulness of the concept of ego development as a psychometric

dimension depends in ...hether one ean con vincingly describe some
individuals in terms 01 levels of ego development not characteristic of
their age. When we speak of an adult as having a mental age of*2 or 8 or

10, We of course do not mean that his behavior is identical with that of the

average child of the given age. Rather there is an abstract characteristic
of his behavior whichlian be so measured. Similarly, Some children and a

few adults have as little control and as little capacity to conceptualize
their impulses as infants or small children. Redl and Wineman (17) have
depicted preadolescent children of this type in a book which contributes

much to our understanding of ego development. Many, perhaps most,

adults have a self.conception ,hardly less stereoty ed than that char-
acterktic of adolescence. If we take a slice of the pulation of constant

age, we will find ego development as measured on this hypothetical
scale correlated with intelligence, with educational level, and with some

metoures of social class. ..+ince intelligence, social class, and educational

level are themselves intercorrelated, this represents a single additional
(Mum in support of the conceptualilation. But while it is a single
argument, i' is supported by a large amount of research. Several recent
summaries of research with tIte California F scale, which is as much a

measure of ego level as of anything, have confirmed these relation-
ships (3,5,23).

There have been now presented three lines of argument in support of
the construct of ego development. It is a constantly increasing function ,

of age, at least through the early adult years. It tends to increase con-

stantly as a function of intelligence, educational level, and social stains.

And it can be conceptualized as increase in a single function, to wit,
rapacity to assume distance from oneself. There' is a fourth argument:
ego development tends to increase constantly with psychotherapy.

All forms of psychotherapy push the patientupward on this dimension.

In the case of delinquent or-disorganized persons who remain at the low

end of the scale beyond the appropriate age, increase in conventionality
and control is an aim. In the case of, conventional people, increase in
sophistication, in capacity to conceptualize themselves, is not necessarily

an aim hut is the means of therapy. Rogers (20), in describing the thera
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peutie process, lias postulated essentially the same dimension. An
apparent paradox is' that Rogers describes the later itages of therapy in
terms Id' thwea sea distance from one's feelings. This paradox is explained
in psychoanalytic writings in terms of a temporary splitting of the ego (7).
To achieve diatance from oneself is the condition for achieving immediate
grasp of feelinwi as feelings. The patient must talk about himself and his
feelings in the' therapeutic transaction, which surely implies a capacity
to attain distance from them.

Let us look at characteristic manifestations of different levels of ego
II,. Moment in persimality ttsts. The most striking fact, of course, is the
tendency of most rople to answer in terms of rt.sponse stereotypes,
!nom notably, a defensive or favorable self-portrayal. The tendency to
Iescribe oneself favorably has been shown to increase between the ages
uf 8 and 13 (10) and to decrease during the college years (21). This
tion.monotoMe relation between "socially desirable" eelf.portrayal and
age corresponds exactly to the non-monotoMe relation between con.
i entionWity and ego development. Milt is, conxentiOnality tends to
increase as we g ) from I. st to middle level, and to decrease between
middle and highest level. The non-monotonia relation between the most
ol.vious plienotypie test manifestation mid the genotypic trait is surely
il major obstacle to personality measurement.

lo measuring maladjustment, neuroticism, and the.like, one must set
up a :al of responses as "normal." Psychologists in recent years have
tended to ki,I. 3 statistical definition of normality. So iloing, however,
oes not a'icr the normal key very inuch from what would have been
chosen a priori by rychologists of a more naive era, for th- socially
acceptable responses are just the ones chosen most frequently by the
immerous middle group. Middh,da,s children and adults tend to appear
a little better adjusted on personality tests than their lower-class COW

tcoraries (2). On tile other hand, Vassar seniors tend to test more
maladjusted than Vassar freshmen (21). While personality changes
looll.iditedly take place daring.the college years, they are probably pre.
dominantiv i'll the direction of greater ego development and intellectual
maturity, Its seems unlikely that basi, .11y the seniors are a lot more
maladjust,d than they had been as freshmen. Rather, they are more self.
critical, ir!,4 conventional'and stereotyped in their thinking. They are
capable of admitting to ronsciousness fild to their test responses problems
which had been :here ell along but were concealed beneath a facade of, \
normality. Just this sof t of phenomenon has made measurement of adjust-
ment enormously difficult. For psycluitherapy itself tends to move the
patient 11 p the scale of ego development. And, other things equal, greater
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ego maturity at the upper extreme leads to a decrease in stereotyped
favorable. selfportrayal. No doubt there are many exceptions to the
latter generalization. Some sick people give a stereotyped unfaVorable
self.portrayal, and therapy could be expected to brighten their self.
portrait. Moreover, symptoms which actually disappear could be expected
to be so reported. All in A, however, evidence indicates that response
to structured personality tests is more clearly related to ego development
than to adjustment

What the test behavior is of those low4t on ego development is
not known in detail. These people include small children, u well u
older children an,l Alta in whom impulsivity is unduly predominant.
Anyone who has tried to obtain tests from individuals of low social status,
where the.lowest level of ego development is overrepresented, hu dis-
covered that refusals to cooperate and sabotage of various sorts are more
frequent than at higher s(wial levels. The suspicion of and resistance to
such small authority as a research psychologist represents is itself it fact
worth recording, and strikingly similar to the negativism of pre-school
children in testing situations.

There ,individuals do become accessible to psychological observation
thiongh more or less involuntary referral to guidance clinics, alcoholic
irealnient ,eenters, and so on. Their inability to put their troubles,
however overwhelming. into words is only partly a matter of opposition to
a'he authority of the clinic, Skillful, sympathetic clinicians report that
it appears to represent a genuine inability to conceptualize themselves.
Diffuse physical complaints seem to represent a kind of "body English,"
i.e., their physical complaints may reprTsent in part psychological
malaise fyr which 'they haye no concepts.

Resistance to adthority, impulsivity, and lack of ability for self.
conceptualization: surely this is a coherent syndrome, and one different
from the ideutification with authority which characterises the midpoint
of our varial4 Documentatica of this syndrome can be found in the
description of the rnwest social class by Hollingshead and Redlich
(it, Ch. 4), though I do not maintain that all individuals in the lowest
class are at the lowest level of ego development.

The ideas presente0 here are meant to apply chiefly to objective per.
sonality tests. There is, however, one problem .of long standing in
projective testing, especially tkr Thematic Apperception Test (TAT),
which has some relation to these concepts. The puzzlc is, when do
aggressive responses on the,TAT indicate aggression in overt behavior,
and alternatively, when do aggressive fantasies substitute for aggressive
behavior? Probably no one has a complete and clear-cut answer to this
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question. There are indications that in youths from low social classes
there is a positive relation between overt and fantuy aggression; in
higher social classes, a negative relation. The psychoanalytic concept of
"primary process" helps to bridges the gap between this Wing and the
concept of ego development. Ptedominance of primary prot is a
translation of the impulsivity which ckaacterizes the lowest level of ego
development. For individuals at this level words and fantasies serve to
trigger the kinds of behavior they symbolize. Since there is minimal
control of impulse expression in behavior, the impulses expressed in,
fantasy are the same as those expressed in behavior, in the two higher
levels of ego development, on the contrary, secondary process is well
established; which is to say, words and fantasies serve to delay, control,
and substitute for expression of impulses in behavior. Therefore, it is
not surprising to find a slight negative relation between fantasy aggxession
and overt aggression in middle and upper class groups.

Lyle and Gilchrist (15) compared TAT protocols of delinquent boys
with those of a matched control group; there was no difference in the
number of aggressive or anti-social themes exprcssedt but the non .
dehnquents used variOus devices to indicate greater distance from anti.
social impuhrs, such as denial of the reality of the situation, inhibition
of the impulse by guilt, and rationalization of the anti-social act. Note that
Lyle and Gikhrist use the same metaphor, distance, to indicate the means
by which control over impulses is maintained, and that they find
representation of the control devices in the TAT protocol. Purcell (16)
found similar results studying psychiatric referrals in an Army training
ramp. 11c divided his eases into three groups according lo case history
evidence of anti.social conduct. Best difTerentiation of the groups was in
terms of fantasv themes of internal punishment aml ratings of the
aggressive innwies as to -remoteness," which referred to time, place,
degree of reality, and so on. The anti.sorial group showed few themes of
internal punishment and little remoteness from their aggressive fantasies.
While Purcell interpretell the absence of themes of internal punishment
in the anti.sorial group in superego terms, mite that it is also evidence
of lack of ability to conceptualiv inner life,

Dr. Kenneth Isaacs has just scot me a MS. in which he develops a
construct very similar to w hat I call ego development. Ile calls it
"relatability," stri,ing the unpacity to perceive other people and capacity
bin differentiated interpersonal relations. Hui studies also show that level
4 relatability ran he judged from TAT protoeols, Imt specific criteria

are not listed.
lo ketching ego development as a major dimension of personality,
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I am using Ranee& work as my model. His breakthrough in the field of
ability measurement, which has not been matched in the followin6 SO
years, succeeded, I. believe, because he found a process which eorre
spontled to an intuitively perceived dimension. There have been attempts
to define personality traits after Billet's model. But if we imitate him too
closely, we end up measuring almost the same trait that he did rather
than a personality trait. In fact, correlation of a personality test with age
or intelligence is often interpreted as that much evidence for invalidity.
Yet it is absurd to assert that personality does not change with age, and
both gratuitous and contrary to everyday observation to assume that per.
sonahty trends will be uncorrelated with IQ or social status. We cannot
lift ourselves out of this problem by our correlational bootstraps; we
need to mind the psychological content of our measurements.

The dimensioo of ego development I have sketched is A kind of
common denominator in Erikson's description of the normal process of
rgo development; Rogers' description of the process of therapy; Sullivan,
Grant, and Grant's (22) ,description of the growth of capacity for intel.
personal relations; and results with objective personality tests pertain.
ing to authoritarianism and response stereOtypy. The three papers de.
seribing process all refer to seven stages, -whether .by coincidence or not.
From the psychomenic poiot of view, each involves a forbidding array
of details. On the other hand, the psychometric approach has been to
-iissume that everyone carne classified as having more or less of some
one thing, like dominance or adjustment, or lies somewhere between a

pair of poles, like authoritarian.democratic. The idea that if you can
name it. you can nwasnre it, dies hard. The journds are full of studies
using littl ad hoe tests of traits that struck that research worker's
fain' y.

I have, then, followed Billet in using process as touchstone of di-
mension; but I have tried to avoid the circumhantial details of particular
OrOCeSSCSI as the nominalistic fallacy which still vitiates many
psychometric appri whys to personality.

The authors of The Authoritarian Personality (1) considered and
rejected the idea that the authoritarian was an immature version of the
liberal iierson. However, the meaning of authoritarianism shifted in the
course of their researi,h. At its inception they were concerned witty'
harsh and pathological extreme of anti.Semitism antliascism, which they
found only in a few individuals in their San QuettA sample, who fit the
deseription of the lowest level of ego development. The core of the trait
which emerged from their studies was Very much like what I have
described IP the middle stage of ego development, much less vicious than
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what th4 looked for at first. The reason the California group was
diverted away from the Political aspects of authoritarianism and in the
direction of ego development is that the latter aspects are fak, more
pervasive in personality and are just the aspects of personality most
accessible to theasurement and interview.

The California disclaimer that authoritarianism and liberalism are
stars in a developmental process has not stood up. Evidence that
adolescence is typically a more authoritarian period than later maturity
has come from many independent sources, including clinical observation
(8), opinion polls (18), and studies with the F scale. The thinking of ,

the California group evolved from that of looking for a few wicked
authoritarians to recognizing the authoritarian tendencies in large groups
of ordinary people. They never quite admitted that the conventicnal
authoritarian represents the norm in our society. To see authoritarian
tendencies in a developmental framework, as 1 have tried to do today, is
to carry the evolution of the concept one painful step further: The'
struggle against authoritarian tendencies is one which each of us must
make within himself, and it is a battle never wholly won.

That the fight against authoritarianism takes place in each of us was
the theme of Erich Fromm's (9) 1941 hook, Escape from Freedom. But
Fromm, seeilig the similarity in the child's spontaneity and the spoil.
taneity which can be recaptured by a truly ,mature lai'ult, wrote as if
people knew iheir real selves and then deliberately surrendered that
knowledge to slip into a conformist or authoritarian stereotype. The
dialectics of growth seem more accurately represented by the sequence:

iimpulsivity, rigit control enforced by intellectual stereotypes, and
flexible controls nforeed by genuine insight. Riesman (19), though
much influenced by Fromm, has drawn a p: lore essentially the same as
that skeb hed here. His term for the loweht i-vel of ego development is
anomie; for the middle level, conformist or, nvolt often, adjusted; for the
highest hwel, autonomous. Riesman has enriched our understanding of
different patterns of conforming by ois description of the tradition.
directed, the inner.directed, and the other.directcd man. These types of
conformity characterize the middle l7vel of ego development in different
societies and in different groups witl.in a given society. So far no one has
traced the differential manifestations on tests of the inner.directed and
the otherAireeted man, though there has been at least one attempt. But
Allen Edwards' (6) finding, that the number of people claiming that an
item describes them is a high rectilinear function of the independently
judged "social desirability" of the item is remarkable evidence for our
e ther.direetedness,
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Proponents of factor analysis, cluster analysis, and muhidimensional
scaling set up artificial problems with boxes or random numbers and
demonstrate that their preferred method will indeed capture the
dimensions built into the problem. I have begun instead with a real
trait of central importance in test behavior and would now emphasise that
factor analysis or cluster analysis or multidimensional scaling could not
possibly reconstruct such r trait. Impulsivity is a distinguishing mark
of the lowest level of ego development, but the flexible controls of mature
life are phenotypically closer to the impulsive stage than are the rigid
controls of the intermediate stage. The non.monotonic relation between
conventionality and ego development has already been noted. The cont.
plex of ego development leaves many. traces, and with iespect tei each nf
them there are individual differences. Factor analysts make much of
getting from phenotypic variables to genotypic traits. But only such
genotypic variables as are linearly, or at least monotonically, related to
phenotypic ones will be revealed by factor analysis. By thenmelves,
statistical techniques can yield only partial insights. I trust, however, that
no one will carry away the message that I don't think it worthwhile to
master or use difficult statistics. The psychological research worker
who does not understand statistical principles is as handicapped as the
psychometrician who does not permit himself to develop a feeling for the
traits he studies. Factor analysis is an important technique in the hands
of a responsible psychologist with insight into the psychological c6n.
tent of his variables.

Suppose you answer that you prefer to stick with whatever factor
analysis reveals, that you find nothing compelling about the construct
I have sketched. This raises an interesting and profound question, one
which will he answered neither in short time nor by the self.elected.
Since personality is complicated enough to encourage many alternative
constructions, What are the criteria for the validity of alternative ways
of construing it? Ego develoPment as here sketched provides a framework
within which one can view such major researches as The Authoritarian
Perronality and subsequent related studies (1,3,23); Redl and Wineman's
(17) The Aggressive Child; Rieaman's (19) studies of American character;
Erikson's (8) work on growth and crises of the normal personality;
studies of personality development in the college years y SanfIrd and
others (21); Edwards' (6) work on the social desirability variable in
personality tests; work on the relation between cntent and style or
response bias (12); Rogers' (20) study of the proceu of therapy; and
Kelly's (14) psychology of personal constructs. Dozens of smaller or
less' familiar studies contribute also to the overall picture. The line
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of research which originally gave rise to these speculations, work which
I have been doing with Blanche Sweet, Abel Ossorio, Kitty LaPerriele,
and others on patterns of child rearing, I have not even mentioned.
Work now in progress is testing the hypoth* that different patterns
Of child resting characterise different levels of ego development; here
is another far-reaching f pplica t i on

If memory serves, factor analysis originally aimed to give an economical
account of much data with few concepts. I am.claiming that the single
construct I have proposed accounts for much data. By contrast,
application of factor analysis to personality testi has too often taken
small amounts of data and developed a confusingly_large number of
iionstructs. Haa factor analysis of personality tests given rise to any
powerful constructs, any constructs of sufficient utility, for example,
that clinicians have made use of them?

A problem of concern to the Educational Testing Service has been
measuring the behavioral outcomes of higher education. I would like
finally to show how thii problem is related to the discussion. In regard
to educiition st the nursery school and kindergarten level, no doubt
specific behaviors can be used to measure the success of the educational
endeavor. The child is taught to lay his coat on the floor, slip his arms into
it and flip it on by raising his arms. He must learn to conform to bells,
commands, and classroom routines. The aim of university education is
emphatically not to inculcate such stereotyped behavior patterns, but to
free the graduate from conformity to cultural and behavioral stereo-
types. I do not have any pat suggestions as to how to measure the outcome
of higher education, but it seerm safe to say that the search for specifiC
behavioral outcomes is doomed to failure. It represents, moreover, a
spurious and misguided objectivity. William James made the point in his
essay on Harvard: "The day when Harvard shall stamp a single hard and
fast type of character upon her children, will be that of her downfall.
/ur undisciplinables are our proudest product" (13, p. 355).

Summary

A cognitive aspect of ego development, ability to conceptualize oneself,
is postulated as accounting for a major portion of the variance in
structured personality tests. At least three points are needed to define
the dimension. At the lowest point there is no capacity to conceptualise
oneself as a psychomgical person; at the midpoint, a stei eotyped
self-conception; at the highest point, a differentiated, realistic self-
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conception. More or less synonymously; at the lowest point there is
no distance from impulses; at the midpoint, distance from *pulse but
not from ego; at the highest point, ability to assume distance from ego as
well as from inipulse. This trait increases constantly with age; for
constant age tends to increase with intelligenee, education, and social
status; and tends to increas,e with psychotherapy. However, ego develop-
ment has no conspicuous constantly increasing manifestations. Its most
conspicuoys tnanifeoation in personality tests, tendency to answer in a
stereotypcd, usually a socially approved styli, is not monotonically re-
lated to the trait, tending to decrease in the upper range andsp-nbably
tendiug to increase in the lower range. A further difficulty in mei ring
favorable outcome of higher tducation, and incidentally, favorabi tut-
come of psychotherapy, is that the highest level of ego development is
characterized precisely by the absence of stereotyped, objectively
specifiable behaviors and attituth. I have followed Binet in using process
as touchstone for dimension, but not imitated him too closely for fea iof
returning exactly to general ability.

Many methodologists, until recently including me, believe thit our
job is to perfect a method for discovering traits, and the .right method
will lead us straightaway. to a complete catalogue of important traits.
purely for its shock value I wish to record a contrary hypothesis, that
every major human trait will be discovered and established by a unique
method. whether that hypothesis is true or not, methodological
sophistication in the absence of psychological acumen will lead only to
fragmentary dimensions and insights..
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Discussion

DAVID V. TIEDENAN, Associate Professor of Education, School of
Education, Harvard University

The psychologisthas had what might be termed fair success in antici.
pating a person's later position on some scale such as his over.alf grade
average in college. Even these moderate successes are often accomplished
only after much investigation. Such investigations ordinarily require
considerable trial and analysis of relationships existing among particular
data of the past before deductions begin to square moderately well with
later observations. A half century of experience of this kind has caused
the modern psychologist to be highly skeptical of propositions about
relatioaships when such propositions are not thoroughly checked out
beforehand. A peculiar fascination for empiricism has been the result.
This fascination soMetimes spawns ludicrous claims for the value of
inductive empirical study in the absence of a specific criterion as in
factor analysis studies. Dr. Loevinger's awareness of such ludicrous
claims probably causedher to lash out, in good humor to be sure, at the
method of factor analysis as she has done today.

I could assume an air of righteousness and temporarily distract your
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attention from Dr. Loevinger's contribution by launching a defense of the
method of factor analylis. Such action is inappropriate, though, because
Dr. Loevinger gives every indication'ihroughout her paper that she is a
psychometrician par excellence. I prefer, therefore, to make several
observations on limitations of the method of factor analysis. I shall
attempt to do so by explication of the ,reasolling process in which
Dr. Loevinger engaged.

First, let us note explicitly the several aspects of the experimental
method. In essenree, the experimental method consists of assembling a
series of facts in which it is observed that some antecedent circumstances
are associated with some consequent circumstances. A theory is then
evolved which proposes that the generalized consequent circumstance
has a functional dependence upon the generalized antecedent circum.
stance. The theory permits deductions in the form of hypotheses that
some unknown, but as .ertainable, consequents will be of a certain form
under certain previously specified conditions of the antecedents.

These hypotheses then direct experiments in which the antecedents
are created or found andiisissosociated consequents observed. If the
observed consequents agree to an important degree with 'ihe deduced
consequents, we have no presumptive reason to dismiss O. theory.
When the observed consequents fail to agree with the deduced ones to an
important degree, however, we now have a new set of antecedent and
consequent observations which must be joined with our previous sets
and a theory must be invented that now produces order among these
enlarged data.

Now, let us turn our attention to limitations of the method of factor
anaylsis. In terms of this paradigm of the experimental method it is
quite apparent that the method of factor analysis aims only at the
rudiments of all that is needed,, namely at the introduction of some
simplification of rither.or both the antecedent or convquent responses.
Further, the method of factor analysis is usually apilied with little or
no intent of later investigation in qiisel, and hence the simplifications
resulting from a factor analysis bear no necessary relationship to those
that may be needed in the construction of any theory. The purpose of a
theory probably offers the brst guide as to the relevance of one form of
simplification or another. This is not known, however, until after a factor
analysis is completed unless the factor analysis is itself a purposeful
step in the formulation of the theory.

We might note in this regard that the studies coasidered by Dr.
Loevinger imply that she is more or less interested simultaneously in the
processes of education, soeialization and psychotherapy: By focusing her
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attention on these processes mimultaneously, and by extracting aspects
of certain studies, as well as I.y introducing certain observations about
children, Dr. ba.vinger constructs a reasonably convincing argument
that we ought to consider such information in relation to an ability to
conceptualize one's self. The: scale she succeeds in drawing to our
attention attracts becauge it orders, and hence gives meaning, to
previously discrete information. So far no factor analysis has attempted
to deal with data for such diverse circumstances and over such an
extended range of age. In fact, Pr. Loevinger has amaltamated patterns
of relationship ut ?/ change that I, for one, cannot model mathematically.

There are aspects of Dr. Loevinger's approach that fascinated me,
however. Remember that Dr. Loevinger is postulating an ability to
conceptualize one's self, an ability generally characterized by uncon.

trolled impulse at its low point, separation from impulse but not from ego
at the midpoint,,and separation from both at the highest point. The
ability is presumed to be a manifestation of ego development not related
moitotonically to some alter aspects of ego development. It is interesting
to note that Dr..I.oevinger. presents this scale as a Cuttman-type scale,
c.,sentnilly postulating the absence of the type-separation/rom ego but
Iot 1..roin impulse. Hut what if this type does appear? I have a hunch that
Dr. hie% ingrr would deal with its appearance by designating a person
of that hp.. as ''unhealtliv". Thus the appearance of the type would
heroine :t eitti-w for remedial action rather than a cause for rejection of
the scale. Factor analysis, with its orientation to the patterns of re-
..ponses themselves, does not allow for such judgment.

Unportimee of this was brought home to me several years ago
ben I was reflecting upon the possibilit7 of deriving Guttman-type

,calcs in 4111%1s of school achievement. It seemed to me that, in an area
,neli as arithmetir, chiblren were expected to master certain develop-
mental tasks in sequence and that, as a result, a Guttman-type scale, or
at least a ouitrived ILscale, would form around the .developmcntal
tasks. But then I began to wonder if ehildrens' responses in arithmetic
would really scale in the Guttman sense. Although I never endeavored
to answer this question. I did ask myself, "What if childrens' responses
don't seale? Isn't the absence of a scaled response, on the part of some
children. presumptke eviiIenee that the behavior of such children is
different From the intent of the teacher as scaled? Have I not gained
therel.yr Actually. I believe I have, because I then possess two kinds
of informatium: I, what tlie intended process of differentiation and
integtation is, and 2. in %Idyll children the intentions are not a part
1.1 their helm ior pattern and in which areas. This is diagnostic informs-
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tion different from an analysis of the pieces without reference to the
whole, information that usually results from the direct orientation to
responses characteristic of factor analysis. tIn addition to the scale problem, a second fascinating aspect of r.

I.oevinger's reasoning is that, in attending to the ego, her thou ht
necessarily turned to the perceptions one has of his person in relation et)
such notions as tasks, ideas, and people. The evaluations bne holds
of his person with regard to such relationships likely govern the way he
oriente :iimself to situations, and hence his behavior. I doubt that an
action by itself provides sufficient information for inferring the ictor's
evaluation, however. The inference needs to be made from simultaneous
consideration of the situation, the behavior in it, and the motivation for
the behavior in it. The factor analyst has tended .to limit his analyses to
only one realm of activity at a time. Were motivation and behavior to
be analyzed simultanenusly, according to the usual model of factor
analysis, I would not know if the results would uncover the effect to
vhich I am atten.pting to draw your attention.

It seems to me that dynamically oriented psychologists contend that an
act devoid of its motivationrannot be correctly categorized with regard to
its meaning for the behavioral system of the one being studied. The factor
analyst does not incorporate this judgment of meaning or function into
his factor computations. Rather, the initial data for the factor analysis
w fluid include a location of subjects with respect to some categories of
behavior without regard for motivation, andjor some general categoriza-
lions of degrees 4 motivation without much regard for situation and
behavior in it. I seriously doubt that an analysis of such data would
reveal factors dose to the categories actually employed by an interpreter
considering situation, behavior, and motivation simultaneously.

Finally, I want to note that Dr. Loevinger refers to a cognitive
process, namely, ". . . a cognitive aspect of ego develoPment." A

cognitive process is understandable in terms of a succession of two
subsidiary process', differentiation and integration. Successive differen-
tiation and integration create levels of response patterns according to the
dynamically oriented psychologist. These levels are apparent only from
the perspective of the growth process; I cannot see that they would be
identified in a factor analysis of response patterns for a restricted
range of age.

At the outset I used precious moments to sketch a paradigm of the
experimental method. I then attempted to indicate: 1. that I uw no
necessary reason why every categorization of information useful for
psychological work need conform to responses as they exist; 2. that the
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character of an act may not be understood sufficiently in terms of only
the act itself; and 3. that the results of differentiation and reintegration
may obscure unification of relevant ,esponse because a higher level
response may not appear sufficiently like its undiffereotiated counterpart
at-a lower level. I have pursued both lines of reason because I want both
to have my cake and to eat it, too.

In my judgment, Dr. Loevinger has offered no fundamental challenge
of factor analysis; she has merely illustrated that it has limitations and
that these limitations need to be acknowledged.

In my judgment, also, Dr. Loevinger has been scientific in her
approach. She has dealt with a structure of data that factor analysis
cannot analyze as hemnind has done. The resulting structure she has
given to an ability to conceptualise one's self is consistent with the facts
she chose to consider. In addition, she has postulated relationships of
this ability with other variables in ways that are subject to verification.
Each of these endeavors is a part of the development of any science.

It remains to be seen whether her postulates coincide with reality to
an acceptsble degree. In the meantime, her presen; argument convinces
me sufficiently so that I will be inclined to consider responses of' struc-
tured personality tests in relation to her construct in the future, namely
to consider the level of a response pattern in relation to a subject's age
and to my judgment of his distance from impulsivity and ego.

I, for one, shall attend closely to Dr. Loevinger's investigation of this
ability in the future, anti would even attempt to investigate it myself
if only she designates the scale more definitely than she has had time to
do today.

Comment by J1NE LOEVINGER

Dr. Tiedemun's use a the term "separation from" one's impulses
and ego suggests pathology rather than devdopment and evokes connota-
lions I strove to avoid. If there is an appreciable group of pet,ple who
achieve perspective with respect to their egos prior to achieving a
minimal level of impulse control, the force of my argument is lost.
I think of ego development as an organic growth process, a domain not
preempted by Guttman. Unlike in Guttman's scale model, any specific
manifestation is related to ego development only probabilistically; the,
more specific, the lower the probability. Hence a crucial test of mYi
hypothesis is not altogether simple.
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Measurement and Prediction of
'reacher Effectiveness

DAVID G. RYANS, Department of Educational Psychology, The
University of Texas

Proper consideration of even some of the more obvious problems asso-
ciated with the definition, measurement, and prediction of teacher
effectiveness would be, as you Atwell know; an exhausting undertaking.
What I shall attempt is to sketchily review with you a few of the com-
plexities facing researchers who try to study teaching competency;
then go on and briefly summarise some high spots in research conducted
by the Teacher Chaiacteristics Study; and finally, suggest some tenta-
tive conclusions about identifiable conditions and characteristics which

may be associated with teacher effectiveness.

Some Basic Issues

The basic concern of research on teacher effectiveness is, of course,
prediction. We seek to determine how and to what extent various data
descriptive of teachers (e.g., verbal responses, overt acts, biographical
information, etc., all of which may be subeumed under teacher char.
acteristics) are either 1. antecedents or 2. concomitants of some behavior
agreed to be a component of some criterion of teaching competence.

The extent to which such relationships can be uncovered depends, of I

cout e, not only on the real, or latent, relationships which may obtain, /
but also on 1. how unambiguously and operationally the agreed upon
criterion can be defined, and how validly and reliably estimates of the !
criterion can be obtained, 2. how unambiguously the teacher char-.
acteristic under study can be identified and how validly and reliably it
can be measured, and 3. what the purposes and hypotheses of the
research are and how adequately it has been designed, taking into account
sampling, control, and replication. I ihould like to deal briefly with these

three areas of problems.
Criterion Measurement. Recently I attempted to outline different

methods of obtaining criterion data relative to teacher effectiveness.
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The majlir categories included; a) direct 'Measurement of on-going
trarlir behavior (c.g., time sampling lit ()lying replicated systematic
observation); indirect irwa3urement 'iased on preserved records of
on-going tearhr; brhavior (e.g., tape recordings); e) indirect measure-
ment,-by non.(rAmol observers, based on recall of teacher behavior and
asses:sr/lent therrof (e.g.,- ratings by students, administrators, peers,
rte.); d) meaAmenient of a product (student behavior) of teacher be-
havior; and r) iimaum mew of conettn,-, tits (secondary eriterkin data)
of the tenrrion itt tracl,er effectiveness.

appriiaches to t lisurement vary in nature of rationale
rinployed to suppol them, in reliaility of the criterion data produced,
and in the on ier of obtaioed relationships between criterion estimates,
th114 diftrrIlltk &rived, and specified predictorsthis last observation, of
:.1.1use, merely bearing testinumv to the fart that most criteria are very
,romplrx and any one set of estinmtes is likely to be very incomplete

ith tr,p, rt to the overall criterion.
kpproaches to the measurement of a ethyl ion of teacher effectiveness

thus involve the evahhilion of either 1. teacher behavior in process,
2. a piothict of (earlier beha :or, or 3. concomiteuits of teacher behavior,
11casurement of on-going behavior of the teacher is the most direct
mtproachl mcasurcificat of product.; and of concomitants ,,re less direct
an I more,ubject t the effects of confou, .fing condiCons,

Cialconlitants Is% iit1j , in a seil.4e, may he thought of as secondary
critetion 4(11 usually ;111' !Pit atiniiihk for criterion measurement

hril direct inc.t,taemeat of bchavioi in process or the measurement of
, i tahiti products traAer Hiavior ran conveniently be used. Irowever.
III iovestigation4 involving extensive sampling and where other measure
ow, t apprf,e.-hes arr imprartical, the use of known correlates as sub.
'mows for pr( it r.0 utr !induct daia fi-equently is defensible.

Of t: e.easurement approaches employing observation and assersment
ial:y time umpling ittroViog replicated systrmotic Gbservotion by trained
(disc/Ter-A pi-Aires sfiffiliently !enable data to recommend italise in
fondamental rekeareli, although kss welbeentrolkd variations (e.g.,
;wing, hy 4Intlenh.) may he employeit when odly coarse diserimination

/MI "pourv,it." teachers w:th respect to some criterion
i'oroonorott i- required, and when the larger expected error is recognized

:writ( '.'ariluts.4 arlliniit techniques have been tlevdopeil among
%hid) the mum' reliable and promising appear to be 1. gr-nbic scales
with .T11;0;1)1134, or behaviorally, defined poles and/or units, 2, obser-
vation rherk i.sts. and 3. forced.ehoice scales. The chief shortcoming of

assegsmeqt .teelteiques har beol lack of reliebility, a
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shortcom;og which research has indicated can fairly zeadily be overcome
with care to definitio; mut to scale development, and with adequate
training cif the observers or judges.

Product measurements (estimates of the behavior or achievement of
the pupils of teachers) have been widely acclaimed as desirable criterion
data, but have be-n infrequently used in the study of teacher effective.
ness. Actuary, the seeming relvauce and appropriateness of the measures

ment of pupil kith% iors and their products as inditastors of teacher
performance may be more apparek than real, for the producers of (or
eontributers to) 'pupil behavior, or pupil'achievement, are numerous,
and it is most difficult tO designate and parcel out the contribution to a
particular "product" made by a specified aspect of the producing situa.
lion, such as the teacher. We also must note that the facets of the product
criterion (various understandings, skills, anti attitudes, etc, in various
colitent fields and areas of personal behavior) ure similarly numerous,
and eacli must be capable of valid measurement and of at least partial
ivolatioti for study. The comparithility of estimates of yarious components
or apects old product (pupil achievement, for example) also becomes a
special problem wkeo student ,behavior or achievement is employed as a
criterion ollheaelker effectiveness. And when measurement of the product
is accomplished by obtaining estimates of student change (i.e., pretest.
posttest data) the problem of variable potential gain (students who score

high I m the Mitial. measurivient being closet: to their "ceilings" than
stadent, who originally st.ore low are to theirs) is particularly plaguing
to the researelwr. However, if the rationale of the product (student
performance) criterion is accepted, and if the complex control problem
presented by's imotiplicity of producers and the multidimentsionality of
the criterion can lw satisfactorily coped with, student change becomes ah
intriguing approach .to the measurument of teacher effectiveness.

In dealing with any of the several approaches to measuring the
criterion, the researcher !Mist be thoroughly familiar with, and guard.
against, the various sources of criterion measurement bias, part;cularly
those which have to do with a) incompleteness and b) contamination of

the obtained data.
gredietor Meosurement. I shall pass very quickly over the problem of

obtaining es:inuttes of the predictors. The chief technical ptoblems
faced here are those familiar to educational research and measurement
workers, namely validity and reliability. T'.e prediction of a criterion
may be very seriously limited by the reliability of estimates of the pre.
dietor employeri in a study. And unless the researcher has a pretty clear
idea of the meaning of Lis predictor estimat9s and the conditions or traits
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they actually represent, interpretation of predictor-criterion relation-
ship may be pretty risky.

It is important tonote that similarly named predictor measures (e.g.,
estimates of teacher empathy, or leaderstip, or understanding of chil-
4 ken) used in different investigations do not necessarily refer to the same
underlying characteristic of the teacher which is measured. Quite apart
from sardpling errors, they do not necessarily yield similar relationships
%kith estimates of a specified criterion dimension. Discrepancies in
findings reported in the literature sometiews may be traced to this lack of
agreement in ,operational definition of the predictor, in addition to
'riterion inadequacies and lack of control of relevant variables,

Research Objectives and Design. Still another set (If conditions which
contribute to variability in the nature and degree of association which
may be obtained between hypothesized predictor measures and measures
of a criterion of teacher effectiveness has to do with research objectives
anti the apprc wh to the predictor.critei ion relationship incorporated in
the reseaich aesign. Such questions as the following should be (but
frequently are not) considered by the researcher.

1. Does the investigation purpose to determine a) concomitant or
b) antecedent-consequent relationships?

2. Is pre "ction of the criterion of teacher effectivems attempted
from single bits of information (e,g., answers to a single question-
naire, test, or inventory item) or from scores based on combinations
of such bits of infoimation forming sets of homogeneous items, or
scales? (And, if the latter, does the combination of bits involve
equal or differential weighting?) An extension of this question
involvist whether prediction of the criterion is determined from a
single predictor alone or from a combination of predictor scores;
'weighted perhaps in light of multiple regression weights.

3. Is the derivation of predictors (original selection of items, or
combinations of items, as predictors of the criterion) based upon
experience w ith, a single sample, or has replication been employed
involving multiple samples of teachers?

1. Is pre(tiction directed at a) additional random samples of the same
popuhition as the s'unples employed in deriving the predictors (e.g.,
cross alidation) or I') samples of populations other than that
from w Inch the predictors were derived either I. employing the
same criterion measure (validity generalization) or 2, a different
criterion measure (validity extension)?

5. Is prediction attempted hr predictor data and criterion data which
have been collected at approximately the same time, or when the
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obtaining of criterion data has been delayed and carried out with
a considerable time interval separating the collection of the two
sets of eatimates?

6. Is prediction attempted when the predictor data ire obtained under
"incentive" conditions (e.g., in ci,ntwetion with selection for
employment) or under'non.incentive" conditions (e.g., as in basic
research)?

7. Is prediction attempted for selected eritetion dhnensiona singly
(e.g., effective classroom discipline) 'or for a composite criterion
made up of a number of heterogeneous components or dinwnsions
(e.g., overail teaching effectiveness)?

8. Is prediction of teacher effectiveness attempted on an actuarial,
or group, basis, or is the concern predickm for particular
ual) teachers?

Still other aspects of the prediction problem might be noted, but these
are representative of some of the major considerations involved in the
overall design of studies of the predietor.criterion relationship.

Tetwher Effectiveness ,and the
Teacher Characteristics Study

A turn, to.ar the lieghming of this discusshoi, I referred to methods of
obtaining criterion data relative to teacher effectiveness, I avoided
definition of the term "teacher effectiveness." If I were pressed I might

t,hat 1 believe teaching ia effective to the extent that the tracheracts
in ways that are favorable to the development of basic skills, under-
standings, work habits, desirable attitudes, value judgments, and
adequate personal adjustment of the pupil. Hut even such an operational.
appearing definition really is very general and abstract and is not easily
traoslatable into terms relating to specific teacher behaviors. Embarrassing
a: it may be for professional elucators to recOgnize, rttlatively little
progre,s has been made in rounding out this definition with the details
which are necessary for describing competent teaching or the char.
aeteristies of effective teachers for a specific edurational sitUation or
cultural setting. Granted, most educators and most parents do have some

idea of what constitutes effective teaching. Thv.e conceptualizations,
however, usually are very vague and far retnoved from specific observable
behaviors of teachers. Frequently even such hazy ideas e.r highly in-
dividualized with very little agreemr vii cxistiog among different personA.
One is reminded of the old, familiar fable of the Hind men who per.
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ceived an elephant in widely varyint, manners depending on the
part of the elephont's body that each one touched.

Relativity of Toschet Effeetivenem. Disagreement and ambiguity with
respect to the description of teacher effectiveness are to be expected and

annot be entirely avoidedlecause competent teachi. 3 undoubtedly is a
relative matter. A person's concept of a "good" teacher depends,
first, on his aceulturatnni, his past experience, and the value attitudes
he has come to iiccept, and, setvnti; on the aspects of teaching which only
heloremvst in his consideration at a given time. Pupil F, therefore, may-
differ widely from pupil C in his concept of the essential attributes of an
effective teacher. If pupil F is bright, academically minded, well adjusted'
and iinhpendent, he may vain: most the teacher *ho is serious, rigor-
ously academic; and perhops relatively impersonal. If pupil C, on the
other hand, is more sensitive and requires considerable succorance, he
may find the teacher just described not at all to his liking and indeed
literally "impossible." In the mind of 'pupil G, the better teacher may
very well be one who is somewhat less exacting from an academic
standponit, but who is characteristically sympathetic, understanding,
and the like.

Answers to the, question, "What is an effective teacher like?" also
may vary to a degree with the particular kind of a teacher one liooses
to consider. It does not seem unreasonable to hypothesize that, even if it
were possible to agree upon a generalized definition of effective teaching
which would be acceptabk to a number of different cultures, and if our
thinking might be objectified to the point where effective teaching could
be I levrilwd on- a factual basis, "good" teachers of different grades or
dacreut subject matters still might vtry considerably in personal and
social charaeteristics and in variw, domains of classroom' behavior.

The concept ot cohipetent teat ning must therefore be considered to
be relative to at least two majer sets of conditions: I. the social or
cultural group in which the wither operates, involving social values
whidi frequently differ from perg on to person, community to community,
culture to culture, and time to time, and 2. the grade level and subject
matter taught. It is not suprising, then, to note the difficulties that have
confronted those seeking to establish criteria of teacher effectiveness,
the dearth of testable hypotheses produced in such research as has been
undertaken, and a general lack of understanding of the problem of the
chararteristit s of effective teachers. One very important reason why
effective or ineffective teachers cannot be described with any assurance
is the wide variation in tasks performed by the teachers and in value
eoncepts of what constitutes desirable teaching objectives.

S7
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Ilut'4,t addition to these considerations, and important in its own right
as a deterrent to the study of teacher effectivenea, is the fact that there is

lack or any cledi knowledge or the patterns of behaviors that typify
individual, who ure employed as teachers. It seems probable that,
without loiipg sight of the importance of developing means for recoil.
nixing "goocr teachers, attention of the researcher might first more
properly and Profitably be directed at the identification and estimation
of some of the Major patterns of personal and social characteristics of,
teachers. This represents the point of departure for research conducted
by the Teacher Charaeteristics Study.

In the Teacher Characteristics Study, considerations of the effective.
firs% or value, of particular teacher behaviors *ere to a large extent
disregarded. instead, attention was focused on the study of possible
teacher behavior dimensions, such dimensions being hypothesisedto
represent generalized trait continua. From this point of view teacher
behavior variables are assumed to consist of clusters of relatively
homogeneous (positively intercorrelated) bolutviors,-Auch .component
behaviors being of the nature of simple predkates, capable of operational
definition.

Implied in this approach is the assumption that a teacher may be
Iescribed in terms of a position on a particular behavior dimension,
such description being essentially factual and relating to observable
manifestations of overt behavior or else to responses known to be
correlated with some behavior pattern to a degree that may permit
indirect estimation of the behavior.

The Teacher Characteristics Study. The Teacher Characteristics Study
was sponsored by the American Council on Education and generously
supported by Tlie Grant roundation, During the six years of the Study
approximately 100 separate reseurch projects were carried out and over
6000 teachers in 1700 schools and about 450 school systems participated
in various phasei of the research. Some of the basic ,studies involved
extensive classroom observation (by trained observers) of teachers, with
the purpose of discovering significant patterns of teacher behavior.
Other activities of the project had to do with the development of in.
struments (paper ami pencil tests and inventories) for the identification
of individuals characterized by different levels of specified patterns of
a) classromn behavior, b) attitudes and educational viewpoints, c) verbal
intelligence, and d) emotional stability. Still other investigations were
eoncerned with the comparison of defined groups of teachers (e.g.,
elementary teachers and secondary teachers, married and unmarried
teachers, etc.), from the standpoint of their observable characteristics.
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Basically, the Teacher Characteristies Study had three major purposes:
1. to analyze and describe patterns of teacher clusroom behavior and
the manifestations of certain value systems and cognitive and emotional
traits of teachers; 2. to isolate and combine into scales 'significant
correlates (provided by responses to self.report inventories concerned
with the teacher's 'preferences, experiences, self appraisals, judgment,
and the like) of some major dimensions of teacher behavior; and 3. to
compare American teachers (in terms of the teauher characterisfics
described by the Study) when they had been classified according to a
number of conditions.

Pursuance of these objeotives involved development of techniques for
the reliable ils.4essinent of classroom behavior, determination (largely
through Ale. r ih;:ilysis) of some major patterns of teacher behavior,
develoi int.truments made up of materials hypothetically related
to teach cl.u.s .ot in behavior dimensions and other personal and social
characterir.:4 of teachers, the empirical derivction of scoring keys for
siich instrul .ems in light of response.criterion correlations, and finally
comparison of defined groups of teachers.

PatternsclOassoom Ikhavior. As a result of the direct observation and
assessment of teacher classroom behavior and subsequent statistical
analyses of the measurement data, several interdependent patterns of
teacher behavior 's ere suggested. Three in particular appeared to stand
out in separate factor analyses of elementary and secondary teachers:

T.C.S. Pattern

tc.s. Pattern

Pattern

Pattern scores

X.understanding, friendly vs. aloof, egocentric re .
stricted teacher behavior

Y.responsible, businesslike, lc, matic vs. evading,
unplanned, slipshod teacher' behavior

4stimulating, imaginative, surgent vs. dull, routine
teacher behavior

X, Y. and 7, derived from observers' estimr les of
teacher behaviors in the classroom, appeared to possess sufficient
reliability to permit comparisons of teacher groups with respect to these
patterns and, also, to.justify their use for criterion purposes in attempt.
nig to identify inventory responses which might he used to predict
teacher classroom behavior.

Among elementar i school teachers, patterns X., Y. and Z0 were
highly inter( 9rrelated and each also seemed to be highly correlated with
pupil behavior in the 'teachers' classes. Among secondary school
teachers the intercorrelations of the patterns were less high, than
between patterns X (friendly) and Y. (organized) being of a very low
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order. The teacher claUroom behavior patterns and pupil behavior were
much less highly correlated among secondary teachers as compared
with elementary teachers.

nementary and secondary teachers, u major groups, differed haidly
at all with respect to mean assessments on patterns X. Y., and 4.
Hinvever, grade 5-6 women teachers, represented by a relatively small
sample, were assessed somewhat higher on the several classroom behavier
patterns (particularly on Y) than teachers of other elementary grades.
Among secondary school groups, social studies teachers received the
highest mean assessment on pattern X. (friendly behavior) and women
mathematics teachers (with woinen social studies teachers not far
behind) on pattern Y. (busitesslike betavior). Teachers over 15 years
of age received distinctly less high mean assessments on pattern X.
(friendly), sad also slightly lower with regard to pattern 4 (stimulating),
than younger teacher groups. Among elementary teachers the mean
assessments on the classroom behavior patterns X. Y., and 4 were
slightly but ins;gnificantly higher for married as compared with single
teachers. Among secuedary mathematies-science teachers, single teachers
reeeived higher mean assessments than did those who were married.
With r,spect to English-social studies teachers, Single teachers were
assessed higher than married teachers on pattern Y., but slightly lower
on patterns X and 4. In general, differences between teacher groups
compared on the observed classroom behavior patterns X, Y. and 4
were not pronounced. However, it is of interest to mite that scores on the
Teacher Characteristics Schedule (to be described shortly), based mi
ki ys (Xe, and 7,,) derived to predict these classroom behavior
patterns, frequently distinguished different teacher groups more sharply
and with greater assurance than did the X, Y., and 4 observation data.

Patterns of I'dues, terbd Ability, and Emotiond Stability. Inevitably
the Teacher Characteristics Study sought other eVidences of teacher
behavior in addition to those provided by assessments of overt classroom
behavior. To extend the understanding of conative and cognitive aspects
of teacher behavior, and to permit the mole complete investigation of
relationships between teacher 'characteristics and specified conditions
of teaching, the study undertook a number of researches directed at
analyses of teacher's attitudes, their educational viewpoints, their
verbal intelligence, and their emotional adjustment, and attemptel to
develop direct inquiry type instruments for estimming froin a teacher's
responses his status relative to such behavior domains.

In one set of studies a number of opinionnaires relating to teachers'
at ti tildes toward groups of persons contacted in the school were developed
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and the organization of teacher attitudes was studied through factor
analysis. In keeping with the results of the factor analyses the study
centered its attention chiefly on the attitudes of teachers toward pupils,
their attitudes toward administrators, and their attitudes toward fellow
teachers and non-administrative personnel.

The educational viewpoints of teachers with respect to curricular
oiganization and scope, pupil participation and class planning, academic
aohievement- standards, etc. also were investigated (separately for ele-
mentary and secondary teachers) through the employMent of direct
ioquiry type ,items and factor analisis of the intercorrelations among
responses, The patterns of viewpoints which emerged were not clear-cut
and there seemed to be some justification for considering teachers'
educational beliefs from the standpoint of a single continuum, over
iniplified perhaps by its designation as a "traditional-permissive"
dimension.

To obtain estimates of the verbal understanding of teachers, vocabulary
and verbal analogy items were cimstructed, experimentally administered,
and the responses analyzed, the procedure culminating in the selection
of a small number of highly discriminating items comprising a "verbal
ahility" scale. In a similar way materials were prepared and analyzed to
obtain items for tally iding estimates of the emotional stability of teachers.
And to aid in the detection of "tendency to make a good impression"
%11141 livaling with responses to direct question type materials, a set of
ilcms intendvd to nwasure probable validity-of-response of teachers also
% ati assembled.

Various stIldivs and comparisons a the attitudes, educational view-
1), ts, verbal understanding, and emotional adjustment of teachers were
undertaken if, the course of the development of such measuring devices
IS thoge noted alicve. Some of these results were extremely interesting,
but I shall not attempt to go into them 'here, I shall move on to a
tioseriptinn of our ell4ts to obtain indirect estimates of teacher class-
plum behaviors and other characteristics from correlated inventory
re 4 II( s e s .

An Inrentorv for Indirect Estimtion. In the interest of providing more
readily obtainahle estimates of teacher classroom behaviors, and also
cstimates of teacher attitudes, viewpoints, verbal ability, and emotional
stabilio; which might be less susceptible to the -response set of giving
socially acceptable responses, efforts of the Teacher Characteristics
Study were directed at the ,lerivation of correlates scoring keys applicable
to the items of the Teacher Characteristics Schedule. The Teacher
Charneteristies Schedule was an omnibus self-report type inventory
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based upon some 25 originally separate instruments. In its final form,
it consisted of 300 multiplechoice and check list type items relating to
personal preferences, self-judgments, frequently engaged in activities,
biographical data, and the like.

Employing as criteria a) observers' assessments of teacher classroom
behaviors X., Y., and 7. and b) scores on the direct response scales
relative to teacher attitudes, viewpoints, verbal intelligence, and emo-
tional stability, hundreds of response analyses were carried out (thanks
to SWAC, our first high speed computer at VOA). Response-criterion
correlations were obtained for each response to each item of the Teacher
Characteristics Schedule, under a variety of conditions. Correlates
scoring keys, employing responses associated with the criterion behaviors

as signs or symptoms of behavior, thus were derived for a large number
of teacher groups. The most generally applicable sets of scoring keys

(and those most frequendy used in other phases of the study's research)

were the all-elementary teacher keys, the alkecondary teacher keys,
and the combined dementary-secondary teacher keys.

Reliability data for the correlates scoring keys and various kinds, of
validity data, relating particularly to the friendly (X), business-like (Y),

and stimulating (Z) keys were obtained. Generally speaking, the reliability
eoefficients fell between .7 and .8 and the validity coefficients were of
varying magnitude depending upon the kind of validity investigated, the
particular behavior estimated, and the teacher group from which the
key was derived and to which it might reasonably be applied. Concurrent
validity coefficients for correlates scores on classroom behavior patterns
X, Y, and Z typically were between .2 and .4; predictive validity co-
efficients were positive, but generally low, seldom exceeding .2. Inter-
correlations among scores resulting from application of the several
correlates scoring keys estimating classroom behaviors, attitudes, educa-

tional vilwpoints, verbal intelligence and emotional stability, and
correlations between Schedule scores and observers' assessments,
indicated 1. substantial relationships among the correlates data and
2. prediction of observed classroom behaviors principally by the scales
specifically developed for that purpose (X,., t, and Z..).

"Iligh" and "Low" Teachers Compared. I shall not deal here with the
numerous comparisons of teachers which were made in light of the
Teacher Characteristics Schedule data collected. But I do want to mention
a study we coruluvted which was concerned with identifying teachers who
fell into one of three groups: one group comprised of teachers each of
whom had received observer assessments one standard deviation or more
above the mean on each of the three classroom behaviOr patterns X0,
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Y., and Z.; another made up of teachers who were all within two-tenths
of a standard deviation on either side of the mean on the three different
classroom behavior patterns; and a third group made up of teachers all
of whom received observers' asseumente one standard deviation or
more below the mean on each of the three classroom behavior patterns.
After having identified these teachers we attempted to determine some of
the distinguishing Characteristics, in terms of Teacher Characteristics
Schedule responses, of the different groups. Here, I suppose, we were
approaching the problem of 'over-all teacher effectiveness. We were
attempting to discover responses of generally highlY assessed teachers
which distinguished them from generally lowly assessed teachers. I shall
summarise some of the more notable characterimics, for combined
elementary and secondary teachers, which distinguished the high group
from the low and the low group from the high. There wu a general
tendency for "high" teachers to: be extremely generous in appraisals of
the behavior and, motives of other persons; possess strong interest in
reading and lirerary affairs; be intereseed in music, painting, and the arts
in general; participate in social groups; enjoy pupil relationships;
prefer non-directive classroom procedures; manifest superior verbal
intelligence; and be above average in emotional adjustment. Turning to
the other side of the coin, "low!' teachers tended generally to: be re-
strictive and critical in their appraisals of other persons; prefer activities
which did not invoke close personal contacts; express less favorable
opinions of pupils; manifest less high verbal intelligence; show less
satisfactory emotional adjustment; and represent older age groups.

Obviously, the description I have been able to give of the Teacher
Characteristics Study 1 4 very sketchy. I have not been able to get down
to some of the really very interesting findings sudi as those related to
comparison:, of teacher groups and interrelationships among teacher
behaviors. I %ill, however, be able to incorporate some of our findings
in the concluding section which follows.

Sortie Probable Correlates of Tearlivr EffectivelleS8

It is indeed presumptuous and dangerous to speak out boldly about
condkions and teacher characteristics associated with teacher effective.
ness. However, based upon the findings of various researches umdueted
hy the Teacher Characteristics Study and an accumulation of investiga-
tion, which have appeared in the literature over a period of years, certain
threads of fact do seem discernible. But the conclusions and inferences

()3
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are still, at best, tentativethey are more in the nature of hypotheses
for which some supprt has been found in our American midtwentieth
century culture. And we also must recognize that changing educational
values in the future reasonably may lead to changes in the patterning of
teacher behaviors and to further revision of our unierstaniling of
predictors of teacher effectiveness.

The following generalizations regarding the relationship between
teacher characteristics, as predictors, and teacher effectiveness, as a
criterion abstracted from various criterion nwasures reported in the
literature, appear to be in order.

Characteristics and conditions of the teacher which are likely to 14e
poNitively correlated or assoeiated ts ith teacher effectiveness in the
abstract include: I. measured intellectual abilities, particularly verbal
intelligence; achievement in college courses; general cultural and specific
subject matter knowledge; professional information (knowledge of
education and teaching) ; practice teaching marks; emotional adjustment;
attitudes favorable to students or pupils; genernsily in appraisals of the
behaviors and motives of other persons terest in reading and literary
matters; interest in music and painting; participation in social and com-
munity affairs, early experiences in caring for children and in teaching
(e.g., reading to children, taking class for teacher), history of teaching in
family, size of school and size of community in which presently teaching,
anti cultural level of community in which teaching. 2. Extensiveness of
general and/or professional education, enrollment in particular pro.
fessional courses, and personal appearance appear to bear very little
relation to the abstracted criterion of general teacher effectiveness.
3. Elementary teachers and secondary teachers, as groups, do not seem
to differ greatly when an over-all view of teacher effectiveness is taken.
However, elementary teachers do seem to show superiority when
selected aspects of critcrion behavior having to do with warmth, per-
missiveness, anti favorable attitudes toward children are considered.
Secondary teachers are superior from the standpoint of verbal under.
standing. Within the elementary school, Grade 5-6 teachers tend toward
superiority on several criterion dimensions; within the secondary school,
English and social studies teachers show a similar tendency. 4. Age of the
teacher and amount of teaching experience seem to manifest an over-all
negative relationship with teaching effectiveness, although there is
evidence of curvilinearity, increase in effectiveness appearing to be
positively correlated with age and experience during early years of
teaching careers. 5. Sex differences in over-all teacher effectiveness do,
mu appear to be pronounced, but the classroom performance of women
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teachers seems to be more organized and businesslike than that of men,
and men teachers seem to be very distinctly more emotionally stable.
6. For teachers of all grades and subjects:considered together differences
in effectiveness between single and married teachers are small. However,
within the elementary school the evidence appears to favor married
teachers. At the secondary level results are somewhat mixed, with un-
married teachers as a group appearing to be superior with respect to
such criteria as business-like classroom behavior', permissive viewpoints,
and verbal understanding, but with married teachers showing superior
emotional adjustment.

Certain chaiacteristies, then, do seem to be associated with certain
dimensions of teacher behavior and teacher effectiveness, although the
extent of obtained relationships frequently has not been high. It is
important here to recall that 1. relationships and differences which
have been noted are in terms of averages for groups of teachers, and 2.
any obtained relationship is limited by; and may be expected to vary with,
conditions such as those noted in an early part of the paper. The useful-
ness oi research findings pertaining to the prediction of teacher effective-
ness will be greatest when the resuhs are considered in an actuarial
context, rather than in attempting highly accurate prediction for
given individuals, and when variations in relationship found among
different classifications of teachers, and with use of different approaches
to the predictor.criterion relationship, are taken into account.

Appendix: Predictability of Teacher Effectiveness

The notes which follow have to do with general considerations relating to
conditions which probably should be taken into account both in the
design and the interpretation of research on teacher effectiveness.
Some of these are derived from rational analysis of the problems involved,
but many also have substantial support frorn empirical data.

1. The predictability of teacher effectiveness undoubtedly is affected
by the muhi-dimewioruility of the criterion. There is accumulating evidence
that prediction can be accomplished with better than chance results for
specified dimensions or components of the criterion. On the other hand,
the prediction of over.sll teacher effectiveness is possible only to the
extent that some general agreement can be reached regarding the
dimension, comprising "over-all effectiveness" (involving, of course,
acceptare( of a common set of educational values) and how they should
be combined to form a composite. Teachers effective with regard to one
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upect of the criterion may not, be fffective when judged by other
criterion dimensions.

2. The predictability of teacher effectiveness varies depending on the
degree of control it is possibk to exert in dealing with the multiplicity of
predictors and the multidimensionality of the criterion.

3. The predictability of the criterion varies with the kind of measure
employed in obtaining the criterion data.

4. The predictability of the criterion varies with the adequacy
(reliability and validity) of measures of a) the criterion and b) the pre-
dictor variables.

5. The predictability of the criterion is so limited by conditions associ-
ated with measurement of the criterion, measurement of predictors, and
practical conditions, that relationships representing common variance of
perhaps one-fifth or one-fourth of the total variance probably approach
the maximum to be expected except in chance instances.

6. The predictability of a dimension of the criterion of teacher
effectiveness from a specified predictor ,probably varies depending upon
the cultural milieu which provides the setting for an investigation,
particularly the values and objectives prominent in the teacher training
curriculum at the time the teachers,studied were in college.

7. Predictability of the criterion varies directly with the degree of
similarity between the sample with respect to which predictors are
derived, and the sample to which the predictors are applied in attempting
to determine predictor-criterion relationships.

8. Predictability of a criterion dimension varies with the particular
teacher population (e.g.. Grade 1-2 women teachers, men science teachers,
etc.), or student population, studied. Effective teaching methods may
differ from one grade level to another and from course to course.

9. Predictability of the criterioii varies inversely with the time interval
separating the obtaining of predictor measurements and criterion meas.
ureme .101.

10. Predictability of the criterion probably varies depending upun the
association of incentive or non.incentive conditions with the obtaining of pre-
dictor data.

11. The regre ssion of predictor measurements on criterion measure-
ments frequently is cumilinear (e.g,, positive correlation between amount
of teaching experience and certain criterion measures of effectiveness of
secondary school teachers during first five years or mo, followed by
leveling off and decline in criterion estimates with extensive experience).

12. Prediction of teacher effectiveness must be considered largely in
the actuarial sense: individual predirtion, as generally is the ease in
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att,qui.,,g to prethet human behic.or, is much more limited and is
accomplished with a lesser degree of confidenee.

1 )i-;(illssi)n

11 Ufa B. GILBERT, Board of Examiners, New York City Board
ol VollICal1011

The ole of a hi st. ussaut in folloving Ityans' paper is unenviable, in
resperts, NI, a distinct. privilege in others. First let us examine the

inlenviable aspect,. Dr. ,piis has given us a spieodidly condensed
tsion of the ecmpressed results of a !...ries of 1(X) separate research

stuilies ranging from elaborate to ctimplexstudieb extending over a

period of'vcirs. :nye. ,ing thousands of teachers and at least 1700 school.,
ii 1.10 sehillit systems. Does the discussant proceed to address himself
to prolletns id' methodology, teelmiques, htferences from the data and
he like? I think you must share my feeling that I should not, even if I

1111' able to. The scope i!; too vast to be treated thus.
I am remiinled of a sign that greets me reguhrly in my favorite coffee

It reads Ilse your headit's the !WI(' ii ings that count" and that
1- precisely my estimate of sell iii relatimi to the magnitude of the studies
under cfflotilleration. I have a deep respect for Ryan's and his colkagues,
and the '4111,jeet they have been studying, and, I hope, a proper apprecia-
tion of little old me in that big old context.

liaN r therefiirc chosen to discuss sonic general implications of Ryans'
studies, and here I feel deeply privileged for the opportunity.

Surely 'here is no tired to dwell overlong On the social significance of
the stintes. All of us are aware of the shortage of teachers. We are
av,are of the ArinI.ing supply of future teaehers in our colleges, and of
mar inenasing pupil poopulalioon. It spells trouble now and deeper trouble
ahead for all of us *4 ho see education as the country's pressing concern
and approach to the devenginient of a nation and world.

Therefure, rot- dnise of us who are directly involved in the selection of
teacher, Ne look With great interest to all resltrch that can he of help
to U. We in the New York City school system are in big bosiness in
teacher ioelerni on, We examine about 30,000 application,' ammally and
need replacements at all levels numbering in ttie thousands each year.

addvessed ituesek es to the nrohlem of determining scopes of
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examimitions, constructing tests, setting pass marks in advance, some..
what uneasily aware of the tremendous complexity of devising piedictiOn
instruments for unestablished and undefined criteria.

Ryans' resit, give us much cause for coneern. He points up the
difficulties in determining teacher effectiveness, particularly in attempt.
Mg to compress the many dimensions into a single over.all categorization.
Yet we go right on making our tests designed to predict overall teaching
BUCCe85.

Another riot. Only recently, the Superintendent of Schools in this
city has gone on record favoring an advance in salary for teachers of
"superior merit." There are many school systems throughout the country
that have such a policy in effect. However, if there is one conclusion'we'
NM draw from the studies under discussion it is that the plain facts
indicate wc cannot select such "superior merit teachers" with any degree
of eonfiLlence. The idea of superior merit is intriguing. However, the
result3 of objeetive investigation should give pause to, school adminia.
trators, entirely apart front the host of other arguments that can be
brought to bear against the adoption of such a proposal. I refer, of course,
tOthe negative morale factors, thelnevitable rivalries among teachers,
the invitation te currying favor and the like.

Rut all is not black: One notes with a sigh of relief some of the
ceinparisons of "high" and "low" teachers that are reported. I call to
your attention tluit "high" teachers iii. e been found to be superior in
vcrkd intelligence, interest in reading and above 'average in emotional
adjustment in contrast with "low" teitchers who are inferior in these
dimensions. I have been delibemtely selective in citing these char.
acteristics. Our selection procedures are loaded with theie variables.
This is not the time to uiseuss the validity or reliability of the instruments
we use. It is of importance to be reassured, for whatever it is worth,
that our selection procedures are designed in what appears to be Some
ilesirabie direensions.

Gelainly lie conclusionthe very obvious conclusionwe must
male' IM Om the studies hould invigorate us with the determination to
ctntinne the research that Iles been started. It should make US feel

--V,.ry humble about ocr too.enteenched, too.ustablished procedures and
till us with the eon viedon that we must not be floored by the complexity
of the problem. We have to learn the dimensiomil teacher effectiveness
and how to predict them. Thi3 may mean atreliticely new approa5h to
selection, blit At least we must proceei in the direction's that the research
leads, and not, as we have been doing too frequeutly, Foceed in the
direetions of test eonstruction in whiA we are most competent oy in just
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plain interviewing, which our eges will not permit us to question.
The current stage is most opportune for extension of this research.

It is probably true that most people who complete teacher training can
find jobs as teachers. They may not all.be placed in the precise locale they
desire. Put the shortage is such that jobs can be found. Note the difference
from the situation in the 1930's, for example. In that decade, the job of
the teacher was highly sought. Thne was wholesale attrition among
applicants. Any research then on'prediction of leacher effectiveness was
severely limited because of the large turn.away.

The situation, I repeat, is radically different today and in the near
foreseeable future. Hence it would he most urgent to institute a crash
program of significant dimensions to extend and refine Hyena' work.
Witiwss the current struggles betwe.n the liberal arts and teachers'
college advocates. Note 1ie presumptuous assertions by laymen regarding
education and the preparation of teachers.

The trouble, as ever, is that those who proceed cautiously and are
aWare of the complexity of the problem. are least likely,. to make their
voices heard.

I end with the note that we have a public responsibility to make known
our need to undertake a vast program of research, designedlo -provide
fundamental guides to teacher training, teacher selection and inevitably
to in.service training and supervision of teachers. We are indebted to
Ilyuns and his colleagues, but we shall let them down, and let ourselves
down, if we do not insist on the logical continuation of the work.



Luncheon Address

Some Observations
on ,Soviet Education

by HENRY CHAUNCEY, President, Educational Testing Service

A number of years ago, when I was talking with General Hershey in his
office, he suddenly stopped, turned to me and said, "You are probaidy
like mjust have one speech. Sometimes I begin at the beginning and
go to the end; sometimes I begin at the end and go to the beginning;
sometimes I begin in the middle and go both ways. That confuses them,
but they thjait's profound."

used tfir i story to introduce General ,Hershey at an Invitational
Conference that some of you may remember, and I use it again today.
For certainly, with iegard to Russia, 1 have but one speech, and I am
afraid that I may seem to, enter it in the middle and go in several
ihreetions, I impe, however, that it will not be confusing and I hope
further that you will not think it profound, since it represents merely
the observations of one visitor to the Soviet Union. I happened to have
the good fortune to be a member of the fold American educational team
to visit Russia under thr Cultural ExChange Agreement. The team went
over under the auspices of the Office of Education and WaS led by
Lawrence Derthick, the United States Commissioner of Education.
It Was our assOnnent to look into elementary aci secondary education
and also teacher training.

We spent a month in the Soviet Union and traveled fairly widely.
After a week in Moscow, we went to Kazan,' the capital of the Tartar
Republic; Sverdlovsk, in Siberia; Alma Ata in Khaukstan, near the
Mongolitin border; Tashkent, in Uzbekistan, across from Afghanistan;
to Sochi On the Black Sea; then to Miosk in Belorussia, and Leningrad,
then back to Moscow for final visits with various people in the Ministry
of Education.

Our hosts modthed the itinerary and plans they had made for Us
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to suit our wishes :Ind gave us opportunity, within practical limits,
to see whatever we wanted to see. While I feel sure that we did not
visit some of the worst schools in the Soviet Union, we saw a broad

range of institutions. Since in each city the team split up into smaller
groups, we were able to visit a large number of institutionswell
over a hundred.

I think I might begin by indicating the three things that struck me
most about education in the Soviet Union. First, and most important
of all, is the tremendous commitment of the people of the country to
education. Secondly, the flexibility of the country in educational matters,
as in other ways. And, thirdly, th,' great progress that has been made
in eduration during the last forty years.

The foremost impression that our whole team had was the strong
commitment of the Soviet people to education, their conviction that
.this in tremendously important, and their desire to do everything to
improve education aril strengthen it.

Now, the reason for this is that they believe education is the founda-
tion of national power. They believe that if they are going to be strong,
scientifically, militarily, economically, they must be an educated country,
educated in many different ways, and that this is the basis on which they
will grow from power to power.

They are a country with a tremendous power drive, and their aim,
as they express it on bulletin hoods all over the Soviet Union, is
to "reach and surpass Atnerica." This is their goal, and education is
the foundation stone.

A second quality, flexibility, that struck me fo,cibly also came as-a
surprise. One thinks of Russia as a dictatorship, a monolithic enterprise
that is moving ahead relentlessly in one direction, a direction that will
leter prove to be wrong. hut the fact of the matter is that the Russians
are tremendously flexible and adaptable. They move ahead, but if they
find conditions require a different tack, they make it.

When I piked to Henry Shapiro, the UP rorrespondent who has been
there 25 years, his comment was ebat Russia is the most flexible country
in the world. People just don't uAerstand or recognize this, but the
Soviet Union is eontinualty changing and adapting, movini ahead,
moving aside, as Mnditions make necessary. This is true in education
as well as in many other ways.

The third observation that I want to mention particularly is the great
progres. le Russians have made in their education over the last 40
years. One could not but be impressed by this, because they talk about,

it all the time; nevertheless, they have facts and figures to back it up.
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They started with a large number of obstacles to overcome: a tre.
mendous Lountry, sparsely populated, with a very small educational
system that was intety:ed particularl), for the nobility, for the elite,
They were 70 percent illiterate in 1917. They didn't have an industrial
economy to back up any progress that they might plan.

And then in the midst of their development during the last 40 years,
they had what they call "the Great Patriotic War," and the whole
western half of their country was overrun and devastated. Defpite this,
they have continued steadily to make progress in the field of education.

Let me give you an example from one Republic, because I think
specifics usually make the situation a little clearer. In the Republic of
Uzbekistan, down near Afghanistan, .the population was-98 percent
illiterate in 1917. There were 160 schools with 17,300 pupils. Today
illiteracy has been virtually wiped out in Uzbekistan. There are 5,800
schools with 1,300,000 students. In 1917 there were no institutions
of higher education; today there are 34.

Education in the Soviet Union has gone through a number of phases
since the 1917 Revolution. It is useful in understanding Russian
education today to recapitulate briefly the steps that have been taken
since the Communists came into power. Before the Revolution, the
Russians had a European type of educational program. It was strictly
academic, very rigorous, and intended for The intellectual elite, not
for people of the country as a whole. After the Revolution, the Corn.
munists threw the whole system out and decided to ha4ie education for
everybody along "progressive" lines, then in vogue,in some countries.

But somehow they carried it a little too far, and in the early .30's
they began to be disillusioned by progressive education. They found
that it was not producing the lind of trained individuals for scientific
work or for other kinds of kadership that they needed. So, with their
customary fscility for making an about.face, they discarded progressive
education empletelyand with 1, incidentally, all use of objective
tests wlich the progressives had introduced. They have never reinstated
objecti ve testing.

In 1034 they adopted a plan for a rigorous academic program, hut
not, as in pre.Revolution days, just for the elite. Now it was to be
the course of study which everybody would fellow. Whew I say "every.
body," I mean on the order of 99 per cent, excluding approximately
one per cent of the population that may be mentally defective for
physiologieal reasons. It is the Russians' belief that all others, handed
properly anti given the proper training, can be educated, even in such a
rigorous academic progsam.
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When the Russians adopted this new program in 1934, universal
education extended only through the fourth grade. By 1950, they had
universal and compulsory education throughout the Soviet Union
through the seventh grade. Since the seventh grade in Russia Is about
comparable to the ninth grade in this country, this meant, essentially,
education through what we call junior high school. They had planned,
before Khrushcbev's recent announcement, to provide universakeduca.
tion through the tenth grade in all republics of the Soviet Union by 1960.

Disregarding the recent announcemelit for the moment, let us con.
sider the nature of the Russians' educational program today. *

I would say, two major objectives. First, there is the goal of providiiig
general education of the academic type for all cudents through the
tenth grade, to supply, the Soviet Union with a vast reservoir of people
who are capable of further education along any line that may be necessary
at a later time.

The second 01,jective is to provide vocational training, training for
specific jobs. This may be training for a semi-skilled job in a factory,
where there is a fairly short course, or it may be training of a research
physicist, which involves university and postgraduate work and a very
long course, The Russiens have a tremendous number of different kinds
of educational programs and educational institutions, geared to traiOing
people for various oceupations and usually much more specifically
oriented toward a particular job or career than would be true in this
country.

Let me describe, very quickly, this Sovirt school system. It starts
tli theinurscry schools, where children from six months to three. years

*go while their mothers work. Next come kindergartens for children
from three to six years of age. Neither the nursery sehuols nor the
kindergartens are universal throughout the Soviet. Union yet,'but they
tire expanding very rapidly.

After the kindcrgArten comes the Ten-Year School, for children
from seven to 17. In shout half of the Soviet Union at present these
schools only go through the seventh grade, after which students must
continue their education by going to an evening school, a Technicum,
a labor reserve school, or by correspondenc nurses.

In the remaining '1 r'n-Year Schools, which do go through the tenth
grade, graduatiog students go on to higher education or to BOW kind
of vocatiotial education. There are two kinds of institutions of higher
educatioo, the universities and the institutes. The universities offer
work in such academic subjects as physics, chemistry, history, linguistics,
sod so on. The institutes arc the professional training institutions, except
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in the case of law, w hich for some reason happens to be associated with
the universities.

Students who do not go on to higher education may go to the special-
ised vocational schools for a short course, or to a Technicum for a Vs-
year course of technical training. It is interesting to note that the Russians
have far more of these than we do in this country. We have, it has been
estimated, only about 75 technical institutes in the United States, and
there are something like 4,000 in the Soviet Union, with over 2,000,M0
students enrolled. Obviotisly, the Technicum is a major part of their
educational system. Am I indicated before, not all students wait until
the end of the tenth grade before entering the Technicum. Some:enter
after the seventh gradr, but they take an academic program comparable
to that offered in the eighth to tenth grades of the Ten-Year School
along with their technical training.

There are some extracurricular activities in Russia that are extremely
important in the education of their abler students, and it would give an
incomplete picture if I didn't mention them. Soviet students have clubs
which they call "circles." Sometimes these are associated with'the
schools, sometimes with the Pioneer Pclaces, which are youth centers
somewhat comparable to.our YMCA, Boy Sc, its, and other activities
all. rolled into massive proportions.

At the Pioneer Palaces there are "circles" for such activities'ss art,
music or shop work. There are also "circles" for academic subjects
such as physics, mathematics, and chemistry. The leaders of these
groups are usuady associate professors or instructors in the univer-
sities. They encourage students interested in these special fields, and
they try to spot the most able students and bring them' along even
faster. Often they encourage the able student to try out for the Olym-
piads, which are academic tournaments by subject matter \fields that
begin at the local level 'and progress through the district level to the
Republic level, to the all Soviet Union level. These very highly com-
petitive Olympiads provide a way of encouragiu and developing out-
standing students that is lacking In the regular Russian school program,
where everybody takes the 'same widemic courses.

Now I should like to describe in more detail the program of the
Ten-Year School itself, since this is reldly the heart of the .Soviet
eduestional system. AO have indicated, it is an academic program and
a pretty rigorous one. Perhaps I can be a little more specific if I take
the last three grades of the Ten-Year School and average the number
of times per week a student attemls classes in a particular subject, to
give you a picture of a typical Veal' in the last three years of this school.
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The student would have, on the average, six classes a week in math-
eniuties, four in physies, three in chemistry, one in biology, five in
literature, four in history (principally Soviet history), three in foreign
languages (preceded by three years of study in the same foreign language,
making a total of six years), two in geography, one in technical drawing,
and two in physical education.

This, clearly, is a rather stiff academic program, yet the Russians
expect 99 per cent of their'students to take it, profit from it, and complete
it. The question is: to what extent is this true? To what extent are they
able to get 99 per cent of their students through a program of this

nature?
I was unable to get complete 4tatistics to provide a definite answer to

this question, but trying to make the best estimate I could on the basis
of the evitlenee available, I figured that somewhere between 50 and 80
per cent of Ru,sian students actually get through this Ten-Year School
program. In addition, others take a somewhat similar but perhaps slightly
watered-down version of it in Teehnieums or labor reserve schools or by
correspondence eourses. This is something that is hard for us to under-
stand, because we have generally thought that only 15,20, or 25 per cent
of our students could take such a program.

How do thc Russians carry their students through these strictly
academie subjects? A number of factors might be related to the effective.
ness of their program, and I shall review some of them quickly, some
in more detail.

Certainly the school buildings in Russia are no asset to the educational
system. Their buildings, as everybody has reported, are drab', ordinary
buihiings with nothing fancy or modern about them. The same is true
of school equipment such as chairs and desks, which are equally old-
fashioned. But when it comes to laboratory equipment, movie projectors
and screens, and slide projectors, the story is different. These are widely

available and, on the whole, although I am not a terribly good judge, the

equipment for laboratory experiments and the Machine shop equipment
seemed to me to be very good, turd a real asset to the educational system.

Perhaps the strongest asset, however, and a key factor in the success
of the Soviet sdueational program, is the Soviet teacher. Teaching is a

very attractivirprofession in Russia. There are four or five applicants
for every position in a teacher's colkge. The teacher's college, which
is called the P0400-al Institute, has a five-year program with thorough

training in both the subject matter the individual is to teach and in
methods and principks of teaching as well as in educational psychology.

Throughout their career's, teachers are expected to spend one summer
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wit of three in further study and training. They get one day off out of
the six.day school week, and are supposed to devote this time to their:
professional development. They are also supposed to do some outside
reading in their field and report on it from time to time. In addition,
there are teachers' clubs its, many cities where teachers may go to
consult specialists about pedagogical problems,

The normal teaching load, somewhat lighter t6n it is in this country,
is 18 hours a week for the full-time teacher. Some do teach more than
that, but they are paid extra for it. Teachers, however, do a considerable
amount of special tutoring beyond their classroom work, because they
are held responsible for the success or failure of their students and
th?refore put a lot of effort into individual work with stiidents who are
not doing well.

Textbooks and teaching aids are another factor in the\effectiveness
of the academie program in Russian schools. These are develped in an
institution for which we have no parallel in this countrythe'Academy
of Pedagogical Sciences. The Academy of Pedagogical Sciences\,\which
works through right research institutes and has a total of 550 res?.arch
workers, plays a very important part in the educational program in the
Soviet Union. It has access to the leading scholars and scientists through.'
out the Soviet Union, aml can call on them to cooperate with the Academy
staff on all sorts of educational problems.

One of the eight institutes in the Academy of Pedagogical Sciences
is .the Institute of Me thods. This is the Institute that coordinates the
preparation ,and development of new textboUs and other teaching
materials. When a textbook needs revision, it is sent out to Many
teachers and to the le ading scholars in that particular field, who are
asked to comment on tl.e textbook. Then the Institute asks a scholar or
scientist who is usually one of the top people in his field to work with
the Institute staff on the writing of the new textbook.

After they have worked on the problem for awhile, they put out a
100-page summary of the new book's contents, and this is also distributed
to teachers and leading scholars for their reactions. After studying these,
they begin to write the textbook, working on 50.page sections at a time.
Each 50-page section then goes out to a substantial number of experi-
mental schools, for trial and evaluation of how well the book gets
specific ideas across to the students. Again, revisions are made, and
finally the textbook is completed.

Then it has to go before an independent commission appointed by the
Ministry of Education to determine whrther it is better than any other
text that any other individual in the Smiet Uninn may have written in
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the same field, and whether, in fact, it should be adopted for general use.
These books, if they are in the field of science and mathematics, tend

to be used throughout the Soviet Union. If they are in history and
literature, they aren't necessarily adopted in all the republics, because
some of the republics want to emphasize their own literature and history,
and they have the privilege of substituting their own textbooks.

Sound films and other visual aids are also prepared by the Institute
of Methods, and are designed to supplement the textbooks in getting
the most difficult ideas and concepts across to the students. The Insti-
tute has developed something like 80 films in physics, 30 in chemistry, .

and about 1(X) in biology. These films are an integral part of the respec-
tive courses and are shown in all schools. In addition, a school will
have all kinds of eharts. I have never seen so many charts. You can go
into any classroom and there are charts on the walls depicting important
points the teachers want to get across, with several hundred more charts
stored in nearby closets. There are also three dimensional models to
help visualize difficult concepts, and monographs available for students
%ho want to read further in a subject.

Thfs multitude of teaching aids is all a result of the work of the Insti.
tote of Methods. It seems to tne that in preparing these materials the
Russians have taken a lot more trouble than we have to make sure that
school textbooks and teaching aids embody the best and latest thinking
of the lelders in the field at the university level, along with the best
teaching methods that those on the front line of teaching and in the
Institute of Methods can devise to communicate these ideas to students.

One more reason why the Russians are able to carry a large proportion
of young people through an academic programand I think they get
too many through. as I will explain lateris the motivation of the stn.
dents. Their motivation is extremely high. Success in education is very
jmportant to the Soviet student. He can pretty well predict what his
income and prestige will be 20 years later by the grades he is getting in
school. Salaries in the Soviet Union are usually fixed in accordance with
how much education is required for the job.

College professors, incidentally, are among the highest paid people in
the Soviet Union. The only others who are paid more are the top party
officials and government leaders. Teachers in elementary and secondary
schools are also well paid. There is some difference of opinion as to how
well, but on repeated occasions we were told that their salaries compared
with the salaries of engineers and doctors. In any case, they must be
reasonably good, or there would not be so many applicants for every
opening in the Pedagogical Institutes,
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St, much for the factors influencing the effectiveness of the Soviet
educational system. The question now is: What has been the result of this
forced draught education, this massive effort to give the entire pp-

P.4 academic program?
What has happened is that in recent years the Russians have been

training many more students in a college preparatory program than can
possibly be admitted to a university Or an institute. Although they have
been graduating about I ,500,000 students each year from the Ten-Year
Schools, the institutions of higher education ec.n accommodate only
about 250,000 fuH-time students aod 200,0(X) 'part-time students. Thus
only about one in three grduates of the Ten-Year Schools is going to be
able to go into higher educatbm. Yet all of them have been inspired with

this as a goal, and they have slaYed through work that for many of them

was terribly difficult in order to attain that goal.
Obviously. the result is grave disappointment among those who cannot

get into a university or an institute. They have to go to work, where they

are needed, but they are disgruntled as workers, and they are not
really prepared to do the kind of work that is required of them on farms

or in industry.
When this began to become evident a number of years ago, the

Russians introduced into the Ten-Year School program, on an experi-
mental basis, what they called polytechnical instruction. Throughout

.the elementary and secondary prades, this instruction is given in addition
to the regular academic program. Courses in handicrafts, woodworking
and metal working arc given in the early grades. In the later grades, there
is machine shop, work with eh-ctrical machines, and periods (if actual
work in industry or agriculture, with students going perhaps two days
a week for a certain period-of time to work in a factory or on a farm. This
polyteehnical instruction was supposed to introduce students to actual
factory 'or farm work, or to. enable those who would go on 10 higher
education to know how the other half lives.

Rut the 'basic problem still remained: many students were unhappy
because their hopes for gong on to high-r education were not fulfilled;

and the economy desperately needed more workers. So in April 1958,
the Russians tried another idea. Khrushchev announced that thence-
forth all students finishing the Ten-Year Schools should work for two
years before going to the university or institute. This would get more
people into the labor market and would give all students, even those
who would eventually enter higher education, a chance to know what
factory or form work i 4 like.

It was never really intended that this policy would be put into effect
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100 per cent, because the Russians knew that they had to let their
mathematicians and scientists continue their studies without interrup.
fion. The fact of the matter is that 50 per cent of the students admitted
to the University of Moscow and the University of Leningrad last year
came directly from school. But the announced policy made the students
who had to go to work 'A!l that this was policY,sand that they were doing
something that was both good for them and good for the country.

Since last April, however, the Rustians have begun to realize that
neither the polytechnical program nor requiring itudents to work two
years before going on to higher education was going to solve the grave
problem that lay ahead of them. The Soviet Union is up against a
situation that is completely different from the one we face. We are
coping with a big bulge in the birth rate that began during World War II,
and is just now filling our high schools and colleges with more students
than ever before.

Russia, on the other hand, suffered a decl:ne in the birth rate during
the war years, and therefore has fewer rather than more young people
coining through its educational system and entering the economy at the
present time. The figures on this are qnite dramatic. A year ago, there
were 6,250,000 17-year-olds in the So ..:et Union. Next year, just two
years later, there will be only 3,250,000 Soviet youth in the 17-year-old
age bracket. Of the 6,250 000 17-year-olds a year ago, 1,500,000 were
regular students iu the tenth grade of the Ten-Year Schools, leaving
4,750,000 available for work in factOries and on farms. But next year,
when there will be only 3,250,000 17-year-old,, and 1,500,000 of these
will be in school, there will remal.i only 1,750,000 available as workers
--3,000,0(X) less than they had a year ago.

III view of the rapid rate at which the Soviet economy is expb:!1.7:'
it is clear that the Russians must have more workers available irne,i !l-
ately and cannit afford to allow b0 many students to r.zr with their
education at this particular time. This constitutes a grve problem,
and, I suspect, is ont, of the feetors behind Khrushchev's latest announce.
ment. A hak more than z month ago, in September 193n, Khrushchev
issued some new proposals which, he said, were set forth by the
Praesidiem of t;ie C ntral Committee of the Communist Party. Ile also
suggested that these proposals be discussed up and down the land, so
that reactions could be cons;dered before final plans were adopted.

The basic idea of the proposals boiled down to this pronouncement:
"All boys and girls without exception wih ;0 to work after the eighth
grade, and do their studying on a shift basis or in the evening by
correspondence." If this were actually put into effect, the shortage of
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young people available for work would obviously be somewhat relieved,
because there would be a couple of extra age groups quickly poured into
the labor market.

But there are two interesting feints worth noting in this latest
Khrushehev announcement. First, he contradicted within the same
announcement the statement "without e: '.eption," and said that the
very ahle students in the arts and mutt in mathematics and the
sciences, would continue to study full tune at special schools.

Second, he stated that those who go to work after th.., eighth grade
and later apply for admission to a university would be admitted on the
basis not only of examinations, but aLo of recommendations from the
trade union and the Young Communist League.

Khrushchev noted that 70 per ceni of those going on to universities
now had come from families of intellectual workers and office workers,
and only 30 per cent from the vast population of industrial workers
and farmers. He declared that these figures must indicate something
wrong in the admissions 3ystem of the universities, and that the situation
should be corrected. What he did not say, but probably meant, was that
hi' and other Communist leaders are concerned about the possible
development of a class society, of an intellectual elite resulting from the
fart that intellectuals are having children who become intellectuals,
and that, sooner or later, these generations of intellectuals might
threaten the Communist Party leadership.

It seems likely, at any rate, that two new hurdles will be introduced for
a large proportiol of Russian students applying for admission to institu-
tions of higher education: they will have to get the approval of the trade
union, which means they must have worked hard and been good workers,
liked by their fellows; and they will have to win approval from the
Young Communist League, which must feel that they are either good
potential Party members or at least the kind of people ie whom the
Parti an have et wfidenre.

Now, I doubt that these developments indicate any less devotion on
the part of the Russian people, or the Soviet leaders, to education.
What they do indicate is that Russia has to contend N1ith some grave
problems, particularly the shortage of wmakers, and that it muA make
some adjustment., in its educational system, at least for awhile. These
developmew may also indicate that the Russians' overenthusiasm for
general education of an academic type for everybody, regardless of
ability, is going to be tempered.

Members of this conference will be interested, I think, in two topics
I have not yet touched on: guithmee and examinadons.
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laTial type od u (1111t: I'Xtritt on written examiuutioos, The purpose
ot. tlo.se .AUBIS,sveln, tu Ike limited to assuriog that the' essential ele,
!omits of the .:nportant cour-cs have !weir completely maste1e4.

Examinotions prepared 1,1 the Ministry of Education used to Le
in% en ut the end of each grade, hu.: gradually this 'program has been
rodueed mild at the present time examinations are given only at the

el the seventh grade And ut the end of the tenth grade, There ure
also exuminarons for udmissioa to the universities and the institutes.
They Lre quite similar to, though more demanding than, die examinaiionl
riven it the cod of the tenth grade.

At the end of the se% e nth grade, all students take ii wrift.ni eAamina-
Our aud an oral examination in pussian ano a written examination inc.
algebra. At the end Of the tenth grade, there ure written examinations
in II us ia ii literature and eomposition, and oral examination in mathe.
umtics. physics, chemistry awl Soviet history. The unustod feature of the
liussiau exi...minations can perhaps best lit explained by describing one
iird and 011r written examioaCon. For the tenth grade oral exangmation
in solid geometry, for example, a class id 30 is divided into twi3SectiOns

. ,

of 15 each. All 15 students go into a clussrooli where the teacheLpf the
class.-the director of the selowil, one or two other teachers, and sonic- ,

times repre,.,noltives of the educational authorities of the city sit
as an examining board.

On the table, at which the board sits, arc 20 to 25 "tickets," each
if whirli contains three goes:ions. Two of thew are tither standard
'mails or problems and the thild a problem that, while not new in type,

perluips a little diffrrent from the problems thut.have liven assigned
(hiring the year. All throe questions arc concerned with particular
topic, and each of the 20 to 25 "tickets" covers a different topic.
Sttokits therefore have to he sore that they have covered all the
topics, since they caii never tell in advance which questions they may
be ealled upon to answer. Fortunately, for them, the Ministry of Educa-
tion publishes a pamphlet several months before the examinations in
which the nipirs to he covered me listed, and in some instances the first
two questions are specifically stated. Only the third problem or question
remains iu doubt.

At the lwginning of the examiiroino foor or five students select
their "tickets." Then they return to their desks and work out the
answers. Ala n the stollen! is prepared, he goes to the blackboard
au.1 writes not his answers 1111 du! hla .kbourd. lie theu explains his
answers to the examiners mid responds lo any questions they may have.
The examiners may ask questions about any aspect of the course, but
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I gather that this privikgr is hot xercise& to any greatextent. Mean-

whik, of eourse, students two, three, and four lin VC had considerable

time to prepare thefr answers, but at the suOe time they have had a
good deal of Aistraelion: Stinktils 13, 11, ami 1ri have to sit through a
long morning of waiting until the:r turns come up;

it is evident front Own examination system that the Russians-focus

attoition on the mastery of importaat topics to a much greater extent

than we do in this country. On the other Irma, there is.far,less incentive

to study more than the minimum e sentials. 'rite examinations are
prirmaily a motivating &vice. They provide' a goal toward which the
,tudent.st.rives: ln the schools We Osited, it was rare to find that any
kollent liad failed his examinatiods the previous year. Teachers May

. prevent students from taking the examinations if they have had a low
average durinr, the year, but as fik as we could ascertain only one Ur two
stio;ents in a class of 30 would be prevented hoM taking the examinations.

wiitten examinations all students are presented with same

iprestions. Each student must answer only one out of three questions.
The ti,pie, !owl to be very general. Students write an essay of not more
than alatui eight blue book pages. Surprisingly enough, they have six

hours in which to do this. The examination in Russian literature, which
obscrved, bcF,an at (',) o'rloek in the morning and continued until
f I. I Was customary, and perhapN even mandatory foreal student

to w lite a first. draft and then, having worked it over very earefulry,
eopy it before the end 'of tins examination. Our own experience with

essay examinations would lead us to question the' time limits set for
tii,, examination, aid the reliability of ari exarrnnation involving only

a single qui stion. However, the Russians' objective seems merely to
dctermine v.hetliv. students have met a eertaain minimum standard of

literary interpreurtThn and writing.
The grow ieg intrrc.ft in cultural exchange and comparative education

stav make possil le the administration of suitable tests, both

in this ronliti v and in Russia, to groUps %Use pwparation has been

comparal.b.. It would be particularly illuminating to see if there are
significant dittei ences in the performance of Ameriefin and Russian
student,, and, if so. how they differ. On the basis of r, esent knowledge,

41111' 111141t, hataid the guess that in cumulative sajei s such as matlie.
maties, lit t ign language. and tla. sciences Ric IliNsian students will ha% r

connomot or minimum esmmtials, wbel-ca America!, sun!, ins

w ill love 1 Ii cadet v iew Ills' 5111re1 iuiiil prl'llar siIIii'WhiiIt more
io applying the knowkdge they have gaities in a variety of

situations.
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Much of the education in the Soviet Union at the present time seems
peculiar to us. Many asi:ects we would criticize. Nevertheless, we have
lit recognite that lort i a country that has mad tremendous strides in
education doling the past forty ycars. The people have had to overcome
great ()Wads. They have been tackling their problems with imagination
and they are experimentally.minded. They are flexible and adaptable;
they are energetic in putting changes into effect on a nationwide basis;
and most iminirtant of All, they have a tremendials belief in education,
likey will press forward in the educational fieldnot to make life full
for the individual, not to bring about his full development so that he will
lead a rich anti rewariling life, but to ninke a sttong, powerful country
to reach and surpass America ,,eientifically, milit-arily, and economically.



Session III

Remarks of the Chairman

We come now to the final session of this Conference, mid something of a
change of pace as well as a change in topic. This session will be a panel
discussion on our sul ject with four different.speakers presenting Aiverse
views on the problem posed.

We have all been hearing, until the expression has become a cliche,
of the impending tidal wave .of college students..What the tide is going
to be, high tide Or low tide, is going to depend in considerable part upon
the selection and admissions procedures that are adopted by our
institutions of higher learning.

The determination of the optimum types of examinations for college
admission and scholarship purposes is certainly one of the most preesing
problems in the measurement field. We have brought together this after-
noon, for a thorough airing' of the issues iyolved in this problem, four
persons who have devoted long and careful thought to these matters, and
who have engaged in extensive research on the topic. I am confident they

ill cover the field .with comprehensiveness agd tliat' they will bring to
your attention bhe pros and ccns of the varying points Of view on the
testing needs in this area.

It is a pleasure to introduce to you our four panel members: Dr. Robert
L. Ebel, Vice President of the Educational 'resting Service, will lead off
with his views on this afternoon's big question, Kinds of Tests
for College Admission and Scholarship Programs? The second panel
speaker is Dr. John C. Flanagan of the American Institute for Research
and the University of Pittsburgh, who will &Owls "Crioeria rot Selecting
Tests,for College Admissions and Scholarship Programs."

Next will come Dr. E. PAindquist, of the State University of Iowa,
who will focus his remarks on "The Nature of the Problein of Improving
Scholarship and College Entrance Examinations." And our final speaker
is Dr. Alexander G. Wellman, of The Psychological CorporAtion, who will
surtunaris,ies us bis answer to the question, "What Kinds of Tests for
.College Admission and Scholarship Progns?"
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What Kinds of Tests for' Collep
Admission and Scholarship PregrarnsP

ROBERT L. EBEL, Vice President, Educational Testing Service

The. use of tests for college adthission and scholarship programs has
grown rapidly in recent years, and seems likely to continue to grow
in the years immediately ahead. If so, the wisdom and experience of
you who are here today will have an Hportant bearing on the future ef-
fectiveness of American higher eetication. I ant grateful for the oppor-
tunity of taking part in the discussion of one problem associated with
this development, and am honored to be included 'in so distinguished a
panel. You will understand, I am sure, that on an occasion such as this,
I will try to express my own vicws as frankly and clearly as possible,
and that I will not presume to speak for ETS or any other institution
or group.

What kinds of tests should be used for college admission and scholar-
ship programs? The answer to this question is, in prineiplfe, quite
simple. We shouhl use the tests which are the most valid. Some people
think the answer, in practice, is equally simple. Choose the test or
combination of tests which gives the best prediction of first year
college grades. I demur. It seem to me that this approach is not likely
to yield adequate evidenct, concerning the relative merits of different
kinds of tests.

There are at least three limitations ot conventional validity studies
in this situation, as I see it. First, the criterion of college gr les or
grade point averages is itself unreliable cid of quite imperfect validity.
Second, sampling errors as;ociated with the obtained validity co-
efficients tend to be so large, and precise estimates of those sampling
errors so difficult to achieve; that it is almost impossible to make de.
pendable comparisons of the merits of alternative tests. Third, and most
important, this approach assumes that a college's current educational
program is beyond criticism or improvement. If students who score
high on the selection test do poorly in college, the selection test rather
than the college program is 131.. cd. I submit that there are better
ways of improving the input to our colleges than by striving to improve
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the prediction of faulty measures of student success in attaining poorly
defined and somewhat questionable goals.

One of these was described by Ralph Tyler, writing on "Educability
and the Schools" in the Centennial volumsof the American Association
for the Advancement of Science. He contrasted the prediction-of-success
approach with a development-of-talent approach that would seek to
capitalize on the important latem abilities revealed by appropriate tests.
He suggested that our present school programs do not capitalize on all
siren abilities, and that tests designed only to predict success in current
programs of instruction do not adequately measure the characteristics
which determine educability. I heartily agree.

There are some who mistrust subjective decisions concerning the
natureof these -characteristics, preferring tests which can be defended
on the basis of their high correlation with some ultimate and presumably
more objectively given criterion. But th6 only truly ultimate criterion
of success, if 'indeed there is any such thing, lies hidden beyond the
grave. And the apparent objectivity of some criteria hides the subjec-
tivity of our decision to use them as criteria. What reason have we to
believe that our subjective decision to use more immediate criteria of

A suec-ss, such as wealth, or grades in the freshman year of college, are
any more trustworthy than our subjective judgments concerning the de-
ments of a good preparation for higher educatinn?

Even if we are willing to overlook the possible imperfections of our
criteria and experimental designs, why should we employ an approach
which allows the inevitable contingencies affecting successhealth,
finances, motivation, evel romanceto blur and becloud the application
of these 'judgments to the choice of admission or scholarship tests.
Would it not be better tq apply the inescapable acts of judgment to the
tests directly? And is this not actually what we do? Were not most of the
college admission and scholarship tests in current use designechand built
on the basis of rational irdurtions, deductions mid hypotheses? Empirical
procedures surely were toed to defend them, and-to refine them, but the
basic structure scents usually to have been determined, as I think it
should have been, by purposeful cogitation rather than by completely ob- .

jective, judgment-fruo experimentation. Hence, what I have said about
the limitations of' the grade criterion and the conventional validity study

I'should not be co w n d as a complete rejection of such studies. Some of
Mir judgments atm

t
what we want to measure, and what we have sue.

coded in measuring, can lie checked empirically. But I am convinced that
validity studies should not be the exclusive, ta even the primary, Laurie
for test selection. One test or battery of tests should not be chosen over
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another simply because of a small apparent advantage iii-predictive
validity.

Among the vast array of tests which might be used in admission and
schblarship programs three major types can be identified: tests of innate
capacity for learning, tests of developed ability, and tests of.substantive
k nowledge.

Many people ngard tests of innate capacity for learning as nearly
ideal for college admission and scholarship programs. The term innate+.
mental capacity suggests something which is fundamental and permanent,
and hence well worth measuring, a divinity that shapes our ends, no \
matter how poverty, inadequate schools, ot yoUthful follies may have
rough.hewed them. A test of innate capacity presurnably will not handi-
cap.the bright youth who grew up on the wrong side of the tracks. In
theory,.scores on it should not be affected appreciably by coaching, or
indeed by instructit n of any sort. Such a test would place no restrictions
upon the secomfar school curriculum. Lical schools and individual
teachers could presumably retain their freedom to teach what they
choose, and it would make no difference if they taught it well or badly.

Unfortunately for this particular vision of utopia, no bne has found
any very accurate way to measure innate capacity for learning. All of
the alleged measures of this capacity are more or less obvious measures
of olucational achievement. The main differences among them arise
horn the varying degrers of earnestness with whivh their authors have
attempted to roid measuring the results of school learning. The kinds
of tasks a studetit is asked to perform in taking an intelligence test are
tasks which he has been taught to perform in sct;ool, or could be taught
there if the school considered them of soffi(ient importance. Lacking
prvcise control of education:A influences, pre-school, in-school, and
ovt-ot.school, we cannot tell how much of a student's success on an
intdligence test should be attributed to his native mental capacity;
and how much to his subsegerFla learning. To regard scores on such tests
as acceptable measures of innate capacity for learning requires *slump.
lions which I find, hard to accept.

Even if tecf. Df innate capacity for learning were available, they
probally -would not be desirable for college admission and scholarship
programs. Innate capacity is not directly relevant to ability to profit
from college instruction. I 'Tiles!: this innate capacity has been developed
unless the studelit has acquired considerable knowledge and numerous
abilitieshe ts unpropared for college no matter how large his empty
innate capacity may have been. .

Some fear thst unless we use intelligence tests we may miss bright
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Etudents who, growing up in an educationally deprived environment,
show little achievement and hence might be denied an opportunity for
college education. Evidence which would justify this fear is hard to find.
Many cases of brilliant aduhs who were unpromising youthful scholars
can be cited. But efforts to identify such individuals in advance by using
tests of mental capacity have been disappointing. Errors of measurement
can account for much of the observed discrepancy between measures of
so-called ability and achievement Differences in the kind of achievement
required by the two types of tests can account for much more. Aware of
these facts, most of us havc ceued to trust achievement.quotients, kiut
some perpetuate the same fallacies searching for over- and under-
achievers. Some "under-achievers" go en to college success. So do some
()vet...achievers. Intelligence tests do not help very much in identifying
brilliant minds which the schools have missed, or failed to develop.
All learning builds on previous learning. If the foundation is weak the
superstructure is likely to suffer. What the colleges require are students'

ho have strong education foundations, not those possessing brilliant
but "unileveloyed minds.

One alternative to measorement ol native ntental capacity as a bisis
for eollege admission and scholarship awards is the nwasurement of a
stiolent's command of essential kniwklge. This alternative has not been
pipular iii receot years. When knowledge is contrasted with ignorance,
it is universally praised. filit knowledge is sometimes contrasted with
unilerstanding, with wisiliom or with character, and in these Sontrasts
knowledge hires badly. Teachers speak Iiisparagingly of "stuffing the
mind with facts." College presidents emphasize the limitations of "mere
knowledge," and stre,oi the contributions that a college education can
make to the develipment of chat arter. Quiz kids, or even adults who
slifiw an unusual pr and accuracy in their recall of isolated items of
information, are n ii to illustrate what a githd education does not
consist of. "Scraps it information have nothing to do with culture,"
Whitehead has *mid and -otitinued, "A merely well-informed man is the
most useless bore on Goirs earth."

Attacks like these on pedantic, trivial, verbalistic, unassimilated
knowledge have been at least partly respiinsible for general reluctance to
use tests of substantive knowledge in college admission testing programs.
Rut I would suggest that this policy ileserves reexamination. Quite ob.
ioosly, knowledge ran Is, defined so narrowly, or caricatured so gro.
tesquely, that all of the above attacks on it will seem to she well founded.

knowled:,e need not be limited to isolated, trivial, informational
details, nor to verbal abstractions divorced film reality, nor to rote
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responses to stereotyped questions. It can be defined broadly enough to
include understanding, wisdom, and other approbatory synonyms for
effective rational, behavior. Understanding, for example, consists in
knowing the interrdations between other items of knowledge: Wi6doM
consists of knowing how to use the 'knowledge one possesses. Character,
insofar as it is expressed in rational rather than blindly imitative or
authoritatively imposed behavior, is based partly on knowledge of the
consequences of alternative courses of action. It is in this broader con
text that one can truly say that knowledge is power, and argue that it
reprei4ents the prima0 outcome of the educational process. Quoting
Whitehead again, "Education is the acquisition of the art of the utilize.
tion of knowledge." I suggest that the "art" Whitehead speaks Of is
itself essentially knowledge of how best- to proceed in a given set of
circumstances.

Apart from unwarranted restrictions on the concept of knowledge,
there is another reason why knowledge tests have not been widely used
as a basis for college admission testing. The scope of human knowledge is

so broad, and the arias .vith which different individuals are acquainted

are so diverse that ft seems difficult to Oonstruct any single test, or
even any limited battery of tests, which can deal adequ ely with this
abundance and diversity. Our decentralized school sys m, and pupil.
centered teaching procedures tend to foster wide differe ces in the kind
and level of education that different pupils receive. Bu4 since we life in
the same society at the same period in history, all ofi need to know
and to be able to do many of the same things. It may e difficult but
it is not impossible to define a common core of essent knowledge.

There is a third alternative to tests of mental capacity, and tests of
command of essential knowledge, for college admission and scholarship
testing. These are tests of mental traits or developed abilities. Proponents
of tests 01 this type refer to thtm as measures of broad intellectual
skills, of basic :oental processes, or of habits of thinking. It is said, in
their behalf, Nit they measure what a student is able to do, more or less
independenoz of what he knows. The abilities they purport to mehure
range from the highly general, such as "abdity to think" to the fairly
specific, such as "ability to formulate hypotheses."

Insofar as these tests emphasize essential rather than trivial achieve.
r .ent, reeuire the student to show understanding rather than mere
recall, and ability to use rather than mere ability to rept Jduce, they
deserve enthusiastic applause. But when they are represented as measures

of distinct mental processes or ihdependent intellectual skills, something
different from and more important than knowledge, which can be devel.
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oped by practice with a wide variety of content materials, they seem to
call for critical examination.

One thing about them which is troublesome is the vagueness of wired
they refer to. There is no lack of names for alleged mental abilities,
but there is almost universal lack of specific definition of what these
names mean. The evidence that these abilities are independent of
knowledge, representing a kind of mental function which can be applied
at will to knowledge in diverse areas, is practically. non-existent. They
suggest a renaissance of the once discredited belief in faculty psychology
which held, for example, that memory for something like faces could be;
finproved by practiee in remembering something else like spelling words.

if proponents of the developed abilities approach to mental measure+
ment regard such things as ability to calculate a square root, or tO
diagram a sentence, or to locate a malfunctioning element in a television

. circuit, as developed abilities, I have no, quarrel with them. We are
simply using different words for the same thing when they call them
devtdoped abilities anti I call them command of substantive lnowledge:
But when pr, ponents of tests of developed abilities spe of highly
generalized, undefined or vaguely defined complex higher mental processes
or mental traits, we part company. By using high-sounding terms we may
impress outsiders but we....are not likely to contribute much to the
improvement of mental measurements.

Many of the so-called "hard-to-measure" qualities appear td fall
in this category of developed abilities. Few would deny that terms like
"creativity,", "flexibility," "sensitivity," or "balanced judgment" are
useful in describing behavioi.:But we make a tremendous logical leap
when we assume that they arealso names for mental traits which help to
determine the behavior observed. Before agieeing that our failure to
measure these "traits" is a blemish on the record of mental meaSure.
no.nts, I would like to be a link more ',Turin that something exists to be
measured. Skinner, Holland and others have pointed out that psycho!.
ogists have a weakness for inventing explanatory concepts to amount
for meager or non-existent data. Perhaps this tendency, which many
educators also share, is evidence for a hard-to-measure mental trait
called "hallucinatory imaginativity."

The developed abilities approach to the measurement of educational
aptitude is based on an allegoricAlly attractive, but experimentally
unsubstantiated conception of how the mind functions. All that jve have
learned concerning the process of learning in rats, monkeys, atPd men,
can be explained in terms of the formation and destruction of assdciations
among perceptions, concepts and ideas. Electronic brains, including
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primitive models capable of learning or even of seltreproductioil.
operate essentially on the Sash) of switches which open or close alterna.
tire circuits. To regard the mind as a muscle which is strengthened by
exercise, or as a processing organ which can be trained to see relation.
ships, to solve problems, to analyze, to think critically, or to create,
irrespective of what kind of probleMs are given to be solved, what me
terials to analyze or think critically shim, or what product to be created,
simply does not accord with what we now know about brain functions.
What we do know strongly suggests that educational development
consists essentially in the accumulation, integration, and ready.reference.
indexing, of knowledge. By practice in using knowledge, one acquires
command of it. This, it seems to the essence of educational
achievement..

Tests of developed ability are sometimes offered as a method for-
keeping peace between test constructors on the one hand, and curriculum
builders, school administrators and ,teachets on the other. For it is
suggested that tests of this type measure how well a student 'has been
educated without regard for anything specific that he may or may not
have learned. This, it serms to me, inv4lves a contradiction, since the
(nudity of a person's education cannot be independent of What he has
learned. Any test which discriminates between well and poorly educated
!it udents will inevitably reward the curriculum builders, school officials
and teachers who have been most successful in imparting a good educa.
lion. Of course a test which rewards those students who have learned
.41 une arbitrary 'selection of uoimportant details is not a good' test of
quality of education. To qualify for this designation, it must measure the
degree to which a Skident has achieved command of the most important
general ideas and skills. It is not easy to reach agreement on what the
most important ideas and skills are, -but we cannot inake good testa if -we
try to dodge the problem. And we should not mislead test uaers into
thinking that we can.

Test builders obviously should not dominate the curriculum or
dictate what teachers shirihi teach-. But someone must define common
educational goals specifically enough to permit deterthination of the
extent to w hit+ they are being reached. In this endeavor the test con.
structors can be essential allies of curriculum builders, school adminis.
trators and teachers, especially if they concentrate on measuring a
student's command of essential knowledge.

It is quite apparent that tentx of developed abilities do not actually
succeed in rkasuring mental processes apart from the examinee's

. knowledge or lack of knowledge of particular items of information. They
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do measure knowledge, but since they are designed to measure some-
thing else, they often provide poorly balanced, inefficient tests of
knowledge. The assumed necessity of supplying essential background

'information in the test itself leads to relatively verbose tests, which give
undue weight to reading skills, and require undue amounts of 'time per
scorable response. Philip Vernon suggests that tests of qua type may
yield a .est form factor w hich seriously biases the scores from such tests.
The score a student obtains may depend considerably on his knowledge
of how to handle the particular type of task these tests present. Further,
the use of background materials leads to tests composed of clusters Of
items, which.restriets the freedom of sampling in the test and complicates
the proeesses of item selection. Hence I am persuaded that a well-
designed test of substantive knowledge which measures a student's
command of basicuseful knowledge will provide more relevant info!,
illation concerning a student's educational achievement and aptitude,°
and provide it more' efficiently, than current tests of educational
development or developed abilities.

Although these tests of complex mental processes and developed
general abilities have been in use for more than a decade, there is little
evidence that they asure something more important than can be
measured bv; tests of a student's command of substantive WV/ledges
Some of their advocates argue that such evidence is unobtainable in
principle, and that the only way to ascertain their superiority is by
looking at the tests themselves. But the main job of a test is to yield
useful scull's frein examinees. If the scores from one test are better than
those (*rim am ither, they must at least be Doliablv different. If the correla-
lion of scores on a superior and an inferior test is as high aAhat between
t,,,)%firrnis of the superior test, then it seems to me that all of the claimed
superiority. is getting Vett- iti the errors of -measurrment.-I do not see
how such a. test call be said to be superior 'functionally as measur-

ing instrument.
A desirable characteristic of 1 college admission testing prograM is

that it have a stimulating, constructive influence on the programs of
instruction in pteparatory schools. Obviously a test,of mental capacity
could not have this influence. Tests of developed ability because of the
generality am! indefiniteness of what they are testing, are un1kkel 31 to
stimulate either teachers or students to unusual efforts to ithprve.
Since the first Sputnik orbited in space, the practices of the Russian
schools have received considerable 'attention'. It woUld be foolish to
suggest that we shiold copy exactly what they are doing. But it would be
equally foolish for us to ignore completely their accomplishments, and
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the means by which were achieved. Henry Channey and others
who have visited R ssian schools report with some admiration the
persistent and generally effective efforts of teachers and students to
achieve limited but clearly defined goals in achieving command df
substantive knowledge. If we wish our college admission and scholarship
awaird programs ttrhave the niost beneficial effect in tbe improvement of
public education, it would seem wiy, to emphasize tests in which the
nature, and above all the quality, or the teaching done by each teacher
makes a direct and obvious difference in the scores the students receive.

I suspect that my e.olleagues on this panel edo,not share, completely
my admi?ation for tests of subs t ntive kuowledge. If it were possible toii

do so, I would like to tefit our d\ ergent views
s
with a little experimenti,

in which we would compete with each other in serecting capable students.
$uppose that one of us prefers a test of mental capacity, another some

tests of developed ability, and yet another a battery of pure factor tests.
My preference, t f course, would be for a test of relevant substantivettkn to us a populati of loowledge.' Suppose that we have available n

pupils who are just ready. to be taught some new process; a .h as the
solution of simultaneous linear equations in algebra. Assume that each
of us is a tolerable teacher of the process(f. he students are about to
kirti, We each give our preferred aptitude test to all of the students,
and thl proceed to choose up classes. After choosing our classes, and
after an agreed-upon number of periods of instructThn, we would give our
students a common test of achieventent and determine which of 1.1.4 had
done the 'oust job of selecting students, and of teaching them.

This is a hypothetical experiment, not only because we are unlikely
to have an opportunity to perform it, hut also because I seriously denbt
that any of the other panel members would wish to rely, when the chips
are down, on a test of mental capacity, developed ability, or pure facterrs,
to selert students with the greatest -aptitude- for ,a particular job .of
learning. I suspect we might all agree that in this situation a specific test
of selestantivc knowledge would be more effective in selecting students
thau_ a general test of capacity, of developed abilities, or of meotal
factors. My colleagues may object that I have prejudiced the argument
in my favor by directing attention to a sin,de specific problem,of learning
and teaching,rather than on the diversity of such problems which face
the student admitted to college, and hiS teachers. This is a reasonable
objection to drawing general conclusions from the experiment I pro-
dosed, but it has interesting implications. It suggests that tests of
mental capacity or developed ahilities should be used, not because they
measure something more basic to effective learning than acquired know!.
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edge, but because they provide convennt general measures of com-
petence. thf., do, but I am inclined to doubt it. Unless I am
mistaken about the phantom nature of many mental traits and developed
abilities, and the %substantive kmiyledge nature of the rest, the I est way
of nica.,nriog a ,tililene. preparation for college learning in general
is to set oot directly to measure the most generally useful aspects of
sols,dantise knim ledge,

Thk ahem,. 1 have gurAtioned some widely held opinions about
aptitude tests. If what I have said sounds dogmatic, the reason is at
least partly that you anil I have not yet done enough research on funda.
mntal problems lit aptitude tsting to provide a more substantial basis
for our beliefs. I am far from believing :liat the views I have.expressed
are the only ones any reasonaHe man can entertain. In fact it is now
Moe for oit.: ti ylil to another reasonahle man who will present sonvt
other vie%%s for you to ronsider.
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Criteria for Selecting Tests
for Colkge Umissions
and Scholarship Programs

hAN N. Anwrivan Institute for livseareh and University
of Pittsburgh

ba,ic assumption underlyiug this discussion is that in our country
Ol vollective aim is to made each individual to realize his highest
potential. This contrasts sharply with the Russicii view thet the aim of
cdnention land all other aetivities) is to make the country as powerful
as possible.

Since individual talents cani:ot be exrcteil tO develop properly in otir
c,unplex society without systematic, appripriate, awl extensive nurture,
it is of utmost iniportanee that the individnal's takits Le identified
early as a basis for his edueattonal and career plans. This point of view
..oggests that college ailmissiims should he Viewed as a part of an
overall stuikit 11M'IlOg and guidan2e Program.

It follows that eclleges and universities and other organizations
seluilarship programs might most appropriately enlist the

of counselors, secondary school teaehers, and other school officials
Oi assisting them in determining whiA students should pursue their
Ane utoler the auspices of each of these rolleges. There are several
fun, considerations which have i.ontrihteed to this conclusion,
Kich .!it' these will be discussed luhlly.

I. A clear shitemcnt of Ow objectives 01 di.. college, universit, or other
woof:wino .hould be the ultimate basisfor college admissions mid scholar.

policirt Unless the institution knows ptecisely what it wishes to
ai.complish, there Call he no evaluation of its urcess or failure, For
this purpose, a general statement of objeetives will not suffice, The
broad aims d th,. institution must be translated vividly and with &tailed
exionules if the) are to provide a practical franiewiirk for developing
slierkion

11411.41', broad statements of aim are needed 08 a basis for de
yeloping specific ai1114. good eStifil g"fl HOTI (PiOted from

the remntks of !be prosidcut of one of our leading nniversities,

in;
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cussing the objectives of a college administrator, he proposed that the
aim should be "... to help every young person in his care grow into the
broadest, tleepest, most vital person possible. And in fulfilling himself,
the student will . . . arrive at moments of 'heightened insight when he
sees more clearly than ever before what the world is about and how he
can fit into it ereatively and significantly."

Such a general aim must be translated into specific activities of
faculty and stddents if it is to be useful for formulating student selec-
tion procedures. Detaikd statements about the dynamics of such student
growth can contribute directly to decisions regarding selection Policies
and procedures.

Insofar as colleges reject the objective of "just cramming students
with facts in order to teach them how to earn a living," college grades
and achievement in typical college achievement tests cannot be regarded
as a satisfactory criterion with which to evaluate selection procedures.
The colleges must do something about developing working statements
of their objectives if research answers are to be obtained.

2. Scholarship and college admission pol:r., s might well be regarded as
an integral part of a brow! program of ind..adual guidance. It is proposed
that, lacking the detailed statements of college objectives referred to
above, this aim be defined as "to make it possible for each young person
to identify and obtain the education necessary for hini to realize his in-
dividual potentialities and to gain lasting personal satisfactions."

The primary implications of this consideration are that the guidance
counselors and the college admissions officers should regard themsu!ves
as a team working tapther to achieve the objectives of both the in-
divithials and the institutions to the greatest extent possible. In order
for this tram to function effectively, college admissions officers should
communicate tietailed information to the secondary school counselors
regarding *the sperific oppltrtunities fur educational development at
their institutions. This information should include reports concerning
the characteristics of tbe students who benefit most from these oppor-
tunities.

The function of the ctomselttr is to collect and communicate data
regartling individual stuthlits of the types identified by college officials.
l'svehtdogists amid educational measurement specialists should make
every eft to. to develltp satisfactory tests and related procedures to aid
counselors in this task. However, in the absence of satisfactory psycho-
metric techniques. ctifinselors Rtniuld use all informal data gathering
procedures available to provide as good an estimate us possible of the
st uden Is' characteristics.
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3. Consistent with the first two points, the primary criterion for evaluat.
jug selectitm policies and procedures is the performance of the individual
after he leaves the college. This statement does not mean to imply that
rrformance in an occupation is to be taken as the only criterion. It is
intended that performance with respect to all aspects of the life of an
edu(ated individual including citizenship, parenthood, cultural and
personal development be included. This ftwus on life rather than on
schooling for evaluating admissions policies casts further doubt on the
adequacy of current procedures.

Two recent Mudies, for example, show little relation between pre-
dictions based on ability and achievement and subsequent performance.
The first of these is Terman and Oden's follow-up study of gifted children.
In this study the conspicuously successful group and the relatively less
cuecessful group showed only a slight difference in average intelligence
test scores. The other study has been reported by Harmon. This consists
of a follow-up of a group of applicants for scholarships. Committees of
professors using college records, recommendations, and other infor-
mation selected some of the group for scholarships and rejected others.
It is reported that several years later, at the time of the follow-up, the
average performance after graduation of the individuals in the two
groups was nearly indistinguishable, according to the appraisals made
by new committees. These new committees consisted of persons of the
same type as had matk the original appraisals. In this study, grade point
averages and tests of verbal ability, quantitative ability, and educational
achievement all bowed predictive validities of approximately zero.
It seems inappropr ate to continue to rely on these general measures.

4. The pattern of aptitudes required for success in each of the important
career fields ix relatively specific 0) that field. Because of the dependence of
educational instructiloi tot verbal compreheosion and the ability to
stilve quantitative problems, it has been assumed that these abilities are
the primary determinants of successful rrfttrmance in nearly all the
career fields for whiell college training is provided. One of the early
refutations of this point of view was the successful discrimination
betwreti the aptitude patterns required for successful performance of
pilots, navigators, and other aircrew members ill the Mr Force during
Worbl War II. In l(nl, officers resptinsible for selecting pilot were

selecting applietnits on their knowledge Of history, literature, ability to
read, and vocabulary. Stone Id. these measure!, were found to have slight
negative correlations with slicress in pilot trai.! ng. The widely held
vie% that a person with average ability in dealing with verbal and quan-
titative materials can socrOd in practically anything if he wryly
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applies himself s gradually being replaecd by the more sophisticated view
that a large number of spi'.cila aptitudes play important roles in determin-
ing performance in the important career fields.

5. Ititerext and motivation factors are at least equal iu intportanre to
aptaude factors in determining perfOrmance in specific career fields. it is
well establkhed that the top performers in many fields are those most
,trongly motivated N1111 respret ii that activity. The effort and persistence
whieh are observed io accompany outstanding effectiveness are based on
a high level of interest. In the Army. Air Force during World War II,
it was finind that the best single predictor of sueress iii ei!ot training wa,
a measure of interest and motivation in the Airm of at information test.

A specific e \amide of the effects of :liFtillivient interest and motivatif at
is provided bv au American pilot SOW was tested as an employee of a
foreign air line. This pilot had been trained during Work! War 11 in the

S. Army Air Force. After the war he went lawk into the department
store huskies.. Kowey yr, because of thc large salaries available in
ctnnmercial lking, he acreptril an offer to Hy for the foreign air line.
Ili, aptitudes were found to be relatively high with respert to all of the
abilitic- reipiircd of air line pilots. (hi the tests having to do with
interest and motivation, on the otlwr hand, his scores were unusually.
ow. Ilis pattern of interest, was strongest in business, accounting,
literature, and the line arts. ne showed almost no interest in mechanical
problems in general or at iation matters in particular.

Tlw chief pilot of the air line reported that the pilot in question
spent most of his time teinling inietry or classical literatum while his
cotilot flew the airplane. Ile made no effort to learn about new equip-
ment or device', or to maintain his flying skills. They repated that in
the two year- he had been II) ing for their air line he had twice failed to
pass his sivinonth in-trument check. Each time he had been taken tally-
ing and given special training Each time he respanded very quickly to
the special training aml was suoll able to pass his cheek Hight and go
baek on flying statii.,. Clearly, such au individual is miscast as a pilot
and is wit 411dv ineffective, but a potential lurzartl tn company equipment
and painger lives. Nlanv in,tances of the reverse situation in which a
high degiee it intere,t and motivation have more than ma& lip for
Tecifi hit% llern

0, ,1 nimprchensire prognins nf e.Seilreh is requilcd to identilv the
taloa.; needed fOr twrions careers, to determine the ellertivencss of lwriou$
hp, (if ethifIttion in developing these talents, and to formulate the best
frlfwedilrei (fri individuals in defining tlwir roles aud pl mniug fir
the twig qr., tire and .satisiving use ef their talents.
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Isolated Studit-4 carried out during the past thirty years have identified

certain types of Iwhavior measures as essential for effective performance

in specific jobs. However, systematic and comprehensive studies have
been confined primarily to certain job areas in the military services.
Even less has been done in evaluating the comparative value of various

types of educational experience for effeetive performance in particular
careers. kast of all is known about which counseling and guidance
procedures are most effective in assisting students to develop a realistic
self-concept and plans fOr attaining their goals. Although many types of
research studies can he expected to ctintrihute to knowkdge regarding

these matters, it is believed that most progress can bi.! expected from

a comprehensive, large scale, long-range project using electronic scoring

and data processing techniques. The planning phase for such a study has
been nearly completed and pariial support for the main study has now
been made available. As a preliminary indication of what such a study
may reveal, some results on a relatively small follow-up study on high
schoul seniors in Pittsburgh are reported here.

On the basis of a follow-up of 1016 persons five years after they were
tested as seniors in high school, it was found that 329 of this group
entered college. Of this group, 193 had received a bachelor's degree from

a college at the tinie of the follow-up. About 30 percent (95) had quit
college before vompleting their courses. The others were still enrolled
anti expected to complete their courses. About 60 percent of those enter-

ing college graduated lir expected to graduate in the course they had
entered. Only abliut 25 percent of those going on to college took the

course and entered the ficcupation planned on while in high school.
Many of those dr( yping out or changing courses would have been

advised not to enter these courses on the basis of their pattern of apti-
tudes alone. In a few cases their combined aptitude score for the specific

coorse was as much as 1.5 standard deviations helnw the minimum recom-
mended. Snell wasted effort is all too frequent under the present system.

7, thwisions roarer:ring which tudents should attend college, and which

ollege they hould attend to attain !heir objectives should he arrived at

Iry a pores, of 4necessice appmvimations. Although the necessary data on
which to base these I herisions is only partially available, colleges and
',indents mn,t continue to make slick decisions. It therefore seems most
appropriate that both the college and die student begin early with a

tentative set of decisions and continue to Obtain as much relevant data

as possihle wail the fioal decisions regarding tlw student, his college,
and his courses Inust lai made.

Vor example, it seems appropriate that as early as the 9th grade the
student, sith Ow help of the counselor, should begin to list posAble
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career choices awl possible colleges and course's which would be appro-
priate for him. College admissions officers could provide the eemnselors
of 9th grade students with lamination regarding tentative standards, not
only with respect to.aptitmle and achievement, but also with respect to
personality, interest, motivation, and activity factors, Each year during
the secondary school period, the possibilities should he reviewed and
the student should set certain goals for improving his information
reganling his vii aptitudes, interests, motivations, and other personal
characteristics as related to college requirements and college opportUnities.

It is believed that such a procedure would result in much sounder
decisions than are made at the preseni time on the part of both the.
stwlent and the college.

At a recent conference on testing for guidance, many of the test
experts present favored delaying the administration of tests to determine
-isydie aptitudes for career choices until the 12th grade, The attitude
seemed to be, "If you can't provide precise predictive data which has
been fully validated, delay doing anything as long as possible." The point
of view of this discussion is, "If the tests and procedures are deficient,
start as early as possible and supplement and check on the findings for a
partil'ular stwlent hy all available means."

Summary

What, then, is proposed as an immediate program for testing for college
admission and seholaeship programs?
I. Develop working statements of objectives in terms of the desirable

behaviors of adults for colleges and universities. These should be
focused on all aspects of life both in and after college.

2. In the absence of empirical follow-up data, Use these working state-
ments in terms 1)1 behavior for estahliAing policies regarding the
specific aptitude, personality, and interest patterns desired in the
students admitted to a college.

3. At the same time, initiate long range follow-up research programs to
provide a basis for confirming or revising the tentatively established
admissions and educational programs.

4. Develop tests to lelsist counselors in helping students formulate
realistic self-concepts which have clear implications for college
training and which will also assist admissions officers in deciding
which applicants will contribute most to the joint program of at-
taining the ohjectives of the institution and of tin: individual.
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The Nature of the Problem
of Improving Scholarship and
College Entrance Examinations

E. F. LINDQUIST, Professor of Education, State University of Iowa

Very frequently the most crucial as well as the most difficult step in
solving h complex problem is that of defining the problem itself, or of
&tidying the issues involved. I Mieve this is particularly true in
relation to the problem of how to improve scholarship and college
entrance examinations. It seems to me that the principal reason we have
not produced more satisfactory and useful examinations of these types
it) the past is that we hatte approached the task with too narrow a concept
of the problem to be olved, or with too limited a notion of the purposes
such examinations should serve. Accordingly, I propose to spend most
of my time here today, not in arguing the relative merits of different
types of tests in relation to different purposes, but in attempting to
define and clarify these purposes; and especially, in attempting to make
more clear the general wore of the problem as a whole.

I propose, further, to limit my part in this discussion to college
entrance and scholarship qualifying examinations that are appropriate
for use in very wide.scale cooperat:ve testing programsprograms such
as the College Hoard or the National Merit Scholarship Qualifying Test.
ing Programsprograms that are intended to serve a large number and
wide variety of collegiate institutions and scholarship donors, as well
as a highly heterogrnmus and broadly inclusive population of candidates;
and programs, also, in which the tests are to be administered early
enough to give the candidate ample time to make his major decisions
and to eompb te detailed arrangements for college attendance after
the examinati, ,n results are known. The latter means that the tests must
be admims,,:..41 wh;le the typical candidate is still in high school, and
hence that the tests must be given by, or with the consent and approval
of, the Ingh school authorities.

It is fairly evident that nearly all college entrance and scholarship
qualifying te: ling must ne done through wide.scale cooperative programs
at the high school level. It is also quite apparent that there should be only
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a small number of such programs. Unfortunately, this is not now the
ease. I do not know how many different programs of this type are now
hying conducted annually in the high schmuls of this country, but I do
kilo% that the number ii far larger than can possibly be justified. It is
very doubtful that the individual colleges and agencies are really any
better served by these manv programs than they could be by a very
much smaller number properly planned on irt.00perative basis. This
fact is generally recognized, and as a result many high school principals
are oh the vergo of opeo rebellion at what they -ightly regard as the
unreasonable 111'111:Mil* made on ti air time awl that of their plipas
by this midtiplicity of testing programs. This is a situation that almost
but uot quite calls for a natural monopoly. Some competition in the
provision of tAt services of this kind is undoubtedly wholesome 1111

desirable, but, for -ry u idell I and compelling practical reasons, wide-
spread duplication of effort and consequent waste of the time of high
school students and staffs must be avoidt d.

In order to keep this diseussimi within manageable htiiiits, I propose
further to yousider here only examinations that aro voncerned with the
intellectual attributes of the eandidates. Other instruments or sources
of thformation, slIell as interest and liersonality inventories, attitude
scales, biographical information blanks and school records, of course,
occupy a very important playe in the whole process of determining eollege
admissions u ur Plarship recipients, but there is hardly Ome
to rousider all of these it) this shot discussion.

The major point that I mish make in this paper is that our task is
fundatermally one of finding a type of test that mill not just serve a single
wdl-defined pnrpose, but that mill satisfy a fairly large munber of diverse
requirements. That is, the prolulem is one of building a multiple purpose
rather than a single purpose test. Before attempting tu) identify or define
these purl). Nes and requirement, individnally, let us consider briefly some
of the factors in the total situation that call bur this multiplicity of
purposes.

One of the most important of these I lime already mentionedthe
practical necessity of aceulmpfishing virtually all scholarship and college
entrance testing through a ery small numlwr of m ide-seale cooperetive
programs at the. high school level. The test residts obtained in such
programs mnst be useful to literally hundreds of difkrent institutions and
agencies, each of which mill I mploy the results in somewhat different
waysoften in quite markedly different maysthan most others. The
results will IT used by SI Mi(` ittstit n III ins, 1,1r example, to "skim the
creatn'.' off the top of the ability distribution in a popnlatitin of (andidates
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that is already highly self.seleete(I, lit other mun-seleetiye institutions,
such as state-snpported universities with more apphcants than they can
handle, the sanw test results may be used to exclude students at the
tiller end of the ability scale in the entire unselected population of high
school graduates. In some institutions the results will be used to deter-
mine rewhoess for a broadlv eultural liberal arts curriculum, or for a
program of gelteral Aucation. lit still odiers the results will be exrcied
to predirt success in a narrowly sperialized and technical eurrAilum,
as ni colleges of engitierring and the mechanival arts. In still others the
Sallie test results w ill h. t ) ),t)lect ,:tthlen ts for an elementary
teacher training program, or for a pre-medical course, or for a course in
business tt6nagement. or for a school of social welfare, and so on.

I !me thus far luilv snggested some of the possible variations of what
ntiglt be regarded as the central qui most ostensible purpose of scholar-
ship and college entrance examitmtions, that of selecting among the
camlidates oti the hasis of their intellectual ability. It is also extremely
important to recognize that different types oi tests may serve this central
purpose equally well, vet may differ radically in the consequences of
their use in IA ide-seale prugrams, or in their incblental and often unin-
teniled effect., For exanqde. twil types of tests may fmth yield scores
tlut show the same correlation with college grades, but one may
exer-ise a restrictive or others% ise undesirable intluenee on the high
school iairriculum and the other may not; one may foster good and the
other bad attitmles towards eolleix preparation on the part of the
candidates; ur lute may be suseeptilde to superfkial cramming or may
!fail t had coaching practices and the other may not. In such instances,
the "side effects- of the tests may often he the determining factor in
test selection. and to proyi(le for these side effects is equivalent to
specifying additional purposes for the examination.

It is also extremely important to re, ugnize that scholarship mul college
entrance examinatimis may readily be constructed so that, without any
appreciable sacrifier in their ability to serve the so-called central purpose,
they can serve tnanv other equally important educational purposes as
well. It is quite juos.sible, for example, to prm,ide a test hattery that will
not only prediet college success or determine readiness for college as
well as any other% but that will also be highly useful to high school
counselors in allvising students nn their edueatimial and vocational
careers. a. on their elnuice of type of olh.ge, and that will be useful
as well to high school teachers itt adapting instruction to individual
differences, and to high school administrators in evaluating the entire
Min lional (uttering of the school. Likewise, the same test battery might
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be useful to the college authorities for plat.ement purposes, or for
purposes of counseling and guidance, or to help them better define the
college's task by more adequately describing the status and needs of
their eutering student body.

Planners of such testing programs should not only recognize these
possibilities but should regard as one of their most important respon-
sibilities that of thus extending the usefulness of their tests to.thegreated
possible extent. It is particularly important that the results obtained in
scholarship testing programs be immediately useful at the high -school
level. The high sel000ls are naturally reluctant to devote very much time
to testiog programs that are conducted solely for and in the interests of
the eldleges themsdves. 11 the high seinools are free to choose between
two competing scholarship testing programs or services, they will un-
doubtelay give their support to the one in which they find the test
results most useful for their own immediate purposes.

Furthermore, if we are to avoid the past mistake of conceiving too
narrowly 91 the purposes and requirements of testing prtograms of this
character, we must plan ihe priograms in comAderation of the pfesent
fundament1 needs of Am nthe erica system of education as a whole.111,

We have lo n greatly concerned, recently, with the so-called Russian,
challenge to American educathm. We have become much more keenly
aware of the nrgent no.il of l'al!..ing 16 level of intellectual competence,
not only of our scientists, engineers, and technicians, but of persons
engaged in all types iofintellertual activities in our society. Unfortunately,
the American public has been encouraged to believe that to meet this
challenge, we have only to send more students to college, especially
more talented stullen,s, and particularly into scienee and engineering
courses. This has !wen taken to mean that increased scholarship spend-
ing, both fetkral mod pri vote, plus higher salariAtlind increased facilities
for science and mathematics teaching in the publie schools, is about all
that is needed.

Those of our national leaders who hove encouragedlublie belief in
this apparently quick and asy and hence highly popular solution are
perhaps noon politicians than educators. As our educational leaders have
generally recognized, our real problem is not how to send more students
(0 college. We already have more students in edlege than our preseat
facilities and instructional staffs will permit us to hamlle properly, and
ou present provisions for our highly talented students are especially
inalltquate. Our real need is not even to ucial more talented students to
college. In the first plare, practically all of the really highly talented
students are already then'. The so-callol talented students who are
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sta)ing away from volkge for finaucial reasons are mostly fairly far
down along the ability scale. If we did succeed in sending to college
the my small proportion of reaily talented students Dot DOW in attend,
:ince, but wene to (b, mithiug more for them than we arc now doing for
other talented students in general-, we would as a nation surely not be
appreciably liet.ter fl than we are at present.

Our real need, then, is mit just to semi a larger number of students to
college, talented ur otherwise, hit to enrich and rinprove their eduCittonal
experiences at all level,--college, high school, and elementary school.
Our real need; .ire to identify the talented pupik much more surely and
much earher -lung infore they go to college--and to provide more
adequately at all stages for the further development of their superior
talents, aitil ti gie them the heolcd inrentives to make the most of
these enriched upportunitics and of their superior abilities. According
to !wart) all oker% cr., of contemporary Russian educalion, one of the
most outstanding differences between the Russian sy,tem and ours lies
in the general attitude toward education, not only among students in
Russian scluiols but among the Russian people in p and in the
interr-t show n in and the effort expended on self-edue;..!.ion. If we are to
meet the Rus-ian eballengo, wt must, among other things, find more
effectiv.. %sm., it midivati:ig our students. particularly our most talentel
student-, or of inducing them to work harder, both in and out of school,
at the ta-1 of ,clf-imprucment.

hile the\ ha\ e nut generally done so in the past, widc-scale scholar-
ship dud rll,, t.otr.inve testing programs can make a significant con-
tribution to the.0 edueational neeik Ily providing appropriate
t pi., of ex:enination, the programs call give the students a concrete
and num hawk effective incentive to work hinder at the job of getting
ready fia. cullege. t, serve this puirpo:-T, the examinations must measure
directly the ,tildcnt's rewliness for college, or the extent to which be is
inquired to profit bv the college experience. 'That is. they must measure
as direetiv ;is l.ille hii. ahiliry to purcorm exactly the same kinds of
complex task- that he will have occasion to perform in college and in his
later intellectual activities in generai. The examination should therefore
consist in large part of exelT:ses requiring thr student to interpret and
to evaluate critically the same kinds of reading materials that he will

wcasin to read and study in college, and, particularly, that will
require him to do the .sanie kinds of rornplex reasoning and probl0rn
mitring that he will have to do later both in and out of school.

If the examination is to have the maximum motivating value for the
high sehoul 'Indent, it must impress npon him the fact that his chances
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of being admitted to college, or of being awarded a scholarship, dernd
not only on his "brightness" or "intelligence" or other itioate qualities or
factors for which he. is not personally responsible, but even morr upon
littw hard he has worhkert at the task of getting ready Ittr college, both in
high school and in the years preceding high school. The eAamination
must make him feel that ht has corm.d the right to go to rollege by his
own efforts, not that lir is l'iltith'il to college admission because of his
inoate abilities or aptitudes, regardless of Ss hat he has done in high
schuol. ln other words, the examination must be regarded by him as an
nehievernent test, or as a test of his acquired or deerloped al)ilitie. The
tasks ronstituting the examination must therefore obviously correspond
to recogoi,..ed high selot.,1 learning experiences, which means that the
test exereises should perhaps he grouped according to major areas of high
sehool instruction the social studies, the natural sciences, the human-
ities, the communication skills, and mathematics.

III thus organizing the tests, however, the program planners must avoid,
dm, appearanee.qattempting to dictate the content or the organization
of the high Althotit rriculnin. The rolleges must not again lay themselves
open to the choge I Ill iininating the high schools through the tolkge
entkinee testirig progiins, as they did decades ago under the old

. .
liegents examioatiorecsystem in New .York or under the old College
Board systi.m. The test.batters7 may therefore not Consist of content or
Abject matter exainillations, vorresponding to established subjects in
thc high selviol curriculum. At the sanie time, the importance of the
4111(1140s. loaiedgc Mils( Dia be neglected.

These requirements ran 'be .Inet if tin examination is copeerned
diectly w itli ilv. development of gtIneralized intellectual skills and
abilities, or Is ith ss hat the student can do with what he has learned, and
if it is concerned only indirectly with ic/iid he,has learned, in the Sells"

d t

lif 21)11'111c kilns of inforouition or bits of knowledge. The necessary
empl,44,sis on the scope and quality of the studi.nt's knowledge cun bit
..I'lllerub<1.111* t'Nrrgises are basell upon test situations that emphasize
difference along the candidates in their general informational or
ideational backgroonds, and io their previous educational experiences.
That is, the ewre.ist44.:.told gist. a definite advantage to the student who
is already hest alb, rued in xene in! about tbe problem to be stilved,
or most etperienet, ,0 the solution nf sueli, problems. This can and
,10,11111 lir fl,ne Niithotit<pentdizing unduly any e \antitiet. whO happens
not to possess a particidar ;Terilie bit (if ilIffainalitili.

111 the examinatinos are such that they providf\conerele and meaning-. .

ful invilitive:, tn the individual high.sehool student, they will ne'cessaril%,
.

.
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and serve a similar purpose for the individual school as well.
Examinations that measure the extent to which the italividual students
ure prepared for college must idivionsly indicat. also how well the schools
have prepared them tor rollegr. The right kind al tests will therefore
inal,e die high schools more keenly aware of their own responsibilities
and shortcomings, and at the same time will give them positive aid in
moc.ing these responsibilities, by drawing their attention to broad areas
or aspects of arhicentent most in need of improvement. I need hardly

P"int "ta that "'Urge untratl" i'mulliniltions of the type generally
regarded iv iotelligence tests lir solnilastie aptitude tests, Or differential
aptit ode tests, are almost wholly useless for these purpiises, US they are

for niotivating the individual stuihnit.
'ro appreciate fully what kind of a problem w I' are here considering, we

must give mime attention II) qin one more general purpose or requirement
of college entrance and seholarship examinations. It seems to me that

ine of the imist significant observatins that one can make concerning

suet, examinations is that they, more than any other single thing,
constitute the real answer to the question, "Who may go to college?"
'hi the high !who'd student who asks. "What must I be like, or what must
I be ahle to do to be adnittkil to college?" the realistic answer must be:

"Different colleges have mallv different requirements, hut thew is one
thing that nearly all of them require in common, there is one thing
alHuit which v mav be certainvon must be ahle to pass the entratwe

examinations: that is. you must he able to do Ow kiuitl Id' things called

for I the eCaillittalion
Ne are to look for the most universal and the really fuyetional

definition sir the desirahle eidlege student. or of his desired intelleetual
attributes, we musi r;ok at the entrance examination, We should be able
lO find there a representative sample of precisely the same kinds of
complex tasks t hat the eidkge student and intellectual worker in general
IIIU' t be able to !irritant. We should expect to find there a highly mean-
ingful ih.finition of the things that the high school and elenwntary school
shoot!! have 111O1ared the StIldelll to 110. I need hardly point Out that,

iowed as stiell ilelitntions.. most scholarship and college entrance
eNaininations used in the pas have been utterly inadequate.

Thi., issue is liecoming particularly important with the increased use
of entrance examinalions by non-selective institutions to determine

who must be denied admission 111'11111Se Of Ihr instinition's limited
facilities, There is real danger that such institutions Will place undue

and uncritical reliance on entrance examinations simply because such
examinations provide a demonstrably impersonal and objective basis for
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mikking unpopular decisions about the applicants. The planners of
oollege entrance testing pr4Igrams must recognize fully the responsibil-
ities that they thus assume, and must make special efforts to provide in
test furm the best possible definition of what is really wanted in the
incoming student.

This leads to my final genecal observation concerning the nature of the
problem that we are here considering. I is simply that the problem is one
which call, funduoientally for a rutionnl rather than foi an empirical
.olation. In the pdA, de% elopmental work on scholarship and college
entrance xaininations has in general been dominated by the empirical
or experiment:. I ,:tiproaell. The core, if not the whole, of the examination
battery has 11110! c1,117..kInd iii WAS iii all' so-called sdndastic aptitude
type. In :1111.11"llni!liv, ll'Ats, %0` have been obsessed by the single
notion that Ow to 1 pretlict college sucress. Since we have had
readily a ailab., 1101 i oant itative measure of such success, the
grudelHont average, w allowed our test selection procedures to be
dominai by tlus dubi.ms ,.iiterion. In many inStances, tests and items
have heel. le Intl ailli I xclusivrly in terms of their correlations
with the gradv :nt ayerages. Furthermore, and I think this is much more
significant than has been gruel ally recognized, we have charat:teristically
made Hp ,tur experimental try-out batteries of very 3/tor1 sub-tests. In thus

titliug, WI' ha" Phared high premium upon the reliability of
the subtests, rather than upiin their intrinsic validity. Our statistical
technipies of test selection have tended to exclude tests of highly com-
plex character tests that in eonsequence are almost inevitably low in
reliability per unit of. testing time, and that 14 this reaSon
in short forms shot% lot% correlations with the criterion, eve11 though
their intrinsic validities Me quite high. We seem to have been unduly
11,11411mA ith the efficiency of our predictinn instruments. That is,

.,erni to ha% e lunl as our objentive that of securing a high correlation
tt ith the criterion in the ;holiest possible amount of testing time, rather
than that of attaining the highest possible validity in whatever amount
of time is needed to do the joh right, -

What is much nom. serions. however, is that in selecting or construct.
ing the snktests to be tried out experimentally for use in such batteries,

r have strongly fa% 01141 te.ts tluit are highly honutgeneous in character
mut simple in structure, tests that show a high corrdation with the
criterion and low correlath ins with one another. That is, we have tended
to exclude complex types of tests even from initial consideration, and
often.have not even tried them out in the experimental batteries, When
11 I' have Ind wind them. we have not made them long enough to compare
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favorably ni rehoblin. k6th the other tests tried out, and hence have
doomed them to elimination later. Obviously, the final battery of tests
selected cannot be any het ter than the tests from which the selection
was made. In our efforts to analyze complex mental processes into
simple and indeprodent comptments, we have analyzed out or otherwise
excluded the most impalant components of allthe most essential and
distinguishing chanieteristic of each of which is its very complexity.

It is important, of course, that the student possess manytspecific skills,
as well as that lic have a large store of specific information. What is much
mile important howe Tr, is that he I, able to u.le all of these skins and
knowledge., at the s e time and in the right combination with one
another in the solntion of highly complex problems. It is the complex
orgauization of, and the interaetions among, these skills ai they are
being used that is most important, not just the specific skills themselves.
It is extremely important, furthermore, that the student have acquired a
,flunit sen.o. of values, awl that he be able to make decisions and to reach
major conclusions in proper eonsi&ration of these values. In other
wonls, it IS fili)st imp,ulant that he exercise sound judgment in all that
he does. These abilities to nse many specific skills at the same time and in
the right comlanatimi, to weigh values, to do complex reasoning, to
exerrise judgment, and many other similar abilities definitely cannot be
measured in the ;distract or in isolation from one another. Certainly
they are not traits that are psvelndogically simple in structure. They can
be measnred, but only in relation to Ow complex situations in whieh
they are &mandril.

,

It is my cotn.mt ion, then, that even for the single purpose of predicting
the questionable grade.point average criterion, the techniques that we
have liven employing are far from perfect. As a means of selecting tests
that will pref het moltiple and complex criteria such as we' should be
ilyveloping to take the plare of the gladepoi n t average, they are clearly
mneh less adequate. As a means of hdping us &fine major educational
goals, they are utterly inadequate.

The latter. as I see it, is the real nature of the j4,1) of improving college
entrance and scholarship testing programs. I have suggested 'quite a
number of different roluirements that I believe such examinations should
serve. Even so, there are many others that I have not even had time to
mention. It is obvionsk impossible to construct a single test battery that
will serve all i if these many purposes perfectly, or, for that matter, that
will A r rvi any win of them to our complete satisfaction, It is possible,
however, to provide a single battery that will prove highly useful in
relation to every ion. of these purposes. This can he done without
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appreciably `41ctifiring the usefulness of the battery for any single
'Impose, iticluilOig that of the prediction of success. Indeed, there is
itow plenty ot evii knee that testy of the kind that I have suggested will

it better lull ot predicting eollege success than will any available
batteries tests of specific aptitudes or skills. If we are to provide end
ti continue tu improve the kind of tests needed, we must recognize
that the till, is t.ysiiiitbilly one of describing or &fining, in terms of teat
situations, some of the broad educational goals that the students and the
schools are now trying to attain.

I cannot emphasize too strOngly, however, that it is definitely not the
function of platoon., of scholarship aml colkge entrance examination
!migrants to 4.1 'lei-mine or to iet any education goals. Certainly it is not
their province to attempt through the tests to bring about changes in the
high school eurriculum, no matter how desirable. It is proper and desir-
able, however, that 'the tests accurately describe some of the brieul
edneational goals which are already universally nevi:pied. and that they
emphasize the need for f urther development of generalized abilities that
are of selrevident and unquestioninl importance. In constructing tests'

of this character, slime statistical and empirical techniilues are useful and
Ilereoqtrs, hut they are Of seconilary importance. This is a task that calls
lundamentally tor great skill, inwgination, and iugenuity on the part
of the item w Viler, rather than .for skill in statistical. manipulation. The
WIlting ol twills for such tests calls for the very highest level of tahnit or
competence available in the w hole field of educational measurement. The
whole task of test construction IA (Me that calls for a logical rather than
for an empirical approach or line that, most of all, demands the exercise
or sound judgment.

In closing, I would like to repeat and emphasize a point that I made
earlier that it has not been my purpose here to argue the merits of any
particular test lir testing programs. My roncern here is only with the gen.
end direetion in which our further efforts at test imprmiement shonhl he
pointed. W. lime inaile great progress in the past in developing tests of
the type sugge-ted, lint eiirtainlv there is plenty of room for and great
;teed lor continued improwninit in all present lii ii intents, I am CAI.

NInevil that, it approach this task of test improvement in the manner
suggested, if we recogoize that scholarship and college entrance exam,
illations can and should serve a wide variety of purposes, and if WP
recognize that onr task is funllamentally one of defining the generalized
and vomplex abilities we want the high school student graduate to have
developed, we man build into such programs some really significant
pnsilke V:11111"4 tot 1merivnit education,



What K inds of Tests for College
Admission and Scholarship Programs?

ALF.XANDER C. WESMAN, Associate Director, Test Division, The
Psychological Corporation

The tests we need for college adtnissions purposes are those which are
reliable, efficient, inexpensive, confidential, comprehensive, unique,
reflective of the curriculum, independent of the curriculum, fair to late
developers, and valid for cvery curriculum in every institution of higher
learning. Unfortunately, no such set of tests exists. In fact, no such set
of tests can exist. The demanis of each institution are, or should be,
unique the tests one college needs will necessarilY differ in some ways
from the tests other institutions need. Any attempt to specify the same
testing program for all colleges, or all scholarship purposes, is inherently
self-defeating.

The central issue in choosing tests for college admissiont purposes is
the same as for any othir purposes--- what use is to be made of the test
results? Thisin turn depends on the nature of the individual institution
-its goals, its role in our society, its facilities, its philosophy. The grow-

ing prevalence of national and statewide programs embodies a Teal
danger that individual differences among institutions of higher education
will be overlooked. The advantages of uniform testing programs may be
purchased at the exeessive price of ignoring one of the greatest strengths
of our educational systemthe variety of functions performed by our
colleges and universities. If every institution were concerned with select.
ing for admission only the intellectually elite and in providing the same
kind of education to aIl those it admitted, a single set of tests might be
prescribed for all. As long as we have state universi0 and highly
selective private colleges, liberal arts colleges and agricultural colleges,
cultural emphases and vocational emphases, it is unlikely that one set of
tests, or one program of tests however thoughtfully devised, will ade-
quately serve the needs of all. Rather a variety of tests and a variety of
programs is essential if each institution is to approximate the require.
menus of its own special circumstances.

Certainly every institution needs tests which are reliable; but is the
'lame test reliable for every institution? Not lirliess it is a most ineffkient
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instrument. Our institutions of higher education vary widely with re-
spect to the levels of talent in the students they admit. If a test is to have
enough diflkult material to discriminate reliably among the top twenty
per cent of our students, and enough euy material to discriminate
reliably among the bottom twenty per cent of college freshmen, the test
will be far too long for practical use in either group. Further, the large

`. number of easy items is likely to bore the better students almost as much
as the large number of difficult items frustrates the less able; and, in
each case, the sectiens of inappropriate difficulty represent inefficient
meas u remen t .

An example may focus the problem of range of talent more sharply.
In one state university system last year, the same set of tests was used in
all the units of the system. The average verbal test score of the entering
freshmen in one. of the institutions (College A) was more than two
standard deviations below the average score of those entering another
institution (College II) in the same system. College B, whose freshmen
scored highest in the state system, was only average among all the
schools which use this test. This uggests that differences in mean scores
between the most selective schools using this test and low-scoring
Colkge A are fully four to five standard deviations. It is ;robable that
for a majority of the students in College A the later half of the test
provided a depressing experience, but -no real measurement. For these
examinees the effective portion of the test was composed of perhaps
half the items printed in the booklet. The reliability of the test for
ikeriminatiog, among these students, must be assumed to have suffered
accordingly.

The tests should be efficientthey should occupy as little of the
school's and the student's time as is necessary. This is not to say that the
time spent in testing is not as well spent as if equal time were devoted to
other kinds of expel ience to which a student might be exposed. Bather.
it suggests that efficient tests permit the gathering of more information
within reasonable time limits. If four hours are to be devoted to testing,
we should seek full value for those four hours. There are programs which
compel some students to stay overnight in an out-of-town lodging; if
more efficient testing ran eliminate this burden, such programs should
be made more efficient. The student may not be in a position to protest;
but the captive state of the student should not make his captors ksi
merciful.

To be most effective; tests should supplement information which is
otherwise available, rather than duplicate such information. The college
which draws iis students from a small number of local seronelary schools
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should be able to accept .the students' high school records as evidence of
their academie preparatiim; achievement tests are of secondary utility if
they are devoted to assessing the same information as is represented by
welbonderstood school grades. Where there is considerable divarsity
among feeder s'rhools in their curricula and grading standards, the use of
aehn.vement tests may be noire defensible. However, in our enthusiasm
for tests we should not forget what research has so often demonstrated
that even where students are drawn from diverse secondary schools,..
high school average is often one of the best predictors of performance in
college. Accordingly, instruments which are less directly reflections a
the subject matter Oanpetence of the student may provide more new
iiiformation cioirernitig, him than do tests in subject matter for which
geades are already available.

There are at least two other advantages to the use of non-curricular
tests. The use of achievement tests for college admissions all too often
exerts a disproportionate influence on the Secondary school curriculum
and the secondary school teacher. Achievement tests are valid if they
measure what the school wants to teach; but schools frequently behave
as though their teaching is valid if their students do veil on.some
teemed achievement test. Some years ago it was commonplace in New
lurk to hear the complaint that the final semester of a course was de-
voted entirely to specific preparation of the students for the Regents
examination; then, for several years, the issue appeared to have been
resiilved. *Fiala v. once again, another &et of tests occupies a similarly

aninant position. Tloise of us who are responsible for developing such
tests may find ready 1 efuge in the statement that we do not recommend
that the &whim! or teacher adopt this subservient rolethat the tests are
intended to follow. mit iletermiiw, the curriculum. But as long as subject
matter tests serve college admissions purposes, we must expect teachers
who .are anxious to help eollege.bound sturkntsand teachers whose
own performance will be judged by thir pupils' RUNTS% on these tests
to concentrate on the tests as much as on the course.

A second advantage of tests wh:ch are not curriculum oriented is their
potential for rescue functions. There are students whose formal (Ica..
detnie preparatiou is defective those who were unstimulated by their
courses or their trirrhers who may nevertheless be salvaged. Their pre.
viiius failure to learn may have been the result of delayed maturity on
their part, or of an oninspired educational environment. That these
&tiolents mIt learned what their courses offered would be docu .

wined by course grades and by achievement tests alike. To reveal that
'they could learn requires a different kind of predictive measure.
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The proportbni of students NNtits do poorly in high school, then find
themselves s% hen they are given a chance to do college work, may be

liut .the al;solute nunil'i iii uch Audents is large enough to
warrant attentiiin. A large midwestern state university found in
its 1957 entering class 188 students is ho scored among the top twenty-
tkP per ent on the College Qwdifiention Tests, and were in the lowest
quarter of their high selnsid class. More than half of these students at-
Lined a first seineAcr guinle point average of 2.0 (C) or better. In this
same class, there tsere 31 1 fre,limen who were also, in the top quarter on.
the 'All* and in the third quarter in high spina rank. Three-fourths 1
these fieshmen earned a .giatle pOint average of 2.0 or better. These are
students 3110 of them in a single freshmen class--- -for whom pr-gnosis
tin the basis of past aea.lenib. achievement would be pessimistic, but who
%we correetiv identified hV the tests as being capable of at least initially
iatisfactory work in college.

There are a number of considerations which each institution must
resoli,C for itself hcfore it adopts an admissions battery or accepts a
program devised I.y some out-ide agency.

1. Will a liolic; of selective admissions bp practiced, or is the in-
ohliged, perhaps by state charter, to admit all applicants

et certain minimum requirements?
Inglik, 0,1; vine!l prk alt. liberal arts college has the privilege of select-

ing those stinleins hie show greatest intellectual promise. Some
slatv um% vr-itif. mg liaNe that s:une privilege. Society has prescribed
that mit oul \ the elite shall be educated; all who van profit from collegiate
education in iverse curricula and at varying levels of intellectual demand
art' tu he given Oa uppin utility for further aeademie train;ng. It is true
that es en publicly supported institutions are finding it necessary, be.
raus of sNselling hordes of applieants and limited classroom capacities,
to exereise am selection. But the exclusion of the least promising from
the great mai., of applivants is a quite different task from that of choosing
a ...mall number of the elite Irian an already self-seleeted group of top-
ranking candidates, I hir should expect that tests differing in difficulty,
and perhatH in kind. are necessary for these different tasks.

2. Whet her or not select e admissions wilhbe practiced, are students
Hared in different elasses or sections on the basis of test results?

I f ire- hula!! eourses ale offered at more than one level to students with
ilinerent academic preparation, achievement tests may be useful to tip.
praise the student's ci;nipetenee at entrance. If there is a course in chem-
istry for ad.. mired sluili.nts and another for students who have not
pre% iond v taken chemistry- and if the student's record of high school
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courses is judged insuffirient to testify to his knowledge of the subject
s chemistry test may be advisable. lf, on the other hand, the same first
course is offered to all students regardless of previous exposure, a sub.
ject matter test is probably less crucial.

3. Will the faculty make use of the test results in its teaching, or are
the tests primarily to serve a screening function?

Ii tlw biobigy or history teacher will use the information gain% from
tests in his subject matter to plan his instruction, achievement tests may
be !esirable for students entering the course. There is many a faculty
'member Ale), rightly or wrongly, ,expresses indifference to how much
subject matter the student lias learned before he enters the class; rather,
it is whether the student can learn, and is willing to learn, what the
professor wishes to teach him that is crucial. This teacher may be one
wlio is unconvinced by the suggestion that what the student has learned
in the past is predictive of what the student will learn in the future. Or,
this imiv be a teacher who, faced by overflowing classes of students with
a N ide range of previous preparation in the subject, ha's recognized the
futility of trying to,tailor his teaching to the varying amounts of know!.

Ige possessed by the individual entering freshmen. All students are
treated by tliese two professors as essentia4 equal and uniformed on
entrance to the class..Iligh school course records in the subject are not
s,.on as helpful by theme 'professors; achievement tespesults are likely to
lie equally ignored by thorn.

If a test is to be used primarily as a screening device rather than as a
hasis for instruction, a scholastic aptitude measure will be more efficient
and nn,re broadly applieable than a subject matter test..

1. Ilow many curricula does the school offer?
'Die small liberal arts college may require that all students take...a

standard, prescribed curriculum for the most part, with a small number
of electives. A large state, university may be composed of a number of
colleges such as science and letters, agriculture, education, nursing,
pluirmacy and enginceritig- with each college in turn offering more than
onc currieulum. The variety or curricula in the state university probably
assures that the student bodies of the several colleges also vary, in level
of ability as well as in areas of academic interest. A minimal program
which would pro e satisfactory for the homogeneous freshman class of
the liberal arts college might well prove inadequate for the heterogeneous
impulation whOi enters the conqdex state university.

Dr. Harold Culliksen. discussing several papers at a recent symposium
said, in effect, "Once again we have heard excellent presentations of the
iroblenis in this area and the questions that need to be asked. It would
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he nice if, sometime, we might have a paper which supplied answers."
Since the views embodied above express the conviction that no single
battery of tests will serve equally in all institutions, an attempt to pro-
pose such a battery would be inconsistent. Nonetheless, a general ap-
proach can be presented.

The core -of an admissions testing program should include measures
which appraise the student's command of our two most important symbol
systems, verbal and quantitative. The ability to manipulate verbal and
numerical concepts has almost invariably been shown to be associated
with success in future learning at all educational levels. Opinions differ
as to how these abilities may best be tappedby synonyms, antonyms or
verbal analogies, by number series, problem-solving, or numerical com-
putationbut there should be little dispute that some kind of effective
appraisal of verbal and numerical abilities is essential. A third component
might be a brief test of information, sampling broadly from the general
areas of physical and social science. This test would be intended to pro-
vide some reflection of the student's educational background where
feeder schools and their marking systems are diverse. As a fourth com-
ponent, a reading test might well be included as much for use in guidance
and identification of students ip need of remedial training as for pre-
dictive purposes. Then, because the student's outlook toward school may
indicate how he will react to the educational process, a survey of his
beliefs and attitudes with respect to study, to teachers and to the general
academic environment might well be in order, Beyond this core, addi-
tional testing with respect to special abilities (such as space perception)
or specific subject matter competence (e.g., formal mathematics), may be
added according to the particular character of the institution and the
readiness of faculty to utilize the test results as a basis for teaching.

With respect to tests as a basis for awarding scholarships, one needs
first to inquire what purpose the scholarships are to serve. If we are
simply seeking the academically most promising, then a verbal and
numerical test of sufficient difficulty to challenge the top two, or five, or
ten per cent Of secondary school graduates will do a satisfactory job. If
scholarships are intended to provide additional recruits for special
arras of our societyscientists, social workers, teachers or missionaries
the tests to be used, and scores which will qualify the accepted
candidates, must he tailored to the task.

One could make a brief for examining the subject area competence of
tudents in areas in which they had not had previous schooling. There
are undoubtedly students who have learned a great deal about mechanical
things through their own curiosity, through recreation and experi-
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mentrition, through observation and self-directe'd reading rather than
through formal course work. K. scholarships encouraged the further
development of students such as these, a potential additional source
of creative talent might be uncovered. A brief could be made, too, for
awarding scholarships to those who are not in the highest ranks of
academic promise hut who can contribute importantly nonetheless. We
award srholarships to students many of whom would go on to college in

any event. If in;trall. potential teachers could be located and sub-
sidijedstudents who are not in the :op ten per cent of their class, whose
scores on our usual scholarship tests are mediocre, who would not
otherwise pursue further education, who might not earn the highest
grades in a teacher training course but who could successfully negotiate,
a teachers college program and would enjoy teachingmore would'
he contributed by scholarships for this purpose than by the ego-satisfying
but unessential support of those whose careers are not genuinely affected.

Lower qualifying scores, or even different examinations, should be,
employed for this kind of scholarship award.

To summarize: the kinds of tests that are appropriate for college
admission and scholarship programs are those which are best suited to
the individual institution and the particular purposes of the scholarship
donor. No onc testing program will suit all schools or all purposes.
There are many good tests. It is incumbent on the conscientious user to
select from among them those which most nearly meet his sPecial needs
and circumstances. Otherwise, the' tests which have provided milestones

along the road of educoional progress may become millstones around

the neck of the educational process.
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